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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to assess the personal 

value systems of Greek managers, and to compare them 

primarily with those of American managers, and secondarily 

with those of Australian, Indian, Japanese, and Korean 

managers. In all these countries the personal value 

systems of national samples of managers have been assessed 

using the same theoretical and measurement approach 

developed by G. W. England (1967). It is also the 

intention of this study to empirically test the hypothesis 

that values are significantly related to self-reported 

behavior (i.e., values influence problem-solving and 

decision-making behavior). In addition, the relationship 

between the personal values of managers and their 

managerial success is investigated (England and Lee, 1974). 

Related to organizational design considerations are 

possible differences anumg the values of managers of large, 

medium, and small organizations (Indik, 1963), and 

resulting differences in decision making processes and 

corporate strategy (e.g., attitudes toward such concepts as 

Industry Leadership, Organizational Stability, 

Organizational Growth, Labor Unions, Aggressiveness, 

Competition, and Risk) (Learned, Dooley and Katz, 1959; 
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Guth and Tagiuri, 1965; England and Keaveny, 1969; England 

and Lee, 1971). 

Many theorists have attempted to integrate the man and 

the organization, suggesting that " . . . organizational 

theory needs an explicit model of man . . . and without 

such a model major difficulties arise in predicting 

important organizational events and processes" (Argyris, 

1973, p. 141). The present study also addresses areas 

relevant to personality and organization theory: the 

existence of values that are induced in individuals by the 

organizational culture (i.e., adopted values), and the 

existence of values that are inhibited by the 

organizational culture (i.e., intended values) would 

indicate a potential mismatch between the individual and 

the organization. "To the extent that there is an 

incongruency between the needs of individuals and the 

requirements of a formal organization, the individuals will 

tend to experience (1) frustration, (2) psychological 

failure, (3) short time perspective, and (4) conflict" 

(Argyris, 1973, p.144). The existence of such a condition 

should necessitate adaptive activities by both the 

individual and the organization (e.g., greater and wider 

participation of individuals in the goal setting process, 

and restructuring of the organization). 
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CHAPTER I 

VALUES AND RELATED ATTITUDINAL CONCEPTS 

Attitudinal Concepts 

Theorists in psychology, sociology, and management 

have long been attempting to define values and to reach a 

definitional consensus on that concept. Their task has 

been difficult since the concept overlaps with other 

related attitudinal concepts such as attitudes, beliefs, 

opinions, habits, dispositions, and intentions. These 

concepts have usually been subsumed under and integrated 

with the general concept of attitude; this usage has led to 

confusion and explains the great disagreement over a 

precise definition of these concepts (McGuire, 1969; 

Kiesler, Collins, and Miller, 1969; Elizur, 1970). 

Attitude, the most general of all the attitudinal 

concepts, is addressed first. Allport (1935), offered a 

variety of definitions of attitude, five of which are 

considered below: 

1. Attitude connotes a neuropsychic state of 
readiness for mental and physical activity . . . 
2. Attitudes are individual mental processes which 
determine both the actual and potential responses of 
each person in a social world. Since an attitude is 
always directed toward some object it may be defined 
as a 'state of mind of the individual toward a value' 



3. Attitude . . . preparation or readiness for 
response . . . 
4. Attitude is a mental and neural state of readiness 
organized through experience exerting a directive or 
dynamic influence upon the individual's response to 
all objects and situations with which it is related 
• • • 

5. Attitude . . . 'degree of affect' for or against 
an object or a value. (pp. 4-10) 

Murphy, Murphy and Newcomb defined attitude as " . . . 

primarily a way of being 'set' toward or against certain 

things (1937, p. 889). According to Rosenberg, attitude is 

a " . . . relatively stable affective response to an 

object" (1956, p. 367). Katz and Stotland defined attitude 

as an affective tendency to evaluate an object or a symbol 

of that object in a certain way (1959, p. 428), and, 

similarly, Katz wrote that 

attitude is the predisposition of the individual to 
evaluate some symbol or object or aspect of his world 
in a favorable or unfavorable manner . . . Attitudes 
include the affective, or feeling core of liking or 
disliking, and the cognitive, or belief, elements 
which describe the effect of the attitude, its 
characteristics, and its relations to other objects. 
(1960, p. 168) 

Insko (1967) emphasized that this "evaluative 

tendency" does not negate the fact that overt behavior is a 

function of attitudes, however difficult such a function 

may be to define. Insko (1967) further described opinions 

as nonevaluative beliefs that are functionally related to 

attitudes. 



Berelson and Steiner have lumped opinions, attitudes, 

and beliefs together as concepts that " . . . do not have 

fixed meanings in the literature, but in general, refer to 

a person's preference for one or another side of a 

controversial matter in the public domain" (1964, pp. 

557-585). Despite the above, however, Berelson and Steiner 

(1964) did see differences among these concepts: opinions 

usually referring to topical and short-run affairs; 

attitudes being more enduring and inclusive; and beliefs 

being even more enduring, deep-rooted, and reflective of 

central personal values. Furthermore, they regarded 

attitudes and opinions as being adapted to beliefs (i.e., 

values or sentiments). They clearly underlined the lack of 

a definitional agreement when they wrote that there are " . 

. . no hard and fast boundaries for these terms so that 

one man's opinion may be another man's attitude and still 

another man's belief" (Berelson and Steiner, 1964, p. 558). 

, Triandis (1964) maintained that categories, 

evaluations, behavioral intentions, and values can be 

subsumed under the more comprehensive concept of attitude. 

Halloran (1967, p. 20), reported that Secord and Backman 

(1964) " . . . maintain that attitudes pertain to a single 

object, whereas value systems are orientations toward whole 

classes of objects." Halloran (1967, p. 89) added that 

attitudes serve a value-expressive function, thus values 



are more basic and deep-seated than attitudes (see also, 

Berelson and Steiner, 1964). 

Despite the host of definitional constructs concerning 

attitudinal concepts, and the resulting apparent confusion, 

many authors have maintained that the concept of attitude 

is extremely useful in social research precisely because it 

has multiple connotations and does not seem to sanction the 

search for singular and rigid definitions (Campbell, 1963; 

Halloran, 1967). Halloran wrote that " . . . when it comes 

to testing hypotheses the definitional question is usually 

circumvented and that in any case, the creative phase of 

research is so idiosyncratic that each researcher is best 

left to his own preferred mode of conceptualization" (1967, 

p. 17; see also McGuire, 1969). Halloran (1967) continues 

by stating that " . . . social scientists still seem to 

understand each other when using the concept attitude" (p. 

17), and, " . . . that one may deplore much of the 

terminological confusion in this field without at the same 

time implying that it is necessary or desirable to achieve 

general agreement on a single connotation of attitude" (p. 

17). 

Most recently Fishbein and Ejzen (1975), based on 

extensive reviews of the literature and on previous work by 

Fishbein (1965), claimed that " . . . the major 

characteristic that distinguishes attitude from other 



concepts is its evaluative or affective nature" (p. 11). 

Fishbein and Ejzen (1975) summarized the whole definitional 

argument by writing that 

the concept of attitude should be used only when 
there is strong evidence that the measure employed 
places an individual on a bipolar affective dimension. 
When the measure places the individual on a dimension 
of subjective probability relating an object to an 
attribute, the label belief should be applied. When 
the probability dimension links the person to a 
behavior, the concept behavioral intention should be 
used. Other concepts that have been employed in the 
attitude area appear to be subsumed under one or 
another of these three broad categories. For example, 
concepts like attraction, value, sentiment, valence, 
and utility all seem to imply bipolar evaluation 
and may thus be subsumed under the category of 
'attitude.' Similarly, opinion, knowledge, 
information, stereotype, etc., may all be viewed as 
beliefs held by an individual. Other items such as 
brand image, prejudice, and morale, are usually 
defined so broadly that they may relate to all three 
categories. Thus a person may hold prejudicial 
beliefs, attitudes, and intentions. (p. 13) 

From the above, it may be inferred that attitudes 

fundamentally reflect an evaluative component, and beliefs 

reflect a probabilistic component about a concept's 

existence. The present study attempts to define managers' 

personal value systems by asking them to indicate the 

perceived importance of concepts (high, medium, or low 

importance), and also to evaluate these concepts (or their 

outcomes) as successful, right, or pleasant. It is 

suggested then, that values, in this context, contain a 

probabilistic component (i.e., importance), and an 

evaluative component (i.e., successful, right, pleasant). 
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Values, then, may be thought of as a combination of 

attitudes and beliefs. 

Two direct quotes from Fishbein and Ejzen (1975) are 

considered to be appropriate here: 

Unfortunately, despite the vast amount of research and 
the publication of countless books and articles on the 
topic, there is little agreement about what an 
attitude is, how it is formed or changed, and what 
role, if any, it plays in influencing or determining 
behavior (p. v), and 

. . . some investigators are calling for the 
abolishment of the attitude concept by pointing to the 
lack of a systematic approach and the failure of the 
field to provide a cummulative body of knowledge. It 
is our contention that these calls are premature and 
probably unwarranted. (p. v) 

In this study, Fishbein's and Ejzen's (1975) 

contentions are accepted. It appears that the intensity of 

the controversy is subsiding, with authors now 

concentrating on improving the measurement techniques and 

the convergent validity of various instruments for 

measuring attitudinal concepts rather than achieving 

singular definitions for concepts that are fairly well 

understood. The object is to increase our knowledge of the 

relationships among attitudes, values and behavior, and to 

better understand their effect on organizational processes. 

This introduction to values and attitudinal concepts 

ends with the following glossary (Brown 1976) of 

attitudinal terms in the literature that have often been 



confused with values (see Figure 1 ) . Of particular 

importance are the c i ted de f in i t ions for an at t i tude and a 

value; i t appears that a t t i tudes r e f l e c t behavioral 

tendencies that are rather spec i f i c in addressing an object 

or s i tua t ion , while values are more general behavioral 

tendencies indicating preferable modes of conduct toward 

whole c lasses of i s s u e s . 

ATTZTOOe: A c«I«tlv«i.y andurla? organization ot 
b«li«£s around an objace or situation pradispoaing ona to 
raspond in soaa prafarantial naanar. 

aBHAVTOR: Action/s raauXting froa motivation ranging 
£roa a singla act (voting) to a vhoia sat of acts (pursuit 
ot a cartain occupation). 

aELIZ7: An in£aranea nada by an obaarvar about 
iindarlying stataa ot axpactaacy. 

BTHICSi Tha study ot eight and vrong, usually 
including th» datarmining and ancouraging ot what is right. 

lOBOLOGT: An organisation ot baliafa and attitudaa -
raligioua, political, or philoaophical in natura - that is 
mora or laaa institutionalizad or sharad with othars, 
deriving Croa axtarnal authority. 

OPIMZOMt A varbal axpraaaion of soma baliaf, 
attitude, or valua, insufficient to produce certainty. 

PHILOSOPHY: The study or science of the truths or 
principles underlying all icnowledge and being (or reality) 
(siaiilar to the total value systaa) . 

VALCXE: A belief upon which a person acts by 
preference) an anduring belief that a specific node of 
conduct or and-state of axistance is personally or socially 
preferable to an opposite or converse node of conduct or 
and-state of existence. 

VALUZ SYSTEM: An enduring organization of beliefs 
concerning preferable nodes of conduct or and-states of 
existence along a continuua of relative iaportance. 

Figure 1. Glossary of Terms 

Source: Martha Brown. Values-A necessary but 
neglected ingredient of motivation. Academy of Management 
Review, Vol. 1, 1976. 
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Values 

From the preceding discussion on attitudes, it has 

become apparent that the concept of value is a subset of 

the more general concept of attitude. A review of the 

values-specific literature yields various definitions of 

values, all indicating that values are relatively 

unspecific and represent "a broad tendency to prefer 

certain states of affairs over others" (Hofstede, 1980, 

p.19). The various definitions are presented below in 

chronological order. 

Kluckhohn offered a precise anthropological definition 

explaining that "a value is a conception, explicit or 

implicit, distinctive of an individual or characteristic of 

a group, of the desirable which influences the selection 

from available modes, means and ends of actions" (1951, 

p.395). Allen Barton (1962) defined values as basic 

general standards or tendencies of choice, stable personal 

dispositions involving preference that are either 

verbalized by the subject or inferred by the researcher. A 

looser definition was given by Rose (1962) who thought the 

term value sufficient in describing behavioral intentions 

and actual behavior; furthermore, he believed that 

attitudes are values considered subjectively by the 

individual. McLaughlin (1965) provided a summary of the 



then contemporary theoretical understanding concerning 

values, which still seems to be widely accepted. He wrote 

that: 

Values 1) are not directly observable, 2) have 
cognitive, affective, and conative elements, 3) do 
not operate independently of the biological 
organism or social field . . . (values) are also 
conceived of as 4) referring to standards of the 
desirable rather than to the desired, 5) 
hierarchically organized in the personality 
system, and 6) relevant to actual behavior as a 
function of personal commitment and situational 
factors. (p. 27) 

Bem (1970), addressing the issues of the nature and 

rationality of values, wrote that "values are ends, not 

means, and their desirability is either nonconsciously 

taken for granted . . . or seen as a direct derivation from 

one's experience or from some external authority" (p.16). 

This point was reinforced by Hofstede (1980), according to 

whom values are not necessarily rational, but do indeed 

define rationality. 

England, addressing the permanency component of 

values, has stated that "values are similar to attitudes 

but are more ingrained, permanent, and stable in nature" 

(1967, p. 54). Rokeach has done much theoretical and 

empirical work in the area, and has developed an instrument 

for the measurement of values (Rokeach Value Survey, RVS). 

According to him, "to say that a person 'has a value' is to 

say that he has an enduring belief that a specific mode of 
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conduct or end-states of existence are personally and 

socially preferable to alternative modes of conduct or 

end-states of existence" (1972, pp. 159-160). Rokeach 

(1973) further defined a value system as " . . . an 

enduring organization of beliefs concerning preferable 

modes of conduct along a continuum of relative importance" 

(p. 5; also see Goodstein, 1983). A personal value system 

is defined by England et al. (1974) as: 

a relatively permanent perceptual framework which 
shapes and influences the general nature of an 
individual's behavior. Values are therefore similar 
to an ideology or philosophy, they are more ingrained 
and stable in nature than attitudes and less tied to 
any specific reference object. (p. 2) 

A direct quotation from the work of Posner and Munson 

(1979) leads one to believe that their definition of values 

perfectly coincides with England's (1967) definition: 

Values describe what individuals consider to be 
important. They represent wants, preferences, 
desires, likes and dislikes for particular things, 
conditions, or situations. Values describe the 
things or ideas that matter the most to an 
individual, the things that he or she will make 
sacrifices for in order to obtain. Values consist of 
opinions about what is right, fair, just, or 
desirable. They are one of the crucial keys to 
understanding behavior since our actions are strongly 
influenced by preferred beliefs. (p. 10) 

It could then be concluded that attitudes and beliefs are 

usually used to refer to mental programs that are more 

specific than values (Hofstede, 1980). 
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Importance of Values for 
Organizational Research 

The study of personal values is important because of 

the assumption, backed with empirical research, that they 

influence an individual's behavior. There is an existing 

and growing body of empirical knowledge that seems to 

support the following seven "reasonable assertions" about 

value systems (England et al., 1974, p.2; and England and 

Lee, 1974). 

1. Personal values influence interpersonal relations 
affecting a manager's perceptions of other 
individuals and groups of individuals. 

2. Related to the above, personal values influence 
one's general perceptions of any situation or 
problem. 

3. Personal value systems play a significant role in 
the decision-making and problem-solving processes. 

4. Personal value systems define the boundaries of 
ethical and unethical behavior by the manager. 

5. Personal value systems determine the degree to 
which a match between the organization and the 
individual can be achieved (i.e., personal value 
systems influence the extent to which a manager 
will accept or will resist organizational 
pressures and goals). 

6. Personal value systems are related to managerial 
success, both actual and perceived, and also, 
define the ways for achieving success. 

7. Personal value systems provide a meaningful level 
of analysis for comparative studies among 
organizations and cultures. (p. 513) 

The study of values has traditionally involved 

individuals and cultural groups rather than organizations. 

This has been evidenced in an extensive review of the 

literature by Dukes (1955), and a comprehensive 
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bibliography by Albert and Kluckholn (1959); other authors 

have indicated the same (i.e., Watson and Williams, 1977; 

Watson and Simpson, 1978; Watson and Ryan, Jr., 1979; Ryan, 

Jr., Watson, and Williams, 1981). Watson and Ryan, Jr. 

(1979) supported this assertion in stating that 

little information on values appears in the 
literature prior to 1930. However, as reported 
by Dukes, during the 1930's psychologists began 
measuring the values of groups of individuals and 
relating the results to other data concerning the 
groups (individual differences). Shartle, 
Brumback, and Rizzo point out that early studies 
of values were not concerned with organizations. 
Early value studies cited in the literature deal 
mainly with individuals and cultural groups. In 
recent years, however, a transition has taken 
place with the recognition becoming very apparent 
that personal values have an impact on the 
behavior of individuals working in organizations, 
(pp. 307-308) 

Watson and Ryan, Jr. (1979) have continued by 

reporting that "Rokeach indicates that values and value 

systems are more basic in determining an individual's 

character and are better analytical tools than attitudes. 

Also, the study of values allows for more interdisciplinary 

interaction according to Rokeach" (p. 308). 

The importance of values for organizations began 

taking shape in the late 1950's with studies of values in 

administration such as the ones by Parsons (1956), and 

Grazia (1960, 1961). Hickman and Kuhn (1956) have 

indicated that one way to understand the motivation of 

individuals in business is through the study of value 
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systems. Shartle et al. (196 3) advanced an approach for 

establishing the dimensions of values based on the 

assumptions that values are determined by the culture and 

have significance for organizational behavior. McMurry 

(1963) has further examined the topic of how values affect 

behavior, and has concluded that management in 

organizations should be realistic about conflicts in human 

values. Zurcher and Meadow (1965), in a cross-cultural 

study, have shed more light on how organizational 

expectations could be in conflict with employees' value 

orientations. By utilizing elements of McClelland's 

motivation theory (McClelland, 1961) they determined 

differences along the dimensions of particularism and 

universalism betv;een American and Mexican managers. 

Friedlander (1965), has demonstrated that needs (Maslow, 

1955), as an approximation of values, differ between 

white-ccllar and blue-collar workers. 

It appears that, to a large extent, value systems are 

culturally determined. Hofstede argues that 

people carry 'mental programs' which are developed in 
the family in early childhood and reinforced in 
schools and organizations; . . . these mental programs 
contain a component of national culture. They are 
most clearly expressed in the different values that 
predominate among people from different countries. 
(1980, p. 11) 
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Barton (1962) has categorized values into preference 

values (e.g., likings, needs, desires, or interests, i.e., 

"desired values") and normative values (e.g., obligatory, 

ought or moral values, i.e., "desirable values"). This 

same distinction has been emphasized by Hofstede (1980) who 

has written that values can encompass meanings of what is 

"desired" as well as of what is "desirable." The "desired" 

dimension is more relevant for behavior than the 

"desirable." Since one of the goals of this study is to 

reinforce the hypothesized relationship between value 

systems and behavior, values reflecting the "desired" have 

been assigned a higher weight than values reflecting the 

"desirable." This has been justified by Hofstede who 

argues that "desired" values are more closely related to 

deeds (i.e., behavior) than "desirable" values (1980). 

Values as the desired are more closely associated with 

pragmatic (realistic) issues, while values as the desirable 

are more closely associated with ideology (Hofstede, 1980). 

Very often it is assumed that human beings are 

inherently rational, and that all of our actions can be 

explained in terms of an underlying and universal decision 

making process. From theoretical and empirical work in 

Organizational Behavior and Organization Theory, however, 

it may be concluded that human behavior in general—and 

managerial behavior in particular—is not always rational 
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and is very often influenced by emotions, motivation, 

background, and other irrelevant factors (March and Simon, 

1959; Mintzberg, 1973). The study of value systems and 

their relationships to behavior is an attempt to increase 

our understanding of the background causes of differences 

between cognitive thought processes and behavior. Those 

differences certainly refer to individuals within one 

culture, and, a fortiori, to individuals in different 

cultures. 

In this study it is hypothesized that values influence 

an individual's perceptual framework and affect his actions 

in both direct and indirect ways. Udy (1959) has stated 

that "each individual member of any organization has been 

socialized relative to a larger society (i.e., culture) and 

thus brings with himself into the organization from the 

outside various expectations and values which inevitably 

enter into the way he plays his role and interacts with 

others" (p,176). The role of values in determining 

organizational behavior and understanding "people problems" 

has also been emphasized by McMurry's (1963) contentions 

that: 

1. the usually "rational" owner who will liquidate 
his business rather than be forced to negotiate 
with a union, 

2. the scientist who perhaps because he happens to be 
a misguided idealist, becomes a poor security 
risk, 

3. the labor leader who ferments a long and costly 
strike simply to demonstrate his "muscle," 

4. the hourly rated worker who welds pop bottles 
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inside the body of the automobile he is assembling 
simply for kicks, and 

5. the intellectuals and politicians who advocate 
confiscatory taxes on the grounds that profits are 
unwarranted, 

can be explained and understood by considering 
individual differences in personal values. (p. 133) 

The understanding of this background rationale by 

social scientists was clearly reflected in the statement by 

Shartle et al. (1964) that " . . . the importance of 

integrating the concept of values into theoretical and 

predictive models of organizational and group behavior has 

become increasingly apparent . . ." (p. 102). More 

specifically, within organizations, it is important to 

understand the determinants of organizational behavior in 

order to produce a better match between the organization 

and the individual (i.e., personnel selection 

considerations), increase the predictability of 

organizational activities, and improve the coordination of 

the organizational tasks. This very important issue is 

also the focal point of "personality and organization" 

theory in its attempt to effectively and painlessly 

integrate the individual and the organization (Argyris, 

1973) . 

From previous studies (e.g., England, 1967 a, b; 

England and Lee, 1971 and 1973; England, Agarwal, and 

Trerise, 1971; England, Dhingra, and Agarwal, 1974; 

Hofstede, 1976 and 1980; Lusk and Oliver, 1974) it has been 
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established that there are differences (and similarities) 

among managers from different cultures, and among different 

types of functional managers (Whitely, 1980 and 1981b). It 

would be useful to attempt to better understand the value 

systems of managers from different cultures in order to 

determine compatibility for mobility, and also to improve 

business relations in international trade. Managers of 

multinational firms that are transplanted from one culture 

to another usually experience a form of cultural shock: 

they have to go through a period of adjustment before they 

can function effectively within a social and business 

environment that is based on different value systems. 

Knowledge derived from studies like the present could help 

these managers familiarize themselves with, and better 

understand the values of business in different cultures, 

and thus painlessly and quickly enable them to 

pragmatically function within foreign environments. The 

validity of this assertion has long been recognized by 

multinational companies that routinely provide training in 

this area. 

Finally—in addition to the academic interest of 

shedding light on the qualitative characteristics of the 

value systems of Greek managers, and the corollary 

understanding and predicting of behavior—if the hypothesis 

of a significant relationship between values and behavior 
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holds, it would be interesting to determine whether there 

is a relationship between value orientation and managerial 

success for Greek managers. If this study reveals such a 

relationship, it would be interesting to investigate what 

kind of value orientation, if any, increases the 

probability of success for the managers in the Greek 

reality. On the basis of what is known from other studies 

(e.g., Hines, 1973) concerning the nature of Greek 

achievement motivation, it is hypothesized that, for the 

Greek culture, pragmatic managers would have a higher 

probability of success. 

The study of values has been a relevant topic for many 

disciplines, among them anthropology, economics, 

philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology, 

theology, and management (England et al., 1974; Hofstede, 

1980). The discipline of management has approached the 

issue fundamentally from a psychological point of view, 

attempting to determine the relationship between values and 

managerial behavior. This effort has expanded to include 

the area of comparative and international management by 

concentrating the research activity in cross-cultural 

studies of value systems. Posner and Munson (1979) have 

written that "values are important to study and understand 

for they aid managers and social scientists alike in 

explaining human behavior;" and further that " . . . the 
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study of values and their impact on organizational life 

should be an ongoing venture" (p.14). 

Tagiuri (1965) determined that differences in value 

orientations among scientists in industry, executives, and 

managers of research personnel are not as great as is 

popularly believed, and do not account for the reported 

conflicts among these groups. In another study, Guth and 

Tagiuri (1965, p. 123), concluded that "personal values are 

important determinants in the choice of corporate 

strategy." 

Pathak (1970) has taken up the issue of value 

attitudes and modernization of management, an important 

consideration for economic development, and has concluded 

that " . . . significant differences exist between value 

attitudes of executives of 'more modern' and 'less modern' 

organizations, thus indicating a relationship between the 

value orientation of managers and the modernization of 

management" (p. 41). Senger (1971) examined the issue of 

performance evaluation as it relates to values, and the 

sources of personal rejection or favoritism. He concluded 

that "subordinates rated highest tended to have values 

similar to their supervising managers" (p. 415). Similar 

results were also obtained from a study by Hofstede (1978). 

Cummings, Harnett and Stevens (1971), in a 
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cross-cultural study, involving Greece among other 

countries, concluded that only a very small percentage (5 

percent) of the total attitudinal variance is accounted for 

by cultural factors. This, and another study by Cummings 

and Schmidt (1971) seemed to be in disagreement with the 

findings of England (1970) concerning the effects of 

culture on value systems. A general discussion of the role 

of cultural factors in comparative management can be found 

in Ajiferuke and Boddewyn (1979). 

DeSalvia and Gemmill (1971), utilizing England's 

(1967) Personal Values Questionnaire (PVQ) instrument, 

found that some of the values of college students and 

managers differ drastically, and furthermore, that students 

have rather inaccurate perceptions of managerial values. 

Graves (1972), from a cross-cultural study of managerial 

attitudes, beliefs and behavior in England and France, 

concluded that businessmen are not a cross-cultural 

phenomenon, i.e., businessmen across cultural boundaries 

are not motivated by the same needs, nor do they apply the 

same techniques to achieve (satisfy) these needs. Cook, 

Ponthieu, and Luchsinger (1974), in a study utilizing 

England's PVQ instrument, rejected the experimental 

hypothesis that there is no significant difference between 

the value orientation (i.e., pragmatic, moralistic, effect, 

and mixed) of men and women executives. 
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Feather (1977), utilizing the RVS instrument, provided 

descriptive information about the relationships between 

value importance, conservatism, and age. Finally, Hofstede 

(1978) compared the value systems of business school 

faculty and businessmen from different cultures; he 

concluded that there are significant differences as far as 

value systems are concerned between the two groups, and 

further, that " . . . faculty members evaluate most highly 

[ those seminar] participants with value profiles largely 

similar to theirs, but higher in 'Leadership' and 

relatively low in 'Independence'" (p. 77). This last 

finding is similar to the one reported earlier by Senger 

(1971) concerning the performance evaluation of 

subordinates by managers. 

England (1967a) developed a value theoretical and 

measurement approach which classifies values as operative, 

adopted, intended, or weak according to their probability 

of being translated from an intentional state into actual 

behavior. Furthermore, managers are labeled pragmatic if 

their primary evaluative framework is based on success 

considerations, and similarly, moralistic or 

affect-oriented if their evaluative frameworks reflect 

"right" or "pleasure" considerations respectively. 

From his original study of value systems of American 

managers, England (1967a) drew the following conclusions: 
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personal value systems of managers can be 
meaningfully measured even though they are complex 
in nature. 
there is a general value pattern which is 
characteristic of American managers, . . . , as 
well as a great deal of variation in value systems 
from individual to individual. 
personal values operate at the level of corporate 
strategy and goals as well as at the level of 
day-to-day decisions. 
the personal value systems of individual managers 
influence the organization in both an indirect and 
direct manner at the same time that personal value 
systems are influenced by organization life, 
differences in personal value systems help to 
explain the nature of conflict between individuals 
in an organization while similarity of value 
patterns is probably responsible for most 
accommodation among individuals. 
the study and thoughtful examination of one's own 
personal value system may well be helpful in the 
effort that all must make in the "strain toward 
consistency" between what one believes and what 
one is (Learned et al., 1959; Bernthal, 1962). 
(pp. 67-68) 

England (1967b) supplemented his original (1967a) work 

with a study of organizational goals and behavior of 

American managers, i.e., how organizational goals are 

viewed by American managers. He concluded that 

there is a very high degree of similarity of goal 
patterns in different types and sizes of organizations 
and as expressed by different groups of managers . . . 
(this pattern of goals) probably represents a highly 
stable hierarchical arrangement of the goals as viewed 
by American managers in general. (p. 116) 

The same topic of organizational goals and expected 

behavior was further pursued by England and Lee (1971) in a 

cross-cultural study involving American, Japanese, and 

Korean managers. They concluded that culture has a 
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significant effect on managerial values as expressed in 

organizational goals. In a 1971 study, England concluded 

that there are significant differences in value 

orientations between managers and union leaders in the 

U.S.: " . . . union leaders tend to be moralistic while 

managers tend to be pragmatic" (England, 1971, p. 226). 

Later on, England and Lee (1973) introduced organization 

size as a moderating variable. They concluded that there 

is " . . . a general trend of increasing operative values 

for several organizational goals from small to large 

companies among a sample of American, Japanese, and Korean 

managers" (England and Lee, 1973, p. 55). 

Lusk and Oliver (1974), utilizing the England 

methodology and instruments, attempted to determine the 

stability of the value systems of American managers over 

time, i.e., the period from 1966 to 1972. Their results 

indicated that the " . . . personal value systems of 

American managers seem to be relatively stable" (Lusk and 

Oliver, 1974, p. 554). 

England and Lee (1974), in a study of the relationship 

between personal value systems and managerial success, 

wrote that " . . . cross-validated results showed that 

values were significantly predictive of managerial success 

and could be used as a basis for selection and placement 

decisions" (p. 11). They found that "more successful 
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managers have pragmatic, dynamic, and achievement-oriented 

values, while less successful managers have more static and 

passive values" (p. 11). Watson and Williams (1977) also 

examined the values-success relationship in a study 

comparing black and white managers. They reported that for 

white managers their findings* were similar in direction and 

magnitude to previous research findings, while for black 

managers the relationship was similar in direction to 

previous research results but was not quite as strong. 

England (1978) reported comparative results from using 

the PVQ in five countries that showed: (a) there exist 

large individual differences in value systems, (b) value 

systems are relatively stable, (c) there exists a 

relationship between values and behavior, (d) there exists 

a relationship between values and managerial success, (e) 

individual differences account for two thirds of the 

variation in value systems while country differences 

account for only one third of these differences, and (f) 

the type of industry is not related to values. England 

(1978) concluded that "values are related to such practical 

and important concerns as decision making, managerial 

success, managerial satisfaction and organizational context 

differences" (p. 43). 

Watson and Simpson (1978), using the PVQ, compared the 

value systems of black and white owner-managers. They 
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found that for both groups the primary value orientation 

was pragmatic and the secondary value orientation was 

moralistic. Neither group had an affect orientation to any 

significant degree. In another study, Watson and Ryan, Jr. 

(1979), using the PVQ, compared the value systems of male 

and female managers. Their results were " . . . similar in 

nature to previous studies utilizing England's methodology 

of assessing personal values of managers" (p. 307); they 

also reported no significant differences between the two 

groups of managers. 

In yet another study using the PVQ, Ryan Jr., Watson, 

and Williams (1981) reported a slight relationship between 

the personal values of male and female managerial groups 

and their success as managers and also that this 

relationship was stronger for male managers (p. 70). 

England's (1967) value theoretical and measurement 

model has also been used in a number of doctoral 

dissertations. Watson (1974) used the PVQ as part of his 

dissertation on the self-concept, personal values, and 

levels of achievement motivation of black and white 

managers in the U.S.A. Lee (1975) relied on the PVQ to 

evaluate the relationship between managerial values and 

managerial behavior in a cross-cultural (i.e., Australia 

and India) cross-validation study. Whitely in 1977, in a 
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cross-cultural investigation using the PVQ, addressed the 

relationship of managerial values and decision making. 

3aluja (1977) used the PVQ to study students' personal 

value systems, their perceptions of managerial values, and 

the relationship of values and precedents to decision 

making. The PVQ was also the primary research instrument 

in Lawhorn's (1979) dissertation investigating the 

self-concept, personal values and achievement motivation of 

black administrators in predominantly white institutions of 

higher learning. Finally, El-Baruni (1980) used the PVQ in 

an exploratory study of the personal value systems of 

Libyan managers. 

The Measurement of Values 

Professor England (1967, p. 53) wrote that "thoughtful 

students of managerial behavior are beginning to develop 

the notion that an individual manager's personal value 

system makes a difference in terms of how he evaluates 

information, how he arrives at decisions—in short, how he 

behaves." The topic of values, even though obscured by its 

inherent level of abstraction and the concommitant 

definition and measurement problems, has been very popular 

among social scientists and management theorists. But 

psychologists have made the greater contribution in the 

direction of measuring and assessing personal values. 
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Thiagarajan and Lucas (1971) have stated that 

the study of personal values as a tool in explaining 
and predicting social behavior is gaining acceptance 
among social psychologists, especially with the 
increase in cross-cultural research. Various 
instruments to measure values have been developed by 
such researchers as Morris, Allport, Vernon, and 
Lindzey, Kluckhohn and Strodbeck, Shartle, Gary and 
Rizzo, England, and others. (p. 139) 

Spranger (1928), a German psychologist, was among the 

first to classify people according to their values along 

six major dimensions: theoretical, economic, aesthetic, 

social, political, and religious. Allport and Vernon 

(1931) operationalized Spranger's classification scheme by 

asking subjects to respond to 120 questions, 20 for each of 

Spranger's categories. Through factor analysis of the 

Allport-Vernon categories, Lurie (1937), Duffy and Crissy 

(1940), and Brogden (1952) have been able to identify fewer 

than six categories (factors). More specifically, Brogden 

(1952) determined a major factor which he called "idealism 

versus practicality." This major factor corresponded with 

England's (1967) orientations of "moralist versus 

pragmatist." Further, Whitely and England (1980) stated 

that "pragmatism and moralism are the two major value 

orientations that have been observed among managers" (p. 

78; also see Brogden, 1952; Guth and Tagiuri, 1965; 

England, 1976). Spranger's theoretical model and the 

research that it stimulated have shown that values can be 
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measured and correlated with behavior. 

Another attempt to measure values is reflected in the 

work of Adorno, Fendel-Brunswik, Levinson, and Stanford 

(1950). Eysenck's work (1954) provided evidence that all 

attitudes (political and social) could be organized along 

two independent dimensions: Tender Mindedness versus Tough 

Mindedness, and Radicalism versus Conservatism. Strong's 

research (1955) on interest profiles was the first 

indication concerning the stability of individual value 

systems. As Strong (1955) wrote, 

permanence measured by test-retest correlation over 
an 18-year period ranges among 17 scales from .79 to 
.48 with a median of .69. It is doubtful if any type 
of test excepting intelligence tests have greater 
permanence over long periods of time than is shown by 
interest tests [sic]. (p. 26) 

The significance of this finding is that interests, as 

stable characteristics of individuals, provide 

opportunities for measuring values. 

The most important breakthrough in the attempt to 

accurately measure values came with the work of Osgood and 

his associates (1957). Their approach involved the 

measurement of meaning in words, more specifically using 

semantic differential scales and bipolar adjectives. The 

rationale underlying this popular measurement technique is 

summarized by England (1974, p. 5) as follows: 

1. Words represent things because they produce in 
human organisms some replica of the actual 
behavior toward these things as a mediation 
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process. 
2. Meaning is defined as the representational 

mediation process between things and words which 
stand for them. 

3. The semantic differential measurement operation 
relates to the functioning of representational 
processes (meaning). 

4. Meaning, as measured by the semantic differential, 
should be predictive of likely behavior. 

A variety of instruments (i.e., questionnaires) have 

been developed in the U.S. to measure values, representing 

without doubt the orientation of empiricism of the American 

tradition. The work of Osgood and his associates (1957) 

represents the backbone of all modern approaches to 

measuring values, including England's (1967) and Rokeach's 

(197J). Robinson et al. (1969, p. 223 ff) described seven 

instruments that specifically address occupational values. 

Levitin (1973) provided an excellent summary of the 

approaches utilized to develop questionnaires for measuring 

values and fully described twelve different instruments. 

An important element of such instruments often is a 

classification of the concepts measured. Levitin (1973) 

has classified values into five categories: telle, ethical, 

aesthetic, intellectual, and economic. England (1967) has 

classified the 66 concepts that constitute his PVQ (i.e.. 

Personal Values Questionnaire) instrument into five 

categories as well: goals of business organizations, groups 

of people, ideas associated with people, personal goals of 

individuals, and ideas about general topics. These five 
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categories broadly correspond with the three categories 

that Hofstede (1980) has established from his review of the 

literature of value-measuring instruments, i.e., "those 

dealing with our relationship with (1) other people, (2) 

things (or nonhuman environment), and (3) our own inner 

selves and God" (p. 23). Furthermore, Hofstede's (1980) 

statement that instruments for measuring other attitudinal 

concepts (e.g., beliefs, attitudes, opinions and 

personality) could be used to infer values has given 

further support to the prevailing idea that water-tight 

definitions of attitudinal concepts are neither necessary 

nor desirable. 

Connor and Becker (1975) have noted that there is a 

characteristic lack of research comparing the relative 

accuracy and usefulness of various instruments measuring 

values. Even though England (1978) stated that the " . . . 

personal values of managers are both measurable and 

important to measure" (p. 43), Hofstede (1980) believed 

that the content validity of instruments designed to 

measure values is low; as he wrote, 

inspection of a number of instruments designed to 
measure human values makes it clear that the universe 
of all human values is not defined and that each 
author has made his or her own subjective selection 
from this unknown universe, with little consensus 
among authors. (p. 22) 

One study by Munson and Posner (1980) attempted to fill 

this gap by comparing two widely used values inventories: 
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the England (1967) Personal Values Questionnaire (PVQ), 

which is the main research instrument for the present 

study, and the Rokeach Value Survey (RVS) (Rokeach, 1973). 

Munson and Posner (1980, p. 536) claimed that "the 

selection of a specific value instrument can be a crucial 

issue for both practitioners and academics, particularly in 

terms of its concurrent and/or predictive validity." 

An important consideration in cross-cultural research 

is to maintain the comparability of the results. The 

England (1967) methodology for measuring values has been 

selected for this study primarily because of its widespread 

use and popularity. Furthermore, the personal values 

questionnaire (which is the instrument that has resulted 

from the England methodology) is the only available measure 

of values specifically developed for managers (Whitely and 

England, 1980). Whitely and England (1980) continued by 

stating that 

the concepts on the PVQ were selected from the 
volominous literature dealing with organizations and 
with individual and group behavior. In addition, 
ideological and philosophical concepts were included 
to represent major belief systems. Attempts were made 
to include literature from several countries in the 
review process to develop a measure relatively free 
from a specific national environment. An initial pool 
of 200 concepts was reduced to the final 66 through 
the use of a panel of expert judges and pilot 
studies. (p. 80) 

The PVQ has been extensively utilized within the U.S. 

culture, and also in cross-cultural research, and has been 
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shown to effectively differentiate among different groups 

of managers. Specifically, the instrument has been 

successful in differentiating value orientations among 

American managers (England, 1967) and between managers and 

union leaders (England, Agarwal, and Trerise, 1971). 

Additionally, the instrument has been shown to 

differentiate value orientations among managers from 

different cultures (England, 1976) and between black and 

white managers (Watson and Williams, 1977). 

Munson and Posner (1980, p.541) reported that " . . . 

both the PVQ and the RVS demonstrate acceptable levels of (. 

concurrent validity in their abilities to discriminate 

management from nonmanagement personnel and employees 

reporting high versus low degrees of self-perceived 

success." Since the PVQ appears to be concurrently valid 

with the next most popular instrument for measuring values !| 

(i.e., the RVS), it has been chosen for use in this study. 

For further validation evidence, the interested reader is 

referred to work by England, Olsen, and Agarwal (1971), 

Sharma (1971), Hofstede (1972, 1974, 1976, 1980), and 

Munson and Posner (1980). 

Despite Hofstede's critical attitude regarding the 

content validity of instruments purporting to measure 

values, he has developed one too, which obviously and 

necessarily draws from the same "undefined universe" of 
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human values (1980). To prove his point, Hofstede (1980) 

tested the convergent validity of his instrument and seven 

other measures of values and personality (including 

England's PVQ), and reported that "the highest correlation 

found between any two instruments was .49 (across 64 

respondents, significant at the .001 level)" (p. 68). This 

correlation coefficient is certainly respectable and 

acceptable, given the fact that the instruments do not 

purport to measure exactly the same values, and furthermore 

that they are all subject to a host of reliability 

artifacts related to "questionnaire-response" problems 

(e.g., a correlation coefficient of less than one would be 

expected, even when administering the same instrument to 

the same sample of subjects at one week intervals). 

Hofstede (1976) seems to implicitly accept the validity of 

the existing value-measuring instruments, provided that 

they meet three criteria, of which two are relevant here: 

degree of ethnocentricity, and degree to which the 

instrument is culture-bound (Hofstede, 1980). The degree 

to which England's (1967) PVQ instrument, as adopted for 

use here, is ethnocentric and/or culture-bound has been 

referred to previously and will be further addressed later. 

In conclusion, despite Hofstede's (1980) pessimism and 

negative attitude concerning the content validity and 

convergent validity of the various instruments attempting 
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to measure values, in the final analysis he seems to be 

taking comfort from the observed correlation coefficient of 

.49 between his HERMES questionnaire and Gordon's SIV (the 

"Survey of Interpersonal Values"—SIV—is an instrument 

developed by L.V. Gordon (1976) to specifically measure a 

person's value orientation toward others). Hofstede (1980) 

wrote that 

this (.49 correlation coefficient) at least showed 
that the HERMES questions did measure the same types 
of constructs as other values tests and that the 
convergency between their scores and other test scores 
was as good as any other correlations between 
different test scores (p. 68). 

England's Value Theoretical 
and Measurement Model 

In 1967, England developed a theoretical model for 

understanding and analyzing the effect of personal values 

on behavior; this model is utilized in this study. From 

this model, England (1967a) derived the PVQ to measure 

personal values. This PVQ " . . . was designed for 

managers of organizations and is responsive to contemporary 

definitions of value theory" (Watson and Simpson, 1978, p. 

315). Wari'ier (1982) explained that the development of the 

PVQ was based on "people's verbalizations." 

Warrier (1982) continued by stating that 

the approach of inferring values from verbalizations 
has many variations. Some, like Allport-Vernon and 
Scott, studied values using a structured 
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questionnaire. Morris studied values using a less 
structured questionnaire, containing 13 conceptions of 
good life and asking the respondents in an open-ended 
manner which conception they would choose and why. 
England evolved an innovative method which used 66 
concepts and asked the respondent to rate each concept 
in terms of its importance, and meaning (pp. 8-9). 

Warrier (1982) also reported that Sharma (1971) used a 

variation of England's method and that all of " . . . these 

methods of studying values appear equally valid . . . " 

(p. 9). 

England et al. (1974) claimed that their measurement 

approach is 

1. responsive to relevant theoretical and 
definitional notions of contemporary value theory 

2. is designed in light of the characteristics of the 
group studied, i.e. managers 

3. is clearly cognizant of the behavioral relevance 
of values as primary in importance and relevance, 
(p. 6) 

England's theoretical model is introduced in Figure 2. 

Potential values represent the total value space for a 

specific individual or group of people. From all these 

possible values, the conceived values are those which are 

likely to be translated to behavior, while the non-relevant 

or weak values have little or no behavioral impact. Of the 

conceived values, the operative values are those which have 

the highest probability of being translated from an 

intentional state into actual behavior; the adopted values 

are not an integral part of the personality, but rather are 
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Figure 2. England's Theoretical Model 

Source: G. W. England et al. The Manager and the 
man: A cross-cultural study of personal values. Kent 
State University, 1974 

situationally induced, i.e., things that an individual has 

found to be rewarding in his organizational experience and 

because of those situational (organizational) factors they 

may affect behavior; the intended values are considered to 

be important by the individual but have a low probability 

of being translated into behavior because of situational 

(organizational) factors, i.e., those values that the 

individual holds in high esteem but has not found rewarding 

in his organizational experience. 

According to the model, values can influence behavior 
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directly and indirectly. Behavior channeling is the direct 

way: it guides behavior. Perceptual screening is 

indirect; it is most conveniently thought of as selective 

perception. 

The model very specifically recognizes that values are 

only one of the determinants of behavior. Environmental 

(situational) influences and constraints are significant 

moderating variables (England, 1967). The existence of 

unaccounted moderating variables explains the 

much-less-than-perfect anticipated relationship between 

values and behavior. 

England's (1967) PVQ was earlier discussed as based on 

the pioneering work of Charles Osgood and his associates 

(1957 and 1961). England et al. (1974) have written that 

the PVQ is 

. . . based on the rationale that the meanings an 
individual attaches to a carefully specified set of 
concepts will provide a useful description of his 
personal value system, which may in turn be related 
to his behavior in systematic ways. (p. 7) 

This is in line with the thinking behind attitude and 

interest measurement, as well as personality and need 

assessment. All these measurements are based " . . . on 

the assumption that modes of the valuation process for 

individuals provide predictive clues about their behavior" 

(England et al., 1974, p. 8). 
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The PVQ originally contained 200 concepts related to 

organizations as well as group and individual behavior. 

The pool was subsequently reduced to 96 concepts by expert 

judgement. In final form^ the PVQ contains 66 concepts 

grouped in five categories: goals of business 

organizations, groups of people, ideas associated with 

people, personal goals of individuals, and ideas about 

general topics. The complete PVQ appears in Appendix A. 

Two modes of valuation are utilized with respect to 

the 66 concepts. The primary or power mode evaluates the 

importance of the concept for the individual on a 3-point 

importance scale (i.e., high importance, medium importance, 

and low importance). In order to better distinguish 

operative values (i.e., the ones with the highest 

probability of being translated into behavior), the 

question of why a concept is important becomes relevant. 

Three secondary modes of valuation have been developed, and 

they are all supported by the relevant literature (e.g., 

Allport-Vernon, 1931). The three secondary modes of 

valuation are as follows: 

1. The pragmatic mode of valuation indicates that 

an individual evaluates concepts primarily in terms of 

success-failure considerations. 

2. The ethical-moral mode of valuation indicates 

that an individual evaluates concepts primarily in terms of 
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right-wrong (ethical) considerations. 

3. The affect or feeling mode indicates that an 

individual evaluates concepts primarily in terms of 

pleasant-unpleasant (hedonism) considerations. 

It is believed that the behavior of an individual, to 

the extent that values affect his behavior, is a joint 

function of the primary and the secondary modes of 

valuation. In England's and his associates' terms (1974, 

p. 10), " . . . the behavior of an individual, in so far 

[sic] as behavior is a function of values, is best 

indicated by the joint function of those concepts he 

considers important and which fit his primary orientation" 

(i.e., pragmatic, moralistic, or affective). 

It is interesting to note that this distinction 

between primary and secondary modes of valuation 

corresponds to the distinction between "desired" and 

"desirable" values. According to Hofstede (1980), values 

have two characteristics: intensity and direction—referred 

to by Kluckhohn (1951) as intensity and modality. The 

intensity dimension (i.e., relevance of values) corresponds 

to values as the desired and is expressed along the 

importance continuum (i.e., the primary mode of valuation); 

the direction dimension is associated with the "desirable" 

element of values, and could be associated with the 

secondary mode of valuation (i.e., the pragmatic, the 
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ethical-moral, and the affect-feeling continua). 

In addition to the PVQ, three supplementary 

instruments were used in the study: 

1. A Behavioral Measures Questionnaire, comprised of 

five work incidents, describing problems a manager may 

encounter in his typical daily performance of his duties. 

This measure constitutes a self-reported paper-and-pencil 

measure of behavior with the respondent selecting from a 

set of alternatives provided. The job incidents are shown 

in Appendix B. 

2. A Work Effectiveness Measure pertaining to 

managerial perceptions of what constitutes an effective 

work unit. It also asks the manager to rate the 

effectiveness of his own work unit (Mahoney, 1961; England 

et al., 1974) study. The instruments are shown in Appendix 

H and C respectively. 

3. A Personal and Organizational Blank containing 

general personal questions such as age, background, 

education, income, etc., of the manager, as well as 

organizational questions such as company size, ownership 

pattern, etc. This instrument is shown in Appendix E. 
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Conclusion 

The great diversity of proposed definitions for 

attitudinal concepts is evident even from a casual 

examination of the relevant literature (e.g., Campbell, 

1963; Greenwald, 1968). Definitional integrations have been 

attempted (e.g., Allport, 1935; Nelson, 1939), but the 

newer trend seems to be toward accepting the diversity of 

attitudinal definitions and ceasing the effort to produce 

consensus (Greenwald, 1968; p. 361). It is interesting to 

note that Hofstede (1980), the latest published 

comprehensive work dealing with values, seems to agree with 

this conclusion: he does not even refer to the controversy 

and the resulting "terminological forest" (Campbell, 1963); 

instead, he simply proceeds to define values (what he 

refers to as "mental programs") as "a broad tendency to 

prefer certain states of affairs over others" (p.19). This 

definition of values has been accepted for the present 

study. 



CHAPTER II 

THE STUDY 

Experimental Hypotheses 

Conforming to previous studies on values, the 

following questions will be explored: 

1. What are the value patterns of Greek managers? 

2. How similar and/or different are Greek manager 

value patterns from those of managers in other countries 

where the same research methodology has been utilized? 

3. In what ways are the value systems of Greek 

managers related to their behavior? 

4. Is there any relationship between personal values 

of Greek managers and their success as managers? 

5. What differences exist in personal value patterns 

among different subgroups of Greek managers based on 

personal, history, and organizational data subgroupings? 

The following specific hypotheses will be tested: 

HI: There is a significant difference between the 

value patterns of Greek managers and managers in other 

countries for whom data are available from studies based on 

the England model. 

42 
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H2: The value systems of Greek managers are not 

significantly related to their self-reported (intended) 

behavior. 

H3: Greek managers with a pragmatic primary value 

orientation do not have a significantly higher probability 

for objectively measured success (broadly defined as 

relative income for the manager's age bracket). 

H4: There are no significant differences in personal 

value patterns among different subgroups of Greek managers 

based on personal, history, and organizational data 

subgroupings. 

The Utility of Replication 
in Social Science 

Studies similar to the present have been performed in 

many different cultures (England, 1976), and the addition 

of one more culture seems to be worthwhile for comparative 

purposes alone. 

Even though Organizational Behavior (OB) has been 

criticized for excessive replication, repetition is 

necessary to science in establishing the accuracy and 

reliability of theories. Cummings (1978) has described the 

trend toward a more scientific approach in OB: "[OB is 

being] influenced by the norms of scepticism, caution. 
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replication of findings, and public exposure of knowledge 

based on facts" (p. 39). Posing old issues seems to be 

perfectly justifiable, especially when these issues have 

been either poorly understood or not understood at all. 

Not many things today can be stated unequivocally in OB 

science. And even if perfect theories had been formed, and 

excellent "fits" had been discovered, there would be no 

warranty that reality would not change. Science, and 

especially behavioral science, can not be defined in a 

static way: scientific discoveries and theories do not 

represent eternal and unchanging truths. Replication of a 

study is one way to better establish its findings and to 

improve the understanding of OB's complex and dynamic 

processes. 

It is reasonable to assume that the values and the 

value orientation of individuals are related to their 

behavior. Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that 

individuals' value orientations in a business organization 

within a given society or culture are related to their 

probability of success. Both assertions have been 

empirically validated in a number of different cultures. 

The purpose of this study is to re-examine these 

assertions in the Greek society, and more specifically, as 

they concern Greek managers of business organizations. The 

results of this study should both improve understanding of 
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the functioning of Greek business organizations and help 

determine the applicability of "American" management in 

Greece. Also, the results may be useful in better 

integrating individuals and organizations, thus reducing 

unproductive and destructive behaviors in organizations, 

and increasing the satisfaction levels of the managers. 

Subjects 

The subjects for this study were Greek managers of 

industrial manufacturing, mining, utilities, banking, 

insurance, trade, transportation, shipping, real estate, 

engineering, construction, tourism, and fishing companies 

located in Greece. The companies were divided into two 

broad categories: manufacturing and service. The 

manufacturing category includes industrial manufacturing 

and mining companies, while the service category includes 

retail and wholesale trade, banking, insurance, 

transportation, shipping, construction, real estate, 

engineering, tourism, fishing, and utilities companies. To 

ensure an adequate response rate, a two-step data gathering 

process was utilized; the sampling design is discussed in 

detail in the following section. 
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Sampling Design 

The ideal situation would have been to study the whole 

population of Greek managers. Given that this is 

impossible because of time and money considerations, an 

adequately representative sample of the total population 

was selected. For a perfectly homogeneous population, a 

random sample would be more appropriate (England et al., 

1974; Warwick and Lininger, 1975). Given that there are 

moderate doubts about the complete homogeneity of the 

population of the Greek managers, and to maintain 

consistency with the research methodology of England and 

his associates, a stratified random sample of the Greek 

managers was used. In their 1974 study of Indian managers, 

England et al. deemed that a sampling fraction of .0257 

(i.e., 500/19,448) was desirable. To achieve this desirable 

sampling fraction (which should prove to be more than 

adequate for the more homogeneous Greek population), and to 

account for a less than 100 percent response rate, a 

sampling fraction of .0359 (i.e., 700/19,448) was selected. 

This should ensure a representative saunpleoand an adequate 

response for the power of the statistical analysis. 

For this study, the most adequate and appropriate 

existing roster of Greek managers was judged to be the ICAP 

financial directory of Greek companies, published by ICAP 
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Hellas, Ltd. (1981). This directory lists, among other 

things, the names of directors and managers of all business 

organizations in Greece and the size of the organization by 

number of employees. The directory lists 5,232 

manufacturing companies, and 6,108 service companies. The 

average number of managers per company listed was 

determined to be five, thus defining a total population of 

approximately 26,160 managers of manufacturing companies, 

and 30,540 managers of service companies. To maintain the 

3.59 percent sampling fraction would require responses from 

approximately 940 managers of manufacturing companies, and 

approximately 1,110 managers of service companies. 

Some of the target managers selected for the sample, 

however, might not have been available for inclusion in the 

final sample. England et al. (1974, p. 14) listed six 

reasons for this contingency: 

1. Closure of the company. 
2. No longer an employee of the company. 
3. Retirement or death. 
4. Temporary absence from the company (e.g., leave or 

official trip). 
5. Disturbed political and social situation at the 

place where the company is located. 
6. Refusal to participate in the study. 

To account for such contingencies and to ensure a 

reasonable number of responses for the study as specified 

by the established sampling fraction, sequential sampling 

and equivalent substitutions in the data collection process 
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would have been allowed. As the actual response rate (93 

percent of the ideal) was significantly greater than the 

theoretical one, the potential for substitution proved 

unnecessary. 

More specifically, the two-step sampling design was as 

follows: initially 150 manufacturing companies and 150 

service companies were randomly selected from each of the 

three size categories (i.e., small, medium, large), 

according to the number of employees (the size definitions 

are explained later). Letters addressed to the chief 

executive officers of these selected 900 manufacturing and 

service companies were mailed, soliciting the company's 

support and endorsement of the study (the letter is 

presented in Appendix I). The letters asked the chief 

executive officers whether three (or less) of their 

companies' managers would be willing to respond to the 

questionnaires. 

In the studies by England and his associates, three 

stratifying variables have been used when possible. These 

included the size of the company, the organizational level 

of the manager, and the manager's function. Since the ICAP 

directory did not include information concerning the 

managers' organizational level of responsibility or 

function, information was also solicited concerning these 

variables from the managers who agreed to respond to the 
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instruments. In this way, a potential sample of 1,350 

manufacturing and 1,350 service companies' managers was 

addressed. It was hoped that soliciting volunteer 

respondent managers in this way would yield a high response 

rate in the second step of the data collection process (of 

course, the sample number included a margin of safety, 

anticipating a less-than-a-100-percent response rate in the 

second step). 

If the desired sample size (plus the above allowance) 

had not resulted from the first step of soliciting 

volunteers, more letters of solicitation would have been 

sent to firms randomly selected (sequential sampling with 

equal substitution). It should be noted that such a 

procedure does not introduce self-selection bias anymore 

than does any other procedure. 

The questionnaires for the study were then mailed to 

the managers who had indicated interest in collaborating. 

It was hoped that a reasonably balanced distribution with 

respect to the two other stratifying variables (i.e., 

organizational level and function of the managers), which 

could not be controlled a priori, would result. If it had 

become necessary to balance the sample with respect to 

these two stratifying variables, additional volunteers 

would have been solicited in a third step, which, of 

course, would- have necessitated a fourth step in the data 
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collection process as well. Alternatively, these two 

stratifying variables could have been dropped from the 

design; similar forced choices have been necessary in other 

studies as well (e.g., England et al., 1974). The final 

sample, however, was reasonably well balanced, as explained 

later, and the contingencies described above were not 

necessary. 

Stratifying Variables 

Size of Company 

Concerning the first stratifying variable, i.e., size 

of the company, the following considerations are relevant. 

According to the "Overseas Business Reports: Marketing in 

Greece" (1980), and the personal knowledge of the author, 

most manufacturing . . . is carried out by 
small-scale operators. For example, out of an 
estimated 121,000 establishments employing over 
600,000 people, only 2,222 firms employed 30 or more 
people. An overwhelming number of establishments 
employ less than five persons. The few large 
industrial firms are in the mineral processing, oil 
refining, chemicals, engineering, and shipbuilding and 
repair sectors. Even these establishments, however, 
are generally characterized by closely-knit, family 
dominated ownership. (pp. 406) 

In view of this fact, and from discussions on the 

topic with people knowledgeable of Greek business practices 

(for exampe, the author solicited the opinions of 

professors of Business Administration at Deree College in 
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Athens, Greece), it was judged appropriate to classify 

companies according to their size as follows: 

Small : employed less than 20 people. 

Medium: employed 20 or more but less than 50 people. 

Large : employed 50 or more people. 

Concerning the other two stratifying variables, with 

minor modifications to fit the Greek reality, England et 

al.'s (1974) definitions are accepted. 

Level of Manager 

Three classifications have been established for the 

level of manager: 

1. Level "A": top level management positions, such 

as chairman of the board of directors; members of board 

directors; division manager. 

2. Level "B": middle level management positions, 

such as department manager. 

3. Level "C": lower management positions, such as 

head of a section or work group. 
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Function Performed by Manager 

For the Greek reality, as for the Indian (England et 

al., 1974), the following six functions were judged to be 

appropriate: (a) Production/Operations, (b) Sales/ 

Distribution, (c) Engineering, (d) Finance/Accounting, 

(e) Personnel/Industrial Relations and, (f) General 

Administration. 

Procedure 

One of the major methodologicsl considerations in all 

cross-cultural studies utilizing inistruments developed in 

one country and applied in another is "ethnocentrism." 

Hofstede was being very explicit in v;riting that: 

ethnocentrism (and ccTunitment of the reverse 
ecological fallacies) is already present in the 
instruments used for the collection of data. The 
1960's and 1970's have seen an increase in comparative 
research on values by industrial social psychologists 
and business Ph.D. candidates, which consists of 
taking a questionnaire designed and pretested in the 
United States on students or business managers, 
sometimes translating it, and administering it in 
other countries. Popular instruments are the 
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values and G. W. 
England's Personal Values Questionnaire. In this 
case the ethnocentrism starts at the data collection: 
Questions are only about issues raised by the U.S. 
designers of the instrument which proved relevant 
to their test population and for which the American 
language has words. (1980, p. 32) 
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Hofstede further suggested that in order to avoid 

ethnocentrism, " . . . instruments for cross-cultural use 

should be developed cross-culturally" (1980, p. 32). An 

excellent example of this approach is the work by Triandis 

et al. (1972). 

While Hofstede's points are very relevant and well 

taken, it is argued that ethnocentrism is not a major 

problem for this study. To start, many of the Greek 

managers have received their education in the "American 

tradition" abroad. Even those who have studied in Greece, 

have been taught, for the most part, "American management," 

generally by American-educated college professors. 

Therefore, the concepts in the questionnaire should not be 

foreign to Greek managers. This reasoning was shared by 

three other persons of Greek origin living in Lubbock, and 

who helped in the translation-retranslation, and 

translation reliability examination of the instruments, as 

well as professors from the author's Alma Mater (Deree 

College in Athens, Greece) who were contacted prior to the 

field study. 

Additionally, a small-scale pilot study was conducted 

by the author with ten managers of service organizations 

(banks and retail outlets) in Thessaloniki, Greece, in 

March 1982. Following the managers' responses to the 

instruments, they were interviewed by the author concerning 
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their evaluation of the relevancy of the instruments for 

the Greek business world; their responses in the 

unstructured interview were uniformly positive and very 

encouraging. Furthermore, as explained earlier, the 

development of the PVQ has benefited from an explicit 

attempt to include literature from several countries in 

order to develop an instrument " . . . relatively free from 

a specific national environment" (Whitely and England, 

1980, p. 80). 

Hofstede's (1980) last argument, the possibility of 

lack of words in the other language, should not be a 

concern for the translation from English into Greek. The 

Greek language, together with Latin, is considered the 

mother language of all modern western languages, and 

linguists readily recognize the deep debt of Western 

languages to Greek. Because Greek is extremely rich in 

vocabulary and very flexible it can readily and accurately 

accommodate almost any intrinsic meaning of foreign terms. 

A sanctioned approach to developing clear and reliable 

instruments is a process of translation and retranslation, 

preferably using bi- or multi-cultural researchers and 

translators (Poortinga, 1975; Katerberg and Smith, 1977; 

Nagi, 1977; Hofstede, 1980). Such a process was followed 

in developing research instruments for this study, as 
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explained below. 

A junior male engineering student at Texas Tech 

University of Greek background and origin, and a female 

candidate for a Master's degree in Sociology of Greek 

background and origin independently translated the 

instruments from English to Greek. Before they began the 

translation, they independently responded to the English 

version of the instruments, and two weeks later they 

independently responded to each other's translated Greek 

version. Each person's responses to the original English 

version were visually correlated with their responses to 

the other person's translated Greek version, and the 

correlations were almost perfect, with minor discrepancies 

that could easily be attributed to memory (not 

misunderstanding) effects. A third translator, an 

assistant librarian of Cypriotic background at Texas Tech 

University, independently responded to the English and the 

two Greek versions at time intervals of two weeks. Again, 

the visual correlations were very high, indicating an 

almost perfect correspondence between the various versions 

of the instrument. Although the Greek spoken in Cyprus is 

classified as local idiomatic Greek, the librarian did not 

seem to have problems understanding and differentiating 

among the concepts in standard Greek. A panel composed of 

the junior student, the Master's candidate student, and the 
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librarian resolved minor differences between the two Greek 

versions of the instruments, producing the Greek version 

used in this study. Finally, the author retranslated the 

final Greek version into English. The original English 

version and the retranslated English version were almost 

identical, and they showed a perfect match between the two 

versions of the 66 PVQ concepts. 

This version of the instrument was used in a pilot 

study in Greece. During interviews following the 

administration of the instrument, the Greek managers 

indicated that they had encountered no comprehension 

problems. However, some of them advanced useful 

suggestions for rewording certain segments or substituting 

a more appropriate term for an improper (yet 

understandable) one. Additionally, two professors of 

Business Administration and a psychometrician at Deree 

College in Athens, Greece, kindly reviewed the translated 

instruments and suggested minor terminological and 

syntactical changes, largely coinciding with those made by 

managers interviewed in the pilot study. The final version 

of the instruments incorporated these suggestions. 
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Sampling Factor and Response Rates 

According to the 1981 ICAP directory used in this 

study, the population of Greek managers was 26,160 in 

manufacturing firms and 30,540 in service firms. To 

maintain the established sampling factor (.0359), 450 

letters were mailed to randomly selected manufacturing 

companies, and 450 to service companies (150 each to small, 

medium, and large companies according to the number of 

employees). Each letter solicited the participation of up 

to three managers from a firm. From the 1,350 possible 

responses from each type of company, 992 managers of 

manufacturing, and 1,118 managers of service companies 

promised to respond to the questionnaire. The response rate 

for this first stage was 73.5 percent and 82.8 percent for 

manufacturing and service companies respectively. 

Of the 992 manufacturing managers who promised to 

complete the questionnaire, 883 actually returned a usable 

questionnaire, a response rate in the second stage of the 

data collection process of 89 percent for manufacturing 

managers. Similarly, of the initial 1,118 service 

managers, 1,022 completed the questionnaire, a response 

rate of 91.4 percent. The overall response rates, 

combining stages one and two, were 65.4 percent and 75.7 

percent for manufacturing and service managers. 
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respectively. 

Table 1 describes the ideal and actual distribution of 

responses according to the size of company. Both for 

manufacturing and service companies, the responses from 

medium and large companies were either close to expected 

(i.e., ideal) or much higher than expected. Responses from 

small manufacturing and service companies, however, were 

below the ideal, and this resulted in small companies being 

severely under-represented in the sample. 

TABLE 1 

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS OF MANAGERS ACCORDING TO THE 
TYPE AND SIZE OF THE FIRM 

SIZE 

SMALL 
MEDIUM 
LARGE 
TOTAL 

Ideal 

313 
313 
314 
940 

MANUFACTURING 
% Response 

Actual Ideal Actual 

97 31.0 11.0 
247 79.0 27.4 
544 173.0 61.6 
883 100.0 

Ideal 

370 
370 
370 
1110 

SERVICE 
% Response 

Actual Ideal Actual 

166 45.0 16.2 
379 102.0 37.1 
477 129.0 46.7 
1022 100.0 

Data Analysis 

In attempting to assess the value systems of Greek 

managers as a group, each individual is classified with 

respect to his primary value orientation in one of four 
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le concepts reported as being of high 

xiu^or-cance, the proportion of concepts also classified as 

being successful, right, or pleasant is determined. This 

process reflects the determining of conditional 

probabilities; for example, the probability of responding 

right given high importance (i.e., P(R/HI), etc. The 

largest of these conditional probabilities is then 

selected. The complement of any conditional probability is 

defined as P(R/AI and LI), where AI=average importance, and 

LI=low importance. In the example that was utilized, if 

P(R/HI) > P(R/AI and LI), then the primary value 

orientation for the manager would be moralistic (and 

likewise for pragmatic and affect orientations). A 

classification of mixed orientation results if the 

complement is larger than the conditional probability, 

i.e., if P(R/HI) < P(R/AI and LI). 

The next step in the process involves determining the 

individual manager's operative value category, i.e., those 
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concepts (values) that have the highest probability of 

being translated into behavior. Following the example used 

above, for a moralist manager, the operative value category 

would include all the concepts jointly rated by him/her as 

being of high importance and right. It has been 

arbitrarily established that if the proportion of concepts 

in this category is greater than 15 percent of all the 

concepts, then the individual manager maintains his primary 

orientation (in the example, moralistic). If the 

proportion is less than 15 percent, the manager's value 

orientation is classified as mixed. 

We should be careful not to jump to conclusions 

concerning the behavior of the individual directly from his 

primary value orientation. England et al. (1974, p. 20) 

explain this point: 

it is tempting to make behavioral inferences 
directly from a manager's primary value orientation 
(e.g., moralists behave more ethically, affect 
oriented managers engage in more hedonistic behavior), 
it should be remembered that primary value orientation 
is only a means to help determine which concepts are 
more behaviorally relevant for an individual. It is 
only when individuals have different value profiles 
(i.e., different concepts comprise operative value 
sets) that we would expect behavioral differences. 
Thus two individuals having different primary value 
orientation need not be expected to behave 
differently. By the same logic, individuals with 
identical primary value orientations need not be 
expected to behave similarly. The crucial thing here 
is whether or not two individuals have different value 
profiles. 
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The value profile of a manager distinguishes four 

categories of values: 

1. The operative values, i.e., the concepts rated by 

the manager as "high importance" and fitting his 

primary value orientation. For example, for a 

pragmatic manager, the operative values category 

would contain the concepts rated as "high 

importance" and "successful." For a moralist 

manager, the concepts rated as "high importance" 

and "right;" and for an affect oriented manager, 

the concepts rated as "high importance" and 

"pleasant." 

2. The intended values, i.e., the concepts rated by 

the manager as "high importance" but not fitting 

his/her primary value orientation. For example, 

for a pragmatic manager, the intended values 

category would include the concepts rated as "high 

importance" and "right" or "pleasant." For 

moralistic and affect oriented managers, the 

concepts rated as "high importance" and 

"successful" or "pleasant," and "high importance" 

and "successful" or "right," respectively. 

3. The adopted values, i.e., the concepts rated by 

the manager either as "average importance" or "low 

importance" and fitting his primary value 

orientation. For example, for a pragmatic 
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manager, the adopted values category would contain 

the concepts rated as "average importance" or "low 

importance" and "successful." Similarly, for 

moralistic and affect oriented managers the 

adopted values category would contain concepts 

rated as "average importance" or "low 

importance" and "right," and "average importance" 

or "low importance" and "pleasant," respectively. 

4. The weak values, i.e., the concepts that are of 

average or low importance for the manager, and do 

not fit his primary orientation. For example, for 

a pragmatic manager, those concepts rated as 

"average/low importance" and "right/pleasant." 

Similarly, for moralistic and affect oriented 

managers, those concepts rated as "average/low 

importance" and "successful/pleasant," and 

"average/low importance" and "successful/right," 

respectively. 

The four categories of values describing the value 

profiles of managers are shown in Figure 3. 
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Not Primary Orientation Intended Values Weak Values 

Figure 3: Matrix for Value Profiles 

By utilizing this process, value profiles for all 

managers in the sample can be derived, with the exception 

of managers that have a mixed value orientation, in which 

case the probability scores required by the procedure 

cannot be computed. 

An overall value profile for each of the 66 concepts 

for the sample can also be derived. This would indicate 

the percentage of managers for whom a particular concept 

represents an operative, intended, adopted, or weak value. 

These overall value profiles are very descriptive, but 

voluminous (264 categories, i.e., 66 concepts times 4 value 

types). To avoid this, " . . . two derived summary indices 

have been used to portray value patterns and their 

behavioral relevance" (England et al., 1974, p. 23). The 

two indices are highly intercorrelated (England et al., 
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1974); both indices are computed in this study. In 

computing the first index, the 66 concepts are weighted 

according to what value they represent: operative, 

intended, adopted, and weak values are weighted 3, 2, 1, 

and 0, respectively. The final behavioral relevance score 

for a concept is established by dividing the sum of the 

products of weights and the relevant number of managerial 

responses by 3. The score range of this managerial 

behavioral relevance index is from 0 to 100. 

The second behavioral relevance index simply reports 

the percentage of managers for whom a particular concept 

represents an operative value. 

Differences in value systems of managers among 

subsamples established on the basis of personal and 

organizational characteristics were also examined. The 

purpose of this endeavor was to acquire an understanding of 

the nature of the relationship between personal, 

organizational, and combinations of personal/organizational 

characteristics, and personal values. The methodology for 

this analysis is explained below. 

1. The total sample was divided into subsamples 

according to each personal and organizational 

characteristic, or relevant combinations thereof 

(experimental cells). 

2. For each subsample of managers (cell), the 
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operative value score for each of the 66 concepts 

was computed; i.e., the percentage of managers in 

each category of the subsample for whom a concept 

represents an operative value. 

3. It was arbitrarily decided, so as to stay in line 

with previous studies (e.g., England et al., 

1974), that a 10 percent or greater difference in 

the operative value score was necessary to 

establish a meaningful difference between 

subgroups of the subsamples of the managers. 

The results of this process have been tabulated, and 

are discussed in a later section. 

In attempting to establish the relationships between 

personal values and behavior, a self-reported measure of 

intended bahavior was used (see Appendix B). This measure 

contains five job incidents and it has been explained in 

another section of this study. In this study, and in 

examining the relationship between personal value systems 

and self-reported behavior of the managers, " . . . the 

most appropriate approach seemed to be that of making 

predictions about behavior based on rational or logical 

expectations generated from value responses to specific 

concepts in the PVQ" (England et al., 1974, p. 43). In the 

present study, the rational behavioral expectations 

developed by the England research group (England et- al.. 
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1974) are accepted. 

Both the logic of the concept predictions and the use 
of operative values as being more behaviorally 
relevant than non-operative values are thus involved 
in these expectations. We are actually making 
directional behavior predictions (spend more, spend 
less) for logically selected concepts for each job 
incident. (England et al., 1974, p. 45) 

These expected behavioral directions for operative 

value managers as compared to non-operative value managers 

are listed in Appendix G, and have also been explained in a 

previous section of this study. 

England et al. (1974), reporting on their results in 

the study of values-behavior relationships for Indian 

managers, write: 

On balance, we view these results as strong support 
for the contention that values are related to behavior 
in meaningful ways for managers. The fact that the 
relationships exist within a sample of managers from 
many different organizations all across India and from 
managers with varied organizational and personal 
backgrounds is clear evidence of the role of personal 
values in influencing problem solving and decision 
making behavior. Personal values are certainly a 
relevant variable in understanding the behavior of 
managers. (p. 49) 

The next area of analysis includes the examination of 

the relationship between personal values and success as a 

manager. A relevant question here is that of causality: 

do value systems cause differential success, or is it that 

achieved success causes differences in value systems? 
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A major problem in this area of inquiry was, of 

course, that of defining success (i.e., construct 

validity), and operationalizing (i.e., measuring) success. 

The problem was aggravated by the fact that a variety of 

organizations were studied and that those organizations 

operated in different geographic and economic markets. , 

Measures of success within an organization include salary 

corrected by starting salary, seniority, or salary relative 

to colleagues (Bray, Grant, and Katkousky, 1967; Haire, 

Ghiselli, and Gordon, 1967; Hinrichs, 1967; Laurent, 1962, 

1970), pay, organizational level, promotion, and promotion 

rates (Porter and Ghiselli, 1957; Roberts, 1959; Meyer, 

1965; Patton, 1965; Bentz, 1967; Mitchell and Porter, 1967; 

Wollowick and McNamara, 1969; Laurent, 1962, 1970), and 

also, ratings (performance appraisal) along behavioral or 

global criteria of managerial effectiveness (Williams, 

1956; Hemphill, 1960; Mahoney, Jerdee and Nash, 1961; Smith 

and Kendall, 1963; Glaser and Marks, 1964; Dicken and 

Black, 1965; Hinrichs, 1967). 

Because of the diversity of organizations in the 

study, and in order to maintain comparability of results 

with the other England and associates' studies, the same 

objective measure of success chosen by England et al. 

(1974) i.e., managerial pay relative to age, was used in 

this study. To operationalize this measure, managers are 
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split into eight age brackets: 20-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 

45-49, 50-54, 55-59, and 60 and over. Then the 

distributions of monthly income of the managers in each age 

category are standardized with a mean of zero and a 

standard deviation of 1. A personal relative success index 

ranging from -3 to +3 was thus derived for each manager, 

based on the manager's monthly income (salary) relative to 

that of his/her age group. 

To determine which of the 66 concepts are more 

directly related to the personal success index, the 

following procedure was utilized (England et al., 1974): 

1. The total managerial sample is randomly split into 
two subsamples of equal size. 

2. For each of the two subsamples, the success index 
of all individuals is correlated with their 
value scores for all 66 concepts; the value scores 
carry the weights of 4, 3, 2, and 1 for 
operative, intended, adopted, and weak values 
respectively. 

3. The concepts which are significantly correlated to 
personal success in both samples are selected, and 
this has been termed the summed value key. 

4. The success index is correlated with the 
summed value key for the total managerial sample, 
(p. 52) 

By utilizing this procedure, the values that are 

related to success can be readily identified. Expectancy 

tables could then be developed, showing what chance a 

manager has, as a function of his value score, to be 

included among the top half of successful managers. A 

qualitative analysis (i.e., comparison) of the value 
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differences between the more and less successful managers 

will be provided. 

The relationship between objective managerial success 

and perceptions about what constitutes an effective work 

unit was also addressed. The question was: "are there any 

differences concerning perceptions of an effective work 

unit between the most and the least successful managers?" 

In this respect, the "Perceived Importance of Fifteen Unit 

Work Effectivess Measures" instrument developed by England 

et al. (1974), and listed in Appendix H, is utilized. 

England et al. (1974) report that, for the Indian 

managerial sample, there were differences between the two 

success groups of managers (most and least successful 

managers) in how they evaluate the effectivess of their 

work unit. This finding was also tested for the sample of 

Greek managers utilizing the same "Evaluation of Work 

Effectivenss of Your Own Work Unit" measure as England et 

al. (1974), in Appendix C. From the study of Indian 

managers, England et al. (1974) concluded that " . . . the 

most successful managers, in general, rate their 

organizational units as less effective than those in the 

least successful group" (p. 57). 

In addressing the issue of studying differences in 

personal value patterns between various subgroups of Greek 
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managers with respect to personal and organizational 

variables, the following procedure was utilized (England et 

al., 1974): 

For each of the managerial subgroups according to the 

^personal and organizational variables, the operative value 

scores (i.e., the proportion of managers for whom a concept 

represents an operative value) were computed as explained 

earlier in this section. To maintain comparability with 

the England et al. (1974) study, significant differences 

were defined as 10 percent or greater differences in the 

operative value scores for each subgroup (i.e., 

experimental cell). This procedure, of course, had to be 

repeated for each of the classifying variables (i.e., the 

personal and organizational variables), and for each of the 

66 PVQ concepts. 

The instruments used in this study have also provided 

a wealth of information that could be used for further 

analysis and inference. 

Sampling Distribution According to Demographic 
and Organizational Characteristics 

Although the ICAP directory contained information only 

on one of the three stratifying variables, the size of the 

company, it was hoped that an even—or at least acceptable 
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—overall distribution of the other two stratifying 

variables, function of managers and organizational level, 

would result. 

Table 2 describes the sampling distribution according 

to the "size of the company" variable. As explained 

earlier, the small companies are under-represented, the 

large companies are over-represented, and the medium sized 

companies reflect an ideal proportion of representation. 

Even though this sampling distribution is less than 

desirable, it has been judged to be acceptable, especially 

in view of the overall large sample size. 

TABLE 2 

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO SIZE OF COMPANY 

Size Number ot Employees Percentage 

<7«. MALL 0- 19 13.4 
MEDIUM 20- 49 33.6 
LARGE 50-20,000 and above 53.0 

With respect to the "function of the managers" 

stratifying variable, the ideal distribution would have 

been about 17 per cent for each of the six functional areas 

ot the managers; the actual distribution is shown in Table 

3. As can be seen, Finance/Accounting and General 

Administration reflect a close-to-ideal representation, 

while Production/Operations and Sales/Distribution are 

over-represented, and Engineering and Personnel/Industrial 
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Relations are under-represented. With respect to the 

"managers' organizational level" stratifying variable shown 

in Table 3, top management is over-represented (partially 

because the letters were addressed to the top level 

managers, and partially because in small and medium-size 

companies, officers tend to be, or consider themselves to 

be, top level executives), the lowest managerial level is 

under-represented, while middle level managers reflect an 

ideal representation. Overall, the resulting sampling 

distributions for the "organizational function" and 

"managers' organizational level" stratifying variables have 

been judged to be adequate and acceptable. 

TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS 
BY FUNCTION AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL 

Organizational Level* 

Prodaction/Operations 
Sales/Distribution 
Encji-eering 
Tinanee/Accounting 
Personr.el/Ir.dustrial Relations 
General Adminisnration 
Other 

A** 

t 
22.0 
13.3 
0.4 
7.3 
0.8 
s.s 

B«* 

* 
11.2 
7.5 
0.5 
2.4 
3.5 
6.9 

C-* 

% 
5.7 
3.5 
0.4 
1.9 
0.7 
2.6 

* 
38.9 
24.7 
1.3 
12.1 
4.3 
18.3 
0.0 

53.3 31.9 14.8 100.0 

*: Silent rounding error iS present. 
**: A,a,C mean -op, middle, and low management level respectivly 

Appendix D shows the distribution of the Greek 

managers who responded according to their demographic and 

organizational characteristics. Over half of the sample 

(53%) comes from large companies; while medium sized 
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companies represent about one third of the total sample (as 

they should), small companies are under-represented. This 

is possibly due to the fact that managers in small 

companies are overburdened with tasks and do not have the 

luxury of delegating the questionnaire to some lower level 

manager. Small firm managers typically indicated their 

displeasure for responding, and even expressed their hope 

(or polite request) that the researcher not "bother" them 

again in the future. Additional support for the 

proposition above stems from the fact that most of the 

small firm managers that responded are top level managers 

(e.g., president, or board of directors' member). 

It is not surprising that an overwhelming majority of 

the managers in the sample came from Central Greece (i.e., 

the Athens area), since most of the Greek industry is 

located there. Macedonia and Thrace, as well as 

Peloponnese, are adequately represented, with the remaining 

areas having little or no representation. 

The sampling distribution according to the "nature of 

business" variable is close to ideal, with most types of 

business reflecting approximately a ten percent 

representation. Exceptions are the mining and construction 

industries which are under-represented, while the 

manufacturing sector is over-represented. 
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The "type of organization" variable does not present 

anything striking; in addition, this variable is of little 

importance for this study. The "level of responsibility" 

is fairly well distributed as far as middle management is 

concerned, but top management is over-represented, while 

bottom management is under-represented. Possible 

explanations for this outcome have been offered earlier. 

The "level of organization" distribution is probably a 

direct result of the "geographical location" distribution. 

Since the majority of responses came from the Athens area, 

which is the logical center for corporate offices, most 

managers indicated a corporate (as opposed to regional or 

branch) affiliation. In the author's estimation, there is 

nothing unusual about the "nature of ownership" 

distribution with private corporations and single 

proprietorships dominating the picture. 

Even though both staff and combined line-staff 

positions are under-represented with respect to the "type 

of position" variable, the distribution appears to be as 

expected: in almost every business activity, line managers 

are expected to occupy most of the positions. The 

responses with respect to the time in present position, 

total work experience, managerial experience, and age 

appear to be rather well distributed. 
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The distributions for "education" and "field of study" 

are rather interesting: it appears that almost 50 percent 

of the Greek managers possess a college degree, and an 

additional 31.6 percent have either some graduate work or a 

graduate degree. Almost one third of the managers who 

attended college studied Business Administration, with the 

remainder almost equally distributed among the Humanities, 

Engineering, Law, and the Social Sciences. 

The income distribution of the sample of the Greek 

managers is discussed later, in conjuction with managerial 

success. With respect to background, the response 

distribution reveals that the majority of the Greek 

managers in the sample have an urban background; this is as 

expected since more than half of the Greek population is 

concentrated in urban centers. Nothing significant or 

striking is revealed by the "father's occupation" 

distribution with the most populous category being "Civil 

Servant." This is hardly unusual since Government is big 

business in Greece. 

Finally, analysis showed that only 88.8 percent of the 

managers indicated Orthodoxy as their religious preference, 

even though official sources estimate the proportion of the 

Greek population with that religious affiliation at 97 

percent. Perhaps some nominally Orthodox managers have 

chosen the "other" category, even though they are. 
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nominally, Greek Orthodox. 

Finally, the internal reliability (consistency) of the 

instrument, as far as the 66 values are concerned, was 

assessed using the split-half method. The alpha for the 

questionnaire was .17, and the correlation between the two 

forms was determined to be .04. While these results do not 

dispute the reliability of the instrument, they do indicate 

that the two halves measure different things. This 

conclusion is hardly surprising since the two halves do 

indeed measure different things, i.e., organizational as 

opposed to personal concerns. 



CHAPTER III 

PERSONAL VALUE SYSTEMS 
OF GREEK MANAGERS 

This section reports the results concerning the 

primary value orientation of Greek managers. The four 

primary value orientations, pragmatic, moralistic, 

affective, and mixed, have been explained in chapter two of 

this dissertation, and the methodology used to assess them 

has also been described in that chapter. 

Table 4 compares the primary value orientations of 

Greek managers with those of managers from the United 

States, India, Japan, Australia, and Korea. These results 

should be directly comparable since they are derived from 

similar studies performed by England and his associates 

(1974). 

The proportions of different types of Greek managers 

are significantly different (according to a statistical 

test of proportion differences, P<.05) from the 

corresponding types of managers from the other countries in 

all cases, except for the following pairs: (a) pragmatic 

managers in Greece and India, (b) affective managers in 

Greece and Korea, (c) affective managers in Greece and 

Japan. 

77 
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TABLE 4 

PRIMARY VALUE ORIENTATION 
OF SELECTED GROUPS OF MANAGERS 
BY PROPORTION OF TOTAL SAMPLE 

Managers Erom: Greece**U.S.A. India Jaoan Austral. Korea 
Sample Size: 1905 1071 523 394 351 223 

Moralistic(%) 21.6 31.0* <'.44.0* 11.0* '40..0* 12.0* 
Pragmatic (%) 34.2 58.0* 34.0'(^65.0* 40.0* 61.0* 
Affect (%) in.5 1.0* 2.0* • 8.0 5.0* 9.0 
Mi.xeri {%)^-33.7 9.0* r' 20-0* 15.D* 14.0* 18.0* 

Note: * indicates significant differences between 
Greece and the country indicated according to a t-test of 
proportion differences, p<.05. 

Source: G. W. England. The Manager and His Values: 
An International Perspective from the United States, Japan, 
Korea, India and Australia. Cambridge, Mass: Ballinger, 
1976. 
**: The data for Greece are derived from the primary 
researh dene for the present study. 

The proportion of Greek managers who have a pragmatic 

value orientation is one of the lowest compared to that of 

managers from the other countries (only that of the Indian 

managers is slightly lower); nevertheless, pragmatic 

managers represent the highest proportion within the Greek 

sample. This is as expected and stated in Hypothesis 1. A 

peculiarity of the Greek sample, however is reflected in 

the fact that slightly more than one third of the sample 

(33.7 percent) appears to have a mixed-value orientation. 

The proportion of Greek managers who have an affective 

value orientation is the highest for all countries and is 

similar to that of both Japanese and Korean managers. Even 
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though this result was not explicitly stated as an 

hypothesis, it is not unexpected: Greeks in general appear 

to be a people that emphasize and pursue the pleasures of 

life. This conclusion is supported by Walcot (1970) 

who—referring to the Greek national character—explains 

that Greeks fundamentally consider work a necessary evil 

(p. 145; also, Croiset, 1952). 

It should be emphasized that it is inappropriate to 

draw behavioral inferences based on the primary value 

orientations alone; behavioral inferences can be made only 

from the managers' value profiles (i.e., the set of 

concepts that comprise a manager's operative values). 

These value profiles will be described later in conjuction 

with the job incidents and value-behavior relationships. 

A manager's primary value orientation can be derived 

from his or her value profile. The value profile 

categorizes each of the 66 concepts for each manager as 

operative, intended, adopted, or weak; the categorization 

scheme used, and the meaning of the four categories have 

been described in detail earlier. Only operative values 

are considered to be significant for behavioral inferences, 

although intended and adopted, but not weak values are 

relevant as well. 

Table 5 indicates the percentages of Greek managers 
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VALUE PROFILE FOR GREEK MANAGERS 
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for whom each concept is an operative, intended, adopted, 

or weak value. This table contains extremely descriptive 

information, and it is rather cumbersome to interpret and 

analyze because of its volume. To make this information 

more accessible England et al. (1974) have proposed two 

derived-summary indices (see explanation of these 

behavioral relevance indices on pp. 63-64). England et al. 

(1974) reported that the two indices have a high 

intercorrelation (r«.99 for the Indian sample). In the 

sample for this study, the Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficient for these indices is .98, and is 

highly significant (p<=.01). Since for comparison purposes 

it makes little difference which of the two indices is 

used, and to follow the tradition of England et al. (1974), 

the index that simply states the percentage of managers for 

whom a concept represents an operative value has been 

selected. The values for this behavioral relevance index, 

the Value Profile for Greek managers, can be read directly 

from Table 5 (i.e., the percentage of Greek managers for 

whom each concept is an operative value). Furthermore, the 

rated concepts have been divided into five content groups: 

organizational goals, groups of people, ideas associated 

with people, personal goals, and general topics. This 

implies that the behavioral relevance increases in direct 

proportion to a concept's operative value score. 
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From a personality and organization theory point of 

view (Argyris, 1973), it is interesting to note the high 

percentage of Greek managers for whom most of the 66 

concepts represent intended values (i.e., values that are 

organizationally inhibited); the average score for the 

intended values is 27.8. The percentage of Greek managers 

for whom the concepts represent adopted values (i.e., 

values that are organizationally induced) is generally 

rather low, the average score being 16.5. It is likely 

that this disparity indicates a mismatch between the 

individual and the organization which may lead to 

frustration and conflict. It appears that Greek 

organizational life rather successfully inhibits certain 

tendencies of the employees, but it also fails to instill 

new values in them. In addition to the 

manager-organization mismatch that this situation 

potentially indicates, another significant outcome, as will 

be explained in detail later, is exemplified in the 

generally low level of organizational competence of Greek 

managers, i.e., Greek organizations do not seem to be 

effective in developing good managers. 

Table 6 presents information concerning the value 

profiles of the Greek and Indian managers; the concepts for 

each of the five content groups have been interval ranked 
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TABLE 6 

VALUE PROFILES 
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40 Secur i ty My Suborda. 

Ind. Laadarsh. I n d i v i d u a l i t y 
Prof i t .-^ax. 

Govarnraant 
Al l Cfflpioyeaa 
My Coworkars 

30 -

Authority 

20 
Socia l waif . 

.\utonomy 
Monay 
Powar 
Influanca 

Ma 
Owners 
Labor Unions 
Stoctcholdara 

Toleranca Rialc 
Caution 
Liberalism 
Equality 
Change 

Aggresaxv. Coaoromisa 
White Collar Conform. Property 
Saai-Slcilled Compaasion 

Religion 
Force 

^° Leisure anaJcilled Workers 
Conflict 

Prejudice Emotions 
Consarvativlsn 

Sourcai G. x. England. The Manager and the Man. Kent State 
Univarsity Press, 1974. 
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according to their behavioral relevance score. Since this 

section compares theoretical constructs developed in 

similar studies, it has been deemed appropriate to 

reproduce the value profile for the Indian managers as 

determined by England et al. (1974). 

England et al. (1974), drawing on earlier work by 

Simon (1964), further classify the concepts under the 

Organizational Goals category into three subsystems. The 

first subset includes the concepts High Productivity, 

Organizational Stability, and Organizational Efficiency. 

These concepts are referred to as "maximization criteria" 

(Simon, 1964), and they represent the primary focus of 

managerial activity and behavior. The second subset 

includes the concepts Employee Welfare, Industry 

Leadership, Organizational Growth, and Profit Maximization. 

These secondary goals are termed by England et al. (1974, 

p. 26) the "associative constraint goals." This means that 

managers, in attempting to influence the maximization 

criteria, also consider the impact of their decisions on 

the secondary goals (e.g., alternative testing). Thus, the 

maximization criteria resemble "ends" and the associative 

constraints the "means," for achieving the goals (England 

et al., 1974). The third subset consists solely of the 

concept Social Welfare. 
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England et al. (1974) reported that the Indian 

managers' study reiterates support for the above-described 

theoretical classification, in that, as can be seen from 

Table 6, the concepts High Productivity, Organizational 

Stability, and Organizational Efficiency have the highest 

behavioral relevance scores (i.ee, maximization criteria), 

and the concepts Organizational Growth, Employee Welfare, 

Industry Leadership, and Profit Maximization follow in 

terms of the behavioral relevance score (i.e., associative 

constraint goals). It is interesting to observe from Table 

6 that this study also fully supports the theoretical 

taxonomy described above, with the exception of the concept 

Social Welfare which is classified here as associative 

constraint. Since organizations exist within a social 

environment and are accountable to it, it makes good sense 

for managers to be concerned with Social Welfare and to 

consider it an associative constraint, precisely like 

Employee Welfare. This minor difference between the 

England et al. (1974) results and the results of our study 

could be attributed to two factors: first, the ten-year 

difference between the two studies has perhaps brought 

managers in a fuller appreciation of environmental forces 

and constraints (e.g., the consumerist movement, social 

responsibility, etc.) now; and second, cultural differences 

between India and Greece (i.e., Greek managers are perhaps 
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confronted with a more demanding social environment.) 

Additionally, it is interesting to note (Table 6) that 

Greek managers, apparently, hold Profit Maximization in low 

esteem. The concept of Profit Maximization represents 

neither a goal nor a means for achieving goals for the 

Greek managerial sample. 

It should be noted that the upper limit of the range 

for behavioral relevance scores is lower for Greek managers 

than for Indian managers. This difference, however, should 

not affect the ability to make relative comparisons. 

In the Personal Goals category the present study 

results again parallel those of England et al. (1974) for 

the Indian managers fairly well. Although there are no 

concepts in this category that rank top in behavioral 

relevance, the lowest score concepts in this study are 

almost identical with the lowest score concepts in the 

England et al. (1974) study. 

The category Groups of People, shows striking 

similarities between the England et al. (1974) results and 

the results of the present study. For Greek managers the 

concepts Customers, Managers, My Subordinates, and All 

Employees have the highest behavioral relevance score, 

indicating that these represent reference groups of high 
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significance in influencing managerial behavior. The 

concepts of the second group (Craftsmen, Coworkers, 

Laborers, Technical Employees, My Boss, and My Self), all 

represent more specific groups of people than do the 

concepts in the previous group, and as such apparently are 

less preferred by managers. Finally, the third category, 

including My Company, White and Blue Collar Workers, 

Owners, Stockholders, and Labor Unions, has the lowest 

operative value score. 

For the category Ideas Associated with People, the 

England et al. (1974) results suggest the existence of a 

"competence" dimension (including Ability, Skill, and 

Ambition), and an "organizational compliance" dimension 

(with the concepts Trust, Loyalty, Cooperation, Obedience, 

and Honor) as important parts of an Indian manager's value 

system. Exactly the same values, with the addition of the 

Compassion concept, appear to strongly influence a Greek 

manager's behavior. 

Finally, in the category Ideas about General Topics, 

as in the England et al. (1974) study of Indian managers, 

the concepts Rational and Competition appear to have the 

highest behavioral significance. 



CHAPTER IV 

COMPARISON OF VALUE SYSTEMS OF GREEK, 
INDIAN, AMERICAN, AUSTRALIAN, JAPANESE, 

AND KOREAN MANAGERS 

The value systems of managers from India, the U.S.A., 

Australia, Japan, and Korea have been assessed in previous 

studies (England, 1976) using the same theoretical approach 

and techniques for measurement as those used in this study. 

However, the original instruments in English have been used 

only in India, the U.S.A., and Australia; therefore, and 

because of possible translation problems, comparisons of 

national samples from the above mentioned countries may be 

less than perfect or appropriate. In addition, even though 

England himself (1976) acknowledges the possibility that an 

ethnocentricity bias might exist, this issue will not be 

dealt with explicitly at this point; it and other issues 

related to the translation of the instruments have been 

addressed in an earlier chapter. 

Tables 7-11 (pp. 90-99) present the behavioral 

relevance scores (i.e., operative values) for the five 

groups of concepts (i.e., organizational goals, personal 

goals, groups of people, ideas associated with people, and 

general topics) for the six national samples, and an 

international sample (England, 1976). Following England's 

(1976) paradigm, statistically and practically significant 

88 
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differences are defined in terms of a 10 percent or greater 

deviation of the behavioral relevance score of a national 

sample for a concept from the behavioral relevance score of 

the international sample for that concept; this rule is 

followed throughout this study. In addition, statistically 

significant differences according to a chi-square test of 

statistical dependence (p<.05) have been computed and are 

reported. The two definitions for significant differences 

have produced rather similar results, and below differences 

according to the England (1976) rule are discussed. 

From Table 7 (Organizational Goals), it can be seen 

that Greek managers have the lowest behavioral relevance 

scores as compared to managers from any other country and 

with respect to all concepts with the exceptions of 

Employee Welfare and, especially. Social Welfare. The low 

scores of Greek managers could possibly be explained in 

terms of the low industrialization level of Greece (Holden, 

1972) , and consequently the low level of internalization of 

organizational goals. Although the concept of High 

Productivity for the Greek managers appears to marginally 

be within an acceptable range (Holden, 1972), the concepts 

of Organizational Efficiency, Organizational Growth, and 

Profit Maximization are well below the level established by 

the international sample, and below the level of any 

country in the comparison. It is indeed.very difficult, 
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TABLE 7 

C o u n t r y C o m p a r i s o n s - O r g a n i z a t i o n a l G o a l s 

roncept Internat. U.S.A. Jaoan Korea Australia India Greece* 
N-618 S-385 N='315 N-149 N-301 N-501 N-12fi3 

High Productivity 
Org. Efficiency 
Org. Growth 
Profit .Maxi.Tviz. 
Org. Stability 
Industry Leaders. 
Employee Welfare 
Social Welfare 

68 
64 
51 
49 
46 
40 
34 
16 

Number of significant 
differences from 
international sam 
(England, 1976 ru 

the 
pie 
le) 

63 
65 
50 
58 
41 
43 
34 
8 

0 

79** 
62 
72* + 
61* + 
58« + 
50 + 
21*+ 
11 

6 

67 
49* + 
61+ 
45 
55 
30* + 
20* + 
14 

4 

62 
64 
29* + 
38*+ 
41 
44 
45** 
25 

3 

62 
69 
47 
36*+ 
58*+ 
38 
44 + 
18 

3 

52* + 
37* + 
23* + 
12* + 
39* 
32 
33 
28* + 

5 

Number of significant 
differences from the 
international sample 
(chi-square test) 0 5 3 3 2 6 

Note; A plus sign (+) indicates differences according to the England 
(1976) 10 percent rule; an asterisk (*) indicates significant differences 
according to a chi-square test (p<.05). 

Source: G. w. England. The manager and his values: An international 
perspective from the United States, Jacan, Korea, India and Australia. 
Cambridge, Mass: Ballinger, 1976. 
<: The data for Greece are derived from the primary researh done for the 
present study. 

and dangerous, to attempt to explain these findings, for as 

Boeckh (in Cooper, ed., 1952, p. 98) states "it is 

obviously hard to define the general character of an age or 

a nation, and indeed almost impossible to represent i t in 

precise concepts; for the intuitive grasp of the whole, 

that clearly is demanded, can hardly be given in such 

terms." 

Even though Walcot (1970) sees the Greek society as 

fiercely competitive, he also recognizes that both the 

private and public sectors are highly bureaucratic. In 

such a constrained environment, i t might be expected that 
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Organizational Efficiency, Organizational Growth, and 

Profit Maximization would become secondary concerns, 

especially since most of the Greek industry is directly 

subsidized and protected from undesirable external 

competition by the government. It is generally believed 

that the Greek industry is not self-sufficient and that it 

could not survive external free competition without the 

numerous governmental regulations and protective measures. 

This condition tends to sustain and perpetuate a vicious 

cycle in which Organizational Efficiency, Organizational 

Growth, and Profit Maximization are not sanctioned as 

necessary, but without concern for which the Greek industry 

cannot escape its depressed state. On the other hand, the 

Greek managers' concern with Employee Welfare and Social 

Welfare could be explained both in terms of the magnitude 

and rigor of the present socialist movement in Greece and 

in terms of the numerous governmental concerns and rules 

mandating managerial contact with respect to Employee 

Welfare and Social Welfare. It is believed that the 

socialist movement in Greece has been on the rise for at 

least the last 40 years, and, therefore, it does not merely 

reflect a recent phenomenon or tendency. 

In the category of Organizational Goals, Japan and 

Greece are tied for the largest number of significant 

differences from the international sample. However, 
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differences from the international sample for Japan are due 

to high scores for that country's managers, probably 

reflecting their high level of organizational competency 

and achievement motivation. In the case of Greece, 

differences are due to low scores for the managers, 

probably reflecting their low level of internalization of 

organizational and work goals, which is further reflected 

in the rather low level of industrialization of Greece. 

Clearly related to the comparatively low score in the 

category of Organizational Goals is the Greek government's 

over-regulation of the economic and social environment. 

This over-regulation establishes operational parameters and 

constraints such that the managers, unable to escape them, 

learn to adjust to them. 

Under the Personal Goals of Individuals category 

(Table 8), the Greek sample reflects significant 

differences from the international sample in six 

categories, and ties with the Indian sample for the most 

differences. The concepts of Achievement, Creativity, 

Success, and Job Satisfaction are related to the 

Organizational Goals category concepts; thus, in view of 

the discussion above, it is not surprising that Greek 

managers have the lowest scores. Even though the Greek 

managers' score on Autonomy is rather high, their score on 

Individuality is very low. This appears to contradict 
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TABLE 8 

C o u n t r y C o m p a r i s o n s - P e r s o n a l G o a l s of I n d i v i d u a l s 

Concept Internat. U.S.A. Japan Korea Australia India Greece* 
M-618 N=885 N-315 N-149 N-301 N-501 N-1263 

Achievement 
Creativity 
Success 
Job satisfaction 
Autonomy 
Security 
Individuality 
Dignity 
.Money 
Influence 
Prestige 
Power 
Leisure 

Number of signif; 
differences from 

62 
60 
56 
50 
30 
29 
28 
26 
23 
18 
16 
10 
6 

.cant 
; ho 

international samoie 
(England, 1976 rule) 

63 
53 
52 
51 
13* + 
15* + 
33 
30 
19 
12 
11 
6 
3 

2 

77*-^ 
73* + 
58 
34* + 
44* + 
26 
23 
9* + 

19 
26 
13 
9 
3 

5 

60 
73* + 
64 
45 
55* + 
35 
33 
16 + 
35* + 
26 
10 
16 
12 

4 

55 
44* + 
40* + 
54 
16* + 
23 
33 
28 
13 
12 
10 
6 
5 

3 

65 
60 
57 
68* + 
25 
40* + 
38 + 
49* + 
22 
18 
41* + 
21* + 
10 

6 

28*+ 
33* + 
30* + 
31' + 
24 
22 
6* + 

37* + 
14 
16 
17 
16 
11 

6 

Number of significant 
differences from the 
international sample 
(chi-square test) 2 5 3 3 5 6 

Note: A plus sign (+) indicates differences according to the England 
(1976) 10 percent rule; an asterisk (*) indicates significant differences 
according to a chi-square test (p<.05). 

Source: G. w. England. The manager and his values: An international 
perspective from the Unitad States, Japan, Korea, India and Australia. 
Camoridge, Mass: 3allinger, 1976. 
»: The data for Greece are derived from the primary research done for the 
present study. 

numerous accounts in the literature about the Greek 

national character that Greeks are, generally, very 

individualistic; Holden (1972) is representative; he states 

that "Greeks operate as individuals or they hardly operate 

at all" Holden (1972, p. 88), and he also quotes Dr. W. 

Miller of the Morning Post, in saying "two Greeks will do 

badly what one will do well." One possible explanation of 

this finding is that defense mechanisms may prevent Greek 

managers from correctly evaluating their own 
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individualistic tendencies. 

The last important observation in this category 

concerns the concept of Dignity, for which Greek managers 

have the second highest score (following India). The 

: literature on the Greek national character abounds with 

accounts of a concept unique to the Greek language and 

culture: philotimo. This concept of dignity contains 

"proper overtones of egocentric pride and slight 

pomposity," (Holden, 1972, pp. 92-93), self-esteem, 

personal codes of honor, or sense of personal and national 

honor (Walcot, 1970, p. 84). The relevant literature seems 

to emphasize the significance of philotimo (or Dignity) in 

the Greek environment. Given this fact, the high score of 

Greek managers in the concept of Dignity is as expected. 

There are no significant differences between the Greek 

and international samples for the remaining concepts. Even 

though the direction of the scores is as expected, no 

explanatory comments are advanced, since the differences 

are not significant. 

In the category Groups of People (Table 9), the Greek 

sample presents an overwhelming number of differences (13 

of 17 possible) from the international sample. All but one 

of the differences are due, again, to the low scores of the 

Greek managers. Since the concepts in this category 
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TABLE 9 

C o u n t r y C o m p a r i s o n s - G r o u p s of P e o p l e 

Concept Internat. U.S.A. Japan Korea Australia India Greece* 
N-618 N-885 N-315 N-149 N=>301 N-501 N-1263 

My Company 
Customers 
Tech. emoloyees 
Managers 
.Mv subordinates 
Emoloyees 
Myself 
Craftsmen 
My Boss 
My co-workers 
Owners 
Wh.-collar workers 
Bl.-collar workers 
Stockholders 
Government 
Labor unions 
Laborers 

61 
61 
57 
56 
50 
45 
41 
41 
38 
30 
29 
28 
27 
25 
25 
19 
16 

Number of significant 
differences from the 
international samp 
(England, 1976 rul 

le 
e) 

69 
71+ 
51 
59 
56 
60*+ 
47 
38 
54* + 
43* + 
39 + 
35 
28 
37* + 
25 
14 
22 

6 

61 
63 
67 + 
63 
50 
44 
40 
38 
33 
17* + 
16* + 
23 
30 
24 
12* + 
17 
5* + 

5 

53 
47* + 
53 
57 
40+ 
38 
42 
42 
30 
22 
26 
22 
33 
21 
25 
15 
9 

2 

63 
57 
50 
51 
60 + 
57* + 
42 
42 
37 
39 
27 
29 
28 
24 
31 
26 
24 

2 

57 
61 
56 
43* + 
40 + 
34* + 
32 
49 
41 
33 
27 
12* + 
12* + 
23 
33 
25 
9 

5 

43* + 
45* + 
26* + 
43* + 
38* + 
36* 
21*+ 
30* + 
22*+ 
29 
15* + 
15* + 
23 
12** 
22 
^* + 

29** 

13 

Number of significant 
differences from the 
international sample 
(chi-square test) 4 4 1 1 4 14 

^Jote; A plus sign (+) indicates differences according to the England 
(1976) 10 oercent rule: an asterisk (*) indicates significant -iiffarences 
according to a chi-square test (p<.05). 

Source: G. w. England. The manager and his values: An international 
perspective from the United States, Japan, Korea, India and Australia. 
Cambridge, Mass: Ballinger, 1976. 
i: The data for Greece are derived from the primary research done for the 
present study. 

primarily reflect groups of people that are associated with 

organizational l ife, and in view of the previously 

discussed concerns, these results are not surprising. 

Organizational life involves compromises, and Greeks appear 

to be unwilling to compromise (Walcot, 1970, p. 92). From 

Holden's (1972) observations and evaluations, Greeks not 

merely reject but despise cooperation, and are 

characterized by an inability to cooperate or maintain 

collective institutions (pp. 87-88). Further, Holden 
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(1972, p. 88) believes that Greeks are unable to accept 

" . . . subordination of the individual to the whole." 

The rather low score of the Greek managers with 

respect to the concept Myself could, again, be explained in 

terms of defense mechanisms. Related to the idea of 

philotimo (i.ee, self-esteem), for the typical Greek the 

concept Myself becomes very important only when threatened. 

(Walcot, 1970; Holden, 1972). 

Greek managers are characterized by a low score with 

respect to Labor Unions. The Greek labor movement has 

traditionally been associated with Marxism-communism, and 

as such has aqcuired an unfavorable reputation; 

consequently, the Greek managers' attitudes toward 

organized labor are understandably negative. 

Finally, Greek managers have the same score for My 

Co-workers and Laborers, and the latter is the highest for 

all samples. Even though Greeks typically seem to be 

characterized by independence, individualism, and egotism, 

nevertheless they seem to enjoy and thrive in 

non-threatening, "colleague-like" relations (Holden, 1972). 

With respect to Ideas Associated with People (Table 

10), the Greek sample again has the greatest number of 

differences from the international sample (9 of 13 
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TABLE 10 

C o u n t r y C o m p a r i s o n s - I d e a s A s s o c i a t e d w i t h P e o p l e 

Internat. 
N-618 

U.S.A. Jaoan Korea Australia India Greece* 
N-885 N-315 N-149 N-301 N-501 N-1263 

Ability 
Skill 
Coooeration 
Trust 
Ambition 
Lovalty 
Aggressiveness 
Honor 
Tolerance 
Obedience 
Comoassion 
Conformity 
Prejudice 

S7 
58 
55 
50 
43 
40 
34 
32 
23 
21 
13 
9 
4 

Number of significant 
differences from the 
international samoie 
(England, 1976 rule) 

65 
55 
53 
46 
58* + 
43 
35 
41 
22 
18 
16 
2 
4 

1 

73 
60 
49 
34* + 
26* + 
11** 
55»* 
12* + 
12** 
3*+ 
5 
8 
L 

1 

68 
50 
56 
52 
39 
25* + 
5 0* + 
20** 
18 
15 
10 
16 
7 

3 

64 
65 
60 
60 + 
46 
55** 
11* + 
53* + 
35* + 
24 
25* + 
3 
3 

6 

55 
61 
57 
62** 
49 
60* + 
15* + 
43*+ 
28 
44* + 
12 
16 
3 

5 

49* + 
27* + 
40*+ 
37* + 
21* + 
29* + 
1* + 

34 
7« + 

18 
23 + 
14 
3 

9 

Number of significant 
differences from the 
international sample 
(chi-sauare test) 3 8 

Note; A plus sign (+) inaicates differences according to the England 
(1976) 10 percent rule; an asterisk (*) indicates significant differences 
according to a chi-square test (p<.05). 

Source: G. w. England. The manager and his val-ies: An international 
perspective from tne United i'tates, Japan, Korea, India and Australia. 
Camoridge, Mass: Bailiger, 1976. 
•: The data for Greece are derived from the primary research done for the 
present study. 

possible). The concepts in this category address 

attributes of people that, to a very large extent, are 

associated with organizational l ife. The Greek managers 

again have scored rather low. In an environment that is 

highly bureaucratic and rigid, and where nepotism and 

personal acquaintances are significant (Walcot, 1970; 

Holden, 1972; Toynbee, 1981), i t is hardly surprising that 

Ability, Skill, Trust, Ambition, and Loyalty represent 

values with a low behavioral significance. The low score 
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for Cooperation has been explained earlier (Walcot, 1970; 

Holden, 1972), and so has the high score for the concept of 

Honor (i.e., self-esteem or philotimo). It was very 

surprising, especially when the managerial samples from the 

other countries are considered, that the concept 

Aggressiveness represents an operative value for only one 

percent of the Greek managers. 

Studies addressing the Greek national character are 

usually vague and non-specific (i.e., qualitative) by 

nature and rather sociological or philosophical in their 

approach. Such studies have been quoted in this section in 

our attempt to cross-reference our findings, but two points 

should be made: (a) it is arguable that a "national 

character" exists (Zotos, 1969, p. 103), and (b) assuming 

that it does, an approximation for a national character 

could better be established via quantitative studies (like 

the present one) than by case studies and subjective 

observation. 

Finally, the Greek sample had only 4 (of 15 possible) 

differences in the category Ideas About General Topics 

(Table 11). Three of these concepts reflect organizational 

concerns (Competition, Authority, and Risk), and these were 

ranked rather low by the Greek managers. The low score for 

Competition cannot be explained in terms of the information 
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C o u n t r y C o m p a r i s o n s - I d e a s About G e n e r a l T o p i c s 

99 

Concept Internat. 
N-618 

Competition 46 
Rational 43 
Authority 27 
Property 26 
Caution 24 
Chanae 24 
Risk 22 
Force 18 
Compromise 17 
Liberalism 16 
Equality 15 
Reliaion 12 
Emotions 8 
Conservativism 5 
Conflict 5 

Number of significant 
differences from the 
international sample 
(England, 1976 rule) 

U.S.A. 
N-88S 

48 
37 
29 
31 
9* + 

34 + 
28 
6* + 
13 
6+ 
16 
19 
12 
9 
6 

4 

Japan 
N-315 

47 
54* + 
14* + 
25 
47* + 
22 
17 
39* + 
11 
14 
10 
3 
4 
1 
1 

4 

Korea 
N-149 

37 
41 
26 
39*+ 
40*+ 
13* + 
8* + 

32* + 
27 + 
22 
15 
9 
9 
5 
5 

6 

Australia 
N-301 

38 
38 
26 
17 
8* + 
28 
18 
3*+ 

14 
21 
17 
12 
14 
3 
5 

2 

India 
N-501 

44 
40 
34 
15*+ 
26 
13 
28 
7* + 
15 
20 
21 
11 
5 
3 
6 

2 

Greece* 
N-1263 

28* + 
44 
16*+ 
22 
16 
15 
11** 
- 9 
14 
28*+ 
18 
15 
15 
8 
4 

4 

Number of significant 
differences from the 
international sample 
(chi-square test) 

Note: A plus sign (+) indicates differences according to the England 
(1976) 10 percent rule; an asterisk (*) indicates significant differences 
according to a chi-square test (p<.05). 

Source: G. w. Enaiand. The manager and his values: An international 
perspective from the United States, Jaoan, Korea, India and Australia. 
Cambridge, Mass: Ballmqer, 1976. 
»: The data for Greece are derived from the primary researcn done for the 
present study. 

on the Greek national character (Walcot, 1970; Holden, 

1972). However, the rigidity of the Greek economic, 

poli t ical , and social systems could explain the lack of 

motivation of the Greek manager to excel competitively. 

Similarly, the general environment of governmental control 

could be affecting the managers' attitudes toward Authority 

and Risk (Zotos, 1969). 

The fourth concept that deviates from the 

international sample (and is also the highest for all 
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countries) is Liberalism. Even though the Greek society 

has been labeled as deeply conservative (Holden, 1972, p. 

307), managers of organizations should not be thought of as 

typical of a general population: the managers' higher 

educational levels and their better exposure to 

international trends, coupled with the effects of the 

socialist movement in Greece, may account for the high 

behavioral relevance score on Liberalism. 

In view of the fact that there are no other 

significant differences, additional comments, would be 

inappropriate here. 

As Table 12 indicates, the Greek sample of managers 

has produced the greatest number (37) of significant 

differences from the international sample, followed by 

Japan (27), India (21), and Korea (19). The American and 

Australian samples have produced the fewest differences (13 

and 16 respectively). One possible reason for these 

differences could be the ethnocentricity of the 

instruments; this issue has been addressed earlier, and is 

believed that the England (1974) instruments (even as 

translated for the present study) are relatively free from 

an ethnocentricity bias. Alternatively, the comparative 

results could be reflecting differences in: (a) culture 

between east and west (i.e., between Japan and Korea and 

the U.S.A., Australia, and Greece respectively), and (b) 
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TABLE 12 

NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES FROM THE 
INTERNATIONAL SAMPLE IN THE BEHAVIORAL 
RELEVANCE SCORE FOR THE SIX COUNTRIES 

USA JAPAN KOREA AUSTRALIA INDIA GRCECE 

NuntMr Ot diffarcncM 13 27 19 IS 21 37 

the state of economic development (i.e., the U.S.A. and 

Japan representing a high level of development, and Greece 

and India a lower level). 

In the remaining of this section, crude analysis is 

used, by necessity, to address two speculative issues: (a) 

the effects of the culture and the effects of the state of 

economic development of a country on managerial value 

systems, and (b) the applicability of American management 

"know-how" in Greek business organizations. It is readily 

admitted, and emphasized, that this analysis is not 

rigorous, and the inferences attempted are only tentative 

and speculative. 

Concerning value similarities and differences between 

east-west, and developed-underdeveloped countries, the 

number of differences in values (using the England (1976) 

paradigm of differences defined in terms of a ten percent 

or greater deviation of the behavioral relevance scores), 

was calculated for all combinations of the six countries. 



These results are presented in Table 13 below. 

TABLE 13 

NUMBER OF VALUE DIFFERENCES FOR ALL 
THE COMBINATIONS OF COUNTRY PAIRS 
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COUNTRY PAIR 

USA -
rjSA -
USA -
USA -
USA -

Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 

Korea 
Korea 
Korea 

Japan 
Korea 
Australia 
India 
Greece 

- Korea 
- Australia 
- India 
- Greece 

- Australia 
- India 
- Greece 

Australia -> India 
Australia - Greeca 

NUMBER OF OIPPERENCES 

37 
37 
21 
34 
33 

24 
36 
39 
41 

33 
30 
39 

23 
37 

India - Greece 42 

The data presented in Table 13 do not provide 

definitive answers to the two questions posed (especially 

since they elude statistical testing); they are, however, 

suggestive of certain relationships. It appears that both 

cultural differences and differences in the state of 

economic development between countries help explain the 

number of differences in managerial values between 

countries. 

The number of differences in values between countries 

could be explained (or be better understood) if it can be 
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assumed that the following assertions are correct: 

1. There are cultural differences between the U.S.A. and 

Japan, but their level of economic development is 

approximately the same. 

2. There are no great cultural differences between Japan 

and Korea, but their level of economic development is 

different. 

3. There are no great cultural differences between the 

U.S.A. and Australia, but there are differences between 

these countries' level of economic development. 

4. There are differences in culture and economic 

development levels between the U.S.A. and India, and the 

U.S.A. and Greece. 

5. There are differences in both culture and economic 

development levels between Japan and India, and Japan and 

Greece. 

If the validity of the above assumptions can be 

accepted, it appears that both the level of the economic 

development, and the implicit culture of a country affect 

the value systems of that county's managers. In addition, 

when the above two factors combine, they appear to have a 

synergistic effect, which further increases the number of 

the managerial differences between the pairs of countries. 

This could be evidenced by closely observing the 

information in Table 13: for every single country-pair 
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comparison, Greece has produced the greatest number of 

differences. One explanation for this could be the fact 

that there is " e . e a fundamental ambiguity about her 

(Greece's) entire national character" (Holden, 1972, pe 

28). Greece can neither be classified as a developed nor 

as an underdeveloped nation: " . . . for in spite of swift 

economic improvement in recent years, Greece remains at or 

near the bottom of nearly all the European tables of 

economic indicators" (Holden, 1972, p. 302). Similarly, 

Greece is neither a western nor an eastern nation: "if we 

ask . . . whether Greece is a 'western' or an 'eastern' 

country we are obliged to admit that it is a bit of both" 

(Holden, 1972, p. 28). 

In an effort to shed some light to the issue of the 

applicability of "American management know-how" in other 

cultures, and more specifically in the Greek organizational 

culture, the relevant values in the PVQ were categorized 

into organizational optimization values, and values that 

represent managerial appreciation of current management 

theory, which emphasizes the importance of the human factor 

in organizations (i.e., proper motivation, leadership, 

etc.). The results of comparing the values of the American 

and Greek managerial samples along these two categories of 

values are reported in Table 14. The England (1976) 

paradigm defining a significant value difference as a ten 
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TABLE 14 

VALUE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE AMERICAN AND GREEK 
MANAGERIAL SAMPLES IN OPTIMIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 

APPRECIATION VARIABLES 

OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES 
Concept 

Achievement 
Success 
High productivity 
Indus, leadership 
Profit maximizat. 
Org. efficiency 
Org. growth 

U.S.A. 

63 
52 
63 
43 
58 
65 
50 

7 c 

.MANAGEMENT 
Concept 

Employee welfare 
Social welfare 
Enployees 
My co-workers 
Craftsmen 
My subordinates 
Laborers 
Blue-collar work. 
Tech. employees 
Labor unions 
white-col. work. 
Obedience 
Trust 
Loyalty 
Prs^udice 
Con;crmity 
Autonomy 
Inaividuality 
Job satisfaction 
Influence 
Security 
Power 
Authority 
Equality 
Force 

U.S.A. 

34 
8 
60 
43 
38 
56 
22 
28 
51 
14 
35 
18 
46 
43 
4 
2 
13 
33 
51 
12 
15 
6 
29 
16 
6 

Greece 

28 
30 

" 52 
32 
12 
37 
23 

Signi 

if 7 differences 

APPRECIATION 
Greece 

33 
28 
36 
29 
30 
38 
29 
23 
26 
7 
15 
18 
37 
29 
3 
14 
24 
6 
31 
16 
22 
16 
16 
13 
9 

ficant Difference 

VARIABLES 
Signi 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

ficant Difference 

No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
So 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 

13 of 25 differences 

percent or greater difference in the behavioral relevance 

scores is used again. 

It is surprising that the overwhelming differences 

appear in the organizational optimization values, where all 

seven concepts represent operative values for a 

significantly lower percentage of the Greek managers. 

Apparently, compared with their American counterparts, 
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Greek managers either do not have as strong a desire to 

"manage" and achieve organizational objectives, or are 

severely restricted by the environment. In view of this, 

the issue of the transferability (or applicability) of the 

American management "know-how" in the Greek culture becomes 

moot: Greek managers seem to have a basic appreciation of 

the importance of the human factor in organizational life 

(13 of 25 differences in the management appreciation 

values); at the same time, they appear to be minimally 

motivated to optimize the organization's profitability, 

achievement, and competitive position - possibly because of 

the constraining effects of the environment as explained 

earlier. 

In conclusion, Greek managers appear to be 

characterized by a rather low level of personal and 

organizational competence orientation, and a rather high 

humanistic orientation. 



CHAPTER V 

VALUE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
PRAGMATICALLY ORIENTED AND 

MORALISTICALLY ORIENTED MANAGERS 

In this section the value profiles of the two 

predominant groups of Greek managers according to the 66 

concepts in the PVQ are examined. As shown in Table 4, 

34.2 per cent of the Greek managers have been classified as 

pragmatists, and 21.6 per cent have been classified as 

moralists. The relevant question that is addressed here is 

"to what extent and in what ways do these two (value) 

orientation groups differ?" (England et al., 1974, p.34). 

Table 15 shows that despite some very important 

similarities between the Indian and the Greek managerial 

samples, there are some fundamental differences as well. 

While the Indian pragmatists and moralists have most of 

their differences with respect to Organizational Goals and 

Ideas Associated with People, Greek pragmatists and 

moralists have significant differences in all categories, 

with the exception of Personal Goals. Furthermore, only in 

the Organizational Goals category is there agreement 

between the Indian and Greek samples, in the sense that 

pretty much the same set of concepts has a higher 

behavioral relevance score for pragmatists than for 

107 
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TABLE 15 

BEKAVIORAL SCORE DIFFERENCES: PRAGMATISTS M( 1 •. -jj J. u. - o ^ 

TKS GRKSK KU'.'-.C 

Higher jeh. il* i-̂ v.f 7* 
Scc-e cat ?r»j«»Li.<ti 
tftan fee "acii.sT.a ;.CrtOt Croup 

''i.at.ar Dih. RrJevanie 
S'^orj f-.t Moral i s ta 
' n t r 'fir Prjqoacjata 

Blqh pioCuc>.i».ty\ .">;- î <̂;an. aoeii 
Induatry iead<i:i.' t5 ). 
Organ, r̂t•l̂ ĉ  M.'i. 
Organ, acaol.i*:/ (43i. 
Org. etf.'cieiry (ZSi* 
Social weitare (IS) 
Profit naxlmit. (14) 

7 ot 0 

P?A5.H"MOW_«' 
Ijnpi. -Jexface 

Cooperation 
Aabition 
Obadlenc* 
Coevaaaion 
Prejudice 
Tru.t 
Ability 

Dignity 
Praatiga 

Managers 
Cuatooiers 

(33) 
(32) 
(27) 
!:3) 
(13) 
(1!) 
(11) 
(12) 

(24) 
(21) 

(*6)* 
(44) 

Slue-col. workers (43) 
(.abor uniona 
(Soverninant 
My selt 
Owners 
Teen, eiiployaas 
Hy coapany 
All enpioyees 
StocKholders 
Crattsnen 
Mh.-col. workers 
f4y bosa 
Laborers 
•ly subcrdlnataa 
Cowockerg 

aiak 
Autnorlty 
Conflict 
Force 
Caution 
Rational 
Conaervatisa 
Competlcion 
Comprofliiae 
Change 
Property 
Cnotiona 

(42) 
(41) 
(39) 
(38) 
(28) 
(27) 
(25) 
(22)* 
(19) 
(18) 
(IS) 
(15) 
(1S)» 
(11) 

(41)* 
(40) 
(40)* 
(39) 
(28)* 
(28) 
(21)* 
(19) 
(14)* 
(12) 
(12) 
(11) 

Cdeae Aeaociited 
vt'.h People 

9 of 13 
PRAOI-MORAl,** 
Skill 
Tolerance* 
Conformity 
Honor 

Peraonal Goals 
4 ot '.3 

PRAGH^HORAL** 
AcnleveMnt 
Autonocry 
•Money 
Job satisfaction 
Influence 
Security 
Power 
Creativity 
Succeaa 

Groups of People 
17 of 17 

General Topics 
13 of IS 

PRAGi«-«ORAL'* 
Zquality 
Religion 

, 

Loyalty (13)* 

Leisure (32) 
Individuality (19) 

Liberalisn (11) 

„ , «_ 

THE INOTAH SRifFLE 

Hlgner aa>i. Itclevanca 
Score for Pragsuit is ta 
than for M o r a l i s t s Concept Group 

Righar Beh. Relevanco 
Score for Moralists 
Chan for Pragmatisc-

aigh productivity(14) 
Industry leaders.(12) 
Organ, grovtn (19 
Organ, staoility (IS 
Org. efficiency (IS) 
Profit majiimis. (21) 

Criaa, Goals 
3 of 8 

Employee «elfara(2SI 
Social wcifac. (16) 

Ability 
Skill 

Succeaa 

My self 

Risk 

(14) 
(10) 

(17! 

(14) 
(10) 

(15) 

Ideaa Associated 
with People 

a of 13 

Personal Goals 
4 of 13 

Grou(/a of Peoole 
5 of 17 

General Topics 
5 of IS 

Loyalty 
Honor 
Trust 
Obedience 
Tolerance 
Compassion 

Dignity 
'Security 
Prestige 

Gcvernnent 
rVf company 
Stockholders 

Raiionality 
Equality 
Authority 
Religion 

(30) 
(29) 
(26) 
(15) 
(14) 
(11) 

(32) 

(l«< 

il4) 
(121 
(10! 

(IT) 
(17) 
(13) 
(12) 

Mote: The nuciMrs in perencheaee indlcat. the difference in 
behavioral relevance scorea batwuan the two groupa. 
•i Indicates .qceoaent with tne England at al. (19':4) reauits for Indian 
managers. 
•i Statistically Independent according to a chi-squace test whan three 
types of manaqari (I.e., affective, moralistic, and pragmatic) ar. 
coneidered .p<.05!. 
•*! The •-• sign is a.ed In the statiaticai sense of -.he absence of s 
alcjnificant dlftarance (p<.0S). 

Source! -. w. England et »1. The Manager and the Mam A 
Cross-cultural Study of Personal Valu... Kant. State University, 1974. 
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moralists. One difference here is in that the concept 

Social Welfare is an operative value for a significantly 

greater proportion of pragmatist than moralist Greek 

managers, while the exact opposite is true for the Indian 

samplee Perhaps, in the Greek reality, as explained 

earlier in this study, the regulated social environment is 

a more important constraint and determinant of success. 

The other difference is in that Employee Welfare does not 

represent a difference for the Greek sample, while in the 

Indian sample moralist managers have a higher behavioral 

relevance score than do pragmatist managers for this 

concept. 

For the Greek managerial sample, the differences 

between pragmatists and moralists tend to be consistent 

with rational and theoretical expectations. Pragmatic 

managers have an evaluative framework that is primarily 

based on "success" considerations, while moralist managers 

have an evaluative framework that is primarily based on the 

"right" dimension. Therefore, pragmatists should have more 

of a tendency to be concerned with Organizational Goals 

(involving success) than moralists. This, indeed, appears 

to be the case for the Greek managers. Similarly, in the 

category of Ideas Associated with People, most of the 

concepts for which pragmatists have higher behavioral 

relevance scores (e.g.. Aggressiveness, Cooperation, 
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Ambition, and Obedience), could more readily be associated 

with success. 

In the category of Personal Goals, pragmatists have 

higher scores in the concepts of Dignity and Prestige, 

which can be thought of as outcomes of success, while 

moralists score higher in Leisure and Individuality. In an 

organized business environment, cooperation and team play 

are considered important, and emphasis on Individuality 

(which is a typical Greek characteristic as explained 

earlier) does not contribute to success. Interestingly 

enough, there were no significant differences between 

pragmatists and moralists with respect to the concept 

Success itself, which, however, has been correctly 

classified by the Indian managerial sample (i.e., 

pragmatists have a higher behavioral relevance score for 

success than moralists). 

In the category of Groups of people, which 

fundamentally involves those people that are relevant and 

important for organizational life and success, the 

pragmatic managers had uniformly higher behavioral 

relevance scores. Finally, in"the General Topics category, 

with the exception of Emotions, Equality, and Religion, all 

other concepts could readily be associated with personal 

success within an organization. Not surprisingly then. 
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pragmatists again show a higher behavioral relevance score 

here. 

The results in Table 15 are based on the previously 

discussed England et al. (1974) rule of a ten percent 

difference in the behavioral relevance score for reported 

statistical and practical differences. In addition to 

this, a chi-square test of statistical dependence of the 

behavioral relevance score to the type of manager (i.e., 

affective, moralistic, or pragmatic) has been performed. 

Despite the fact that a rather large sample has been used 

(where even minute deviations will generate a statistically 

significant chi-square, and therefore would lead to the 

acceptance of the null hypothesis of statistical 

independence), the behavioral relevance score of 59 of the 

66 concepts is dependent on the type of manager. These 

results are reported in Table 16. 

The results of the chi-square tests of statistical 

independence clearly show that there are significant 

differences in the behavioral significance of the 66 

concepts for the different types of managers. Affective, 

moralistic, and pragmatic managers seem to emphasize 

different sets of values, presumambly for reasons that 

depend on their pleasure, right, or success evaluative 

frameworks respectively. 



TABLE 16 

CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 
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I.Hi(7h productivity 
2.Induatry Leadership 
3.Employee welfare 
4.Organ, stability 
5. Prof it .-naximization 
6.Organ, efficiency 
7.Social welfare 
8.Organ, growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
ll.CO-worlcers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18..My company 
19.Blue-collar workers 
20.Stockholders 
55.Technical employees 
22.Self 

•: Dependent 
-: Independent 

59 are dependent 
7 are independent 

* 
* 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
* 
• 
* 
• 
* 
• 
-
• 
* 
• 
-
* 
• 

23.Labor unions 
24.White collar workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Oignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job sati.sfaction 

* 
* 
-
-
« 
« 
-
« 
* 
* 
* 
* 
» 
* 
* 
• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
3 9.Equality 
50.Force 
51.Government 
62.Liberalism 
53.Property 
64.Rational 
55.Religion 
66.Risk 

* 
« 
* 
• 
• 
* 
• 
-
» 
• 
-
-
-
* 
« 
• 
* 
* 
* 
• 

* 
« 



CHAPTER VI 

PERSONAL VALUES AS INFLUENCED 
BY PERSONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL 

CHARACTERISTICS 

In this chapter differences in personal value systems 

between various subgroups of Greek managers based on 

organizationally and personally influenced characteristics 

are examined. The cross-sectional nature of the study does 

not allow definite conclusions regarding possible causal 

effects of the personal and organizational characteristics 

upon the personal value systems. Therefore, the results 

presented in this section should be interpreted cautiously, 

and should be viewed merely as suggestive rather than 

definitive. 

Along with the managers' responses to the 66 PVQ 

concepts, data were collected on three categories of 

elements involving 11 individual characteristics, as 

follows: 

1. Organizationally Influenced Characteristics. 

a. Size of Company (Small, Medium, Large). 

b. Geographical Location of the Company (Central 

Greece, Macedonia-Thrace, Peloponnese, Elsewhere). 

c. Level of Responsibility (Top, Middle, Low). 

d. Monthly Income (Low, Medium, High). 

113 
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e. Managerial Experience (Little, Some, A Lot). 

2. Personal Characteristics Subject to Individual Decision 

Choice's e 

ae Formal Education (High School, College, Graduate 

School). 

be Field of Study (Humanities, Engineering, Law, 

Business Administration, Social Sciences). 

3. Personal Characteristics Minimally Subject to 

Individual Decision ChoiceSe 

a. Age (Young, Middle Age 1, Middle Age 2, Old). 

b. Father's Occupation (Farmer, Civil Servant, 

Business Trade, Business Executive, Teacher, 

Professional). 

c. Background (Rural, Urban). 

d. Religion (Greek Orthodox, Other). 

For purposes of analysis, the total sample of Greek 

managers was independently and sequentially divided into 

subsamples according to the personal and organizational 

characteristics described above, and the operative value 

score was computed for each category in each subsample. 

Following the England et al. (1974) paradigm, significant 

and meaningful differences were defined as a ten percent or 

greater difference between any two groups of managers in 

terms of their operative value score for each subsample. 

In addition, a chi-square test of statistical dependence 
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(p<.05) of the operative value score has been performed on 

the various categories of personal and organizational 

characteristics. The results of the ten percent rule and 

the chi-square test are reported in Table 17. Of the two, 

the results of the Chi-square tests seem to be more 

accurate and more appropriate, in the sense that the 

results are more as predicted and in that certain 

unexpected results from the use of the ten percent rule are 

either totally reversed or smoothed. 

Admittedly, some of the comments based on England et 

al.'s (1974) ten percent rule, and presented below, are 

totally inappropriate when contrasted with the results of 

the Chi-square analysis. The ten percent rule is used 

below to maintain comparability with the England et al. 

(1974) methodology. 

The operative value scores for the managers in each 

subsample according to personal and organizational 

characteristics are presented in Appendix K. The results 

of the Chi-square tests of statistical dependence are 

presented in Appendix L. 

As can be seen from Table 17, the Greek sample appears 

to be rather homogeneous, as is predicted in Hypothesis 4. 
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TABLE 17 

NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN OPERATIVE VALUE SCORES ON 
PERSONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR 

DIFFERENT SUBSAMPLES OF THE GREEK MANAGERS 
(p<.05) 

Characteristic Org. Per. Ideas People General Total Chi-square 
Goals Goals Assoc. Groups Topics iSlo. of Dependencies 

with Differ. 
Peoole 

(8)* (13) (13) (16) (16) 

Size of company 
Geoar. location 
Respons. level 
Monthly income 
Manag. experien. 

Formal education 
Field of study 

Age 
Father's Occup. 
Background 
Religion 

8 
3 
1 
0 
0 

2 
1 

2 
5 
0 
0 

8 
9 
1 
0 
0 

0 
1 

4 
0 
0 

8 
7 
2 
2 
0 

2 
A 

2 
3 
0 
0 

9 
9 
2 
2 
2 

1 
4 

4 
1 
0 
0 

7 
5 
0 
0 
0 

1 
2 

0 
2 
1 
0 

40 
32 
6 
4 
2 

6 
12 

9 
15 
1 
0 

49 
24 
17 
19 
5 

12 
11 

12 
-T 

0 

4 

Total No. of 
Significant 
Differences 22 24 30 33 13 127 156 

Proportion of 
Possible Differences 
that are Significant .25 .17 .21 .19 .10 ,18 

*: Number of concents in each cateaory 

Of 726 possible differences (i.e., 11 personal and 

organizational characteristics times 66 concepts), 127 

significant differences were produced. The number of 

differences (7.5 percent) is rather low, especially when 

compared with the Indian managerial sample (England et al., 
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1974) in which the proportion of significant differences is 

29 percent. 

In the following sections each part of Hypothesis 4 

will be examined to compare the expectations of the 
« 

hypothesis with the actual results. 

1. Personal characteristics minimally subject to 

individual decision choices. 

a. Age was expected to produce moderate differences in 

operative values; the proportion of actual to possible 

differences was 13.5 percent, which is as expected. 

b. The Father's Occupation category has produced a 

proportion of 23 percent differences, which is 

probably higher than the expected moderate 

differences. The most prominent category in terms of 

differences along this variable is Organizational 

Goals. 

c. On the Rural versus Urban Background category very 

few differences were expected and only one difference 

resulted (i.e., 1.5 percent proportion). 

d. Religion, as expected, did not produce any 

differences. 

2. Personal characteristics subject to individual decision 

choice. 

a. The Amount of Formal Education category was 
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expected to produce moderate to strong differences; 

instead, it produced only a 9 percent proportion of 

differences. It might be inferred that the amount of 

education does not have a strong influence on value 

systems. 

be The Field of Study category was also expected to 

produce moderate to strong differences; it produced an 

18 percent proportion of differences—double that of 

the Amount of Formal Education, but still only a 

moderate proportion. 

3. Organizational characteristics. 

a. The Size of Company category produced the highest 

proportion of significant differences, 60.5 percent, 

which is as predicted. These differences are centered 

in the areas of Organizational Goals (8 of 8), Personal 

Goals (8 of 13), and Ideas Associated with People (8 of 

13). From the results of the chi-square test, 49 of 

the 66 concepts are dependent (p<.05) on the size of 

the company. A significantly greater proportion of 

managers from large companies have most of the values 

associated with both the dimensions of organizational 

efficiency and those of humanism as operative. More 

managers from small companies had the concepts of 

Prejudice and Tolerance as operative, while there were 

no differences for managers from different sized 
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companies for the concepts of My Boss, Owners, 

Ambition, Obedience, Skill, Honor, Dignity, 

Individuality, Creativity, Caution, Compromise, 

Conflict, Conservatism, Emotions, Equality, Force, and 

Rationale From these results, it could be inferred 

that, generally, managers of large companies in Greece 

are more professional, have a greater appreciation for 

modern management techniques, and, also, have a 

stronger humanistic orientation as compared with 

managers in smaller organizations. These results are 

in partial disagreement with the England et al. (1974) 

study which reported that "these results suggest that 

managers in small organizations have value systems that 

can be characterized as traditionally and 

humanistically oriented as compared with managers in 

larger organizations" (p. 39). 

b. Even though no differences due to the geographical 

location of the company were predicted, a 48 percent 

proportion of differences resulted. Caution needs to 

be exercised in explaining this outcome: since most of 

the sample draws from one particular area (i.e., 

Central Greece, with about 7 4 percent of the 

responses), the remaining areas are severely 

under-represented. Thus the results could reflect 

statistical artifacts. 
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c. Surprisingly, the Level of Responsibility category 

produced only a 9 percent proportion of differences. 

When this is combined with the results from the 

Managerial Experience and Monthly Income categories, 

which produced a 3 and 6 percent proportion of 

differences respectively, one could tentatively 

conclude that organizational life in Greece does not 

significantly affect one's value systems. Nor as will 

be discussed later do income or success provide for 

significant value system differences in Greece. The 

astute reader will notice that the above observations 

would be less severe if the results of the Chi-square 

analysis were to be considered. 

Concluding this section, it might be said that, from 

this study, the categories Size of Company, Geographical 

Location, Father's Occupation, and Field of Study seem to 

be associated with rather strong differences in the value 

systems of Greek managers. The lack of many significant 

differences across the remaining categories supports the 

hypothesis of the high level of homogeneity of the Greek 

culture as well as the proposition that the rather lax 

organizational life in Greece does not represent a 

significant value-influencing force in that country. 



CHAPTER VII 

PERSONAL VALUES AND BEHAVIOR 

England et al.'s (1974) theoretical model allows for 

the prediction of managerial behavior based on personal 

value systems. In this study a measure of self-reported 

managerial behavior, consisting of five job incidents, was 

used to ascertain the relationship between personal value 

systems and behavior. The five job incidents described 

typical situations that an average manager might encounter 

during the performance of his duties. The job incidents 

used are presented in Appendix B, and the behavioral 

expectations are specified in Hypothesis 2 (and appendices 

G and N). The behavioral directions for each job incident 

have been established on the basis of expectations 

concerning behavior, given certain operative values, and 

are supported by England et al.'s (1974) previous research. 

Tables 18-22 present the response distribution of the 

Greek managerial sample for each job incident. Managers 

with mixed value systems have been excluded from this 

sample, for reasons that have been explained earlier. 

The response distributions of the five job incidents 

shown in Tables 18-22 are roughly analogous to the response 
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TABLE 18 

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION FOR JOB INCIDENT 1 

% Responding Response 

5 — Installation of new equipment, complete 
repaintina and cleaning - expected cost: 
l,700,000'Drs. 

49 — Partial installation of new equipment, 
complete repainting and cleaning - expected 
cost: 720,000 Drs. 

45 — .Major repairs, repainting and cleaning -
expected cost: 180,000 Drs. 

1 — Leave the facilities as they are. 

TABLE 19 

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION FOR JOB INCIDENT 2 

% Responding Response 

6 — R e t r a i n a l l t h e e n g i n e e r s and have t h e 
company pay a l l r e t r a i n i n g c o s t s . 

14 — R e t r a i n a l l t h e e n g i n e e r s and have t h e c o s t s 
of r e t r a i n i n g s h a r e d e q u a l l y by t h e company 
and t h e i n d i v i d u a l . 

52 — R e t r a i n on ly t h o s e e n g i n e e r s who a r e judged 
t o be " t r a i n a b l e " and have t h e company pay 
a l l r e t r a i n i n g c o s t s . 

23 — R e t r a i n on ly t h o s e e n g i n e e r s who a r e 
" t r a i n a b l e " and have t h e c o s t of r e t r a i n i n g 
s h a r e d e q u a l l y by t h e company and t h e 
i n d i v i d u a l . 

5 — No r e t r a i n i n g . R e t a i n only t h o s e e n g i n e e r s 
who can c o n t i n u e t o make s i g n i f i c a n t 
c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o t h e company. 

TABLE 20 

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION FOR JOB INCIDENT 3 

Not W i l l i n g a t a l l Comple te ly W i l l i n g 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10 

P e r c e n t a a e Response 
1.2 4 .3 8.8 5 .1 10^3 8.8 18 .5 12 .8 21 .0 9.2 
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TABLE 21 

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION FOR JOB INCIDENT 4 

Percentage recommending Mr. Costas Constantinou: 53 
Percentage recommending Mr. George Georgiou : 37 

TABLE 22 

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION FOR JOB INCIDENT 5 

% Responding Response 

0 — Calling upon employment agencies and 
placing orders. 

5 — Calling newspapers for placing advertisements, 
and composing same (In addition tc the 
preceding). 

45 — Screening the applications and selecting a 
list of candidates to be called for inter
views (In addition to the above). 

39 -- Interviewing the candidates, and after 
selecting two persons sending them to the 
supervisor of Quality Control for final 
approval (In addition to the above). 

6 — Making an offer to those finally chosen (In 
addition to the above). 

5 — Negotiating with the candidates, if the first 
offer is not acceptable and making the final 
offer (In addition to the above). 

distributions for the Indian managers (England et al., 

1974, pp. 43-46). England et al. (1974) claimed that the 

Indian " . . . response distributions . . . show sufficient 

variability to permit relating them to the Personal Value 

Systems of the managers" (p.43). However, it is believed 

that the Greek managers' responses are more subject to a 

central tendency effect; while for a univariate analysis 

this central tendency may not be very significant, for a 
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multivariate analysis (e.ge, discriminant analysis) this 

becomes very significant and needs to be adjustede 

Table 23 presents the results of a univariate analysis 

according to Hypothesis 2e Generally speaking, the results 

in this area are rather disappointing, and do not support 

the expectations of Hypothesis 2 and its parts. With the 

level of statistical significance defined as alpha<.05, two 

of three predictions for job incident 1 are significant in 

the wrong direction (i.e., opposite from that expected). 

Job incident 2 did not produce any significant results. 

Limited support for the behavioral predictions with respect 

to job incident 3 resulted: only three of eight outcomes 

were significant and in the right direction. Job incident 4 

produced one significant outcome in the wrong direction, 

and job incident 5 produced insignificant outcomes. 

Possible explanations for these findings would include 

the following: 

1. The behavior measuring instrument is only a 

paper-and-pencil measure of intended self-reported behavior 

that is not necessarily indicative of the managers' actual 

behavior in a real work situation. 

2. The responses were heavily clustered in the center 

of the distributions (central tendency), thus they did not 
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TABLE 2 3 

VALUE-Br.KAVIOR RELATIONSHIP 

( p < . 0 5 ) 

CONCEPT EXPECTED SSHAVIOR ACTUAL BEHAVIOR 31GHIFICANCE 

DIRECTION DIRECTION (one-tail tast) 

JOB INCIDENT 1 

Profit -naximization Spend les3 Spend more Yes 
Employee welcars Spend more No 
All employees Spend more Spend less Yes 

0 o€ 3 aa expected 

JOB INCIDENT 2 Technical staff Spend more No 
Employee welfare Spend more „________ JJQ 
Loyalty Spend more No 
Profit maximization Spend less __________ JJQ 

0 of 4 as expected 

JOB INCIDENT 3 

employee welfare Less willing ________—__ JJQ 
Semi-skilled ^oc<ees Less willinq ____— MQ 
LaPor unions Less willing Lass .filling Yes 
Trust Less willing Less -illing Yes 
Loyalty Lass willing No 
Compassion Less willing No 
Tol-srance Less willing No 
Dignicv Less willing Less willing Yes 

3 oc 3 as expected 

JOB INCII3ENT 4 

Craativ. tv 
Chanae 
Coooeration 
Job satisfaction 

C.C. 
c.c. 
G.G. 
a.-. 

chosen 
chosen 
choaen 
chosen 

0 of 4 as expected 

No 
Yes 
No 
No 

JOB INCIDENT 5 

My subor-linaces Delegate more No 
Trust Delegate more --——____- NO 
Influence Delegate less No 
Power Delegate less -~ No 
Authority Oelegata lass No 
Caution Oeleaate lass ---__ No 

0 of S as expected 

:ote! C.C. stands for Mr. Costas Constantinou, and G.C. for Mr. Geo 
Georgiou as explained in Job Incident 4. 

provide adequate variability for meaningful analysis and 

predictions. 
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3e Univariate analysis of variance is a severely 

limited approach for attempting to explain behavior and its 

complex causese 

4e The managerial sample is subject to great 

variability along personal and organizational 

characteristics which potentially obscure the 

value-behavior relationships. 

In view of all the above considerations, it was deemed 

appropriate and necessary to use discriminant analysis to 

identify operative values that would be significant in 

predicting group membership (i.e., behavioral tendencies) 

for each job incident. Multiple regression analysis was 

used originally for job incident 3, where the dependent 

variable is more continuous, and was later supplemented 

with discriminant analysis. Admittedly, the use of 

multivariate analysis was not expected to solve all the 

problems mentioned above, but it was expected to improve on 

the accuracy of the predictions. 

For each job incident both equal prior probabilities 

for group membership (i.e, the response category) and 

adjusted probabilities based on the actual response 

distributions have been utilized. The use of adjusted 

prior probabilities for group membership was necessary and 

justifiable in view of the central tendency that generally 
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characterized the response distributions. 

Table 24 presents the results of the discriminant 

analysis for job incidents 1, 2, 4, and 5, with equal prior 

probabilities (i.e, those based on the number of response 

categories for each job incident), and prior probabilities 

based on size (i.e., the actual frequency distribution for 

each response category in each job incident). Prior 

probabilities based on size adjust for the central tendency 

of the response distributions. 

At a statistically significant level of equivalent F 

(p<.05) for all job incidents except job incident 2, the 

results of the discriminant analysis in terms of correct 

classifications appear to be much more encouraging. For 

job incident 1, the univariately expected significant 

concepts were Profit Maximization, Employee Welfare, and 

All Employees. The discriminant function includes All 

Employees and Laborers. Even with equal prior 

probabilities, the discriminant function correctly 

classifies significantly more cases than does chance alone 

(36 percent versus 25 percent). After adjusting the prior 

probabilities according to size, the discriminant function, 

with the same classifying variables, dramatically improves 

the percentage of grouped cases correctly classified to 52 

percent. This analysis technique represents a tremendous 
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TABLE 24 

VALUES-BEHAVIOR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS (THEORETICAL MODEL) 

Variables Retained Standardized Canonical Discriminant 
in the analysis function coefficients 

Function 1* Function 2* 

JOB 
Power 
Employees 
Laborers 
Variance of the function: 
Cases correctly classified: 

prior^equal 
prior-size 

Approximate F value is 2.32 

JOB 
Customers 
Subordinates 
Job satisfaction 
Blue-collar worlcers 
Variance of the function: 
Cases correctly classified: 

prior=equal 
prior=size 

Approximate F value is I.01 

JOB 
Individuality 
Success 
Change 
Conservatism 
Liberali'sra 
Co-workers 
Power 
Prejudice 
Labor unions 
Stockholders 
Compassion 
Variance of the function: 

INCIDENT 1 
.560 

-.696 
.438 

82.70% 

36.00% 
52.00% 

at P-.0014 

INCIDENT 2 
.589 
.558 
.345 
.513 

60.19% 

32.00% 
52.00% 

at p».4550 

INCIDENT 4 
.516 

-.287 
.347 
.338 

-.246 
-.260 
-.253 
-.232 
.225 
.230 
.219 

100.00% 

-.281 
.297 
.702 

-.550 

Cases correctly classified: 
prior-»equal 61.00% 
prior=size 66.00% 

Approximate F value is 4.14 at p-.OO 

JOB INCIDENT 5 
Government .6 34 
Self •''̂ 8 
Variance of the function: 71.76% 
Cases correctly classified: 

pr locequai 23.00% 
prior-size 47.00% 

Approximate F value is 8.18 at p».00 

•Chi-squared wilks Lambda, p<.05 

improvement over the results of the univariate analysis 

that were uniformly unsupportive of any values-behavior 

relationships. 

In job incident 2, even though the concepts identified 
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by the discriminant analysis do not coincide with the 

theoretically determined concepts, it could be argued that 

the content expressed by the two groups of concepts is 

fundamentally similar: the theoretically determined 

variables were Technical Staff, Employee Welfare, Loyalty, 

and Profit Maximization; it could be said that the concepts 

of Subordinates, Blue-Collar Workers, and Job Satisfaction 

identified by the discriminant function broadly correspond 

to the concepts of Technical Staff and Employee Welfare. 

The unadjusted discriminant function improves the 

classification of cases over that based on chance alone by 

12 percent, while the adjusted function improves the 

classification by 32 percent. However, the F value for 

this job incident is not significant at p<.05. 

For job incident 4, only one concept identified by 

the discriminant analysis coincided with the theoretically 

established expectations (i.e.. Change). However, all the 

concepts identified by the discriminant analysis (with the 

possible exception of Stockholders and Labor Unions) could 

be defended as relevant for the particular behavioral 

outcome under consideration. The unadjusted discriminant 

function improves the group membership assignment over 

chance alone by 11 percent, while the adjusted one does so 

by 16 percent. 
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With respect to job incident 5, even though the 

discriminant function significantly improves our ability to 

correctly assign group membership, the concepts identified 

cannot be adequately defended or rationalized. 

It was thought that the above described results could 

be further improved by repeating the discriminant analysis 

utilizing the raw data, i.e., by considering a concept as 

significant for behavior if it were to be rated of "High 

Importance" (i.e., the primary power mode of valuation) as 

opposed to "Average/Low Importance." The rationale was 

that the greater variation in the pure (i.e., unprocessed) 

responses could produce better value-behavior relations. 

This proposition bypasses the England et al. (1974) 

theoretical model which dictates that operative values 

(i.e., concepts rated as being of "High Importance" and 

which also fit the individual manager's primary value 

orientation, i.e., secondary mode of valuation) are the 

most significant for behavior. As has been explained 

earlier, "an individual's behavior (insofar as it is 

influenced by his personal values) is best explained by 

utilizing both these things he considers important and his 

primary personal orientation" (England, 1978, p. 37). The 

results of the analysis using the unprocessed data (again 

with a statistically significant level of equivalent F at 

p<.05, except for job incident 5) are reported in Table 25. 
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TABLE 2 5 

VALUES-BEHAVIOR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS (RAW DATA) 
|.̂ .rJi ,^.^i.dM.^^.^Hi ttA^^.,v^«ebii^^i^i^ik^nMHh^^.^^k..^h^eLj^^^H.di^K. 

Variables Setained "Handariiized Canonical Discriminant 
in tr.e analysi.'s f'lnc: ion coefficients 

F'unction 1* Function 2* 

JOB CNCIOiiNT 1 
[ndustry leadership .360 
Subordinates -.372 
Laborers .315 
•̂V self -.330 
Tolerance .370 
Power .279 
Risk .286 
Variance of the function: 30.15% 
Cases correctly classified: 

nrior"eauai 30.00* 
pricr-siie 54.00% 

Approximate F value is 1.73 at r«.0001 

JOB INCIDKNTS 2 
Industry leadership .371 .163 
Boss .:95 .084 
Obedience .380 .163 
Job sat Iitact ion -.320 -.530 
Authority -.412 .165 
Competition .4B1 -.415 
Compromi?!e .044 .66fl 
Variance of ihe function: 66.50% 25.17* 
Cases correctlv classified: 

prior^ecual 26.00* 
?rior"siZ3 52.00% 

Apnroximate F value is 1.27 it p".0393 

JOB ZNCIDKNT 4 

tndustrv leaoersh 
Organ, etficiency 
Craftsmen 
Laborers 
.stockholders 
••iv self 
.̂ hir.5 collar work 
Coooeration 
Influence 
Power 
Conservatism 

iP 

ers 

.323 

.387 

.191 

.191 
-.319 
-.213 
.131 

-.357 
.331 
.174 
.213 

Variance of the function: 100.00% 
Cases correctly cias.sinied: 

-rior-eoual iO.OO* 
prior-size fi2.Q0% 

Approximate F value is 2.23 at T . O O 

JOB INCIUfiNT 5 

Industrv leadership .417 
Organ, •efficiency .122 
Organ. Trowtn .258 
draftsmen .392 
My <;eif -.468 
2onDeti^ion .302 
Conservatism .026 
Variance of the function: 100.00% 
Cases correctly classified: 

prior-eaual 47.00% 
prior»size 54.0(1% 

Acproximate F value is 1.21 at p-.078S 

•Chi-souared Wilku Lambda, p<.05 

As can be seen from Table 25, a much greater number of 

discriminant variables has been identified (as expected). 
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and these variables are, largely, irrelevant. Furthermore, 

with the exception of only job incident 5, the percentage 

of cases correctly classified in a response group by 

analyzing the raw data is uniformly lower than that which 

is achieved by using the England et al. (1974) theoretical 

framework. As explained earlier, the rationale for this 

experimentation is straightforward: if a value is important 

for a person, we would expect that value to influence that 

person's behavior (especially his intended behavior) 

regardless of any other considerations. Professor England 

and his associates (1974) though, have theorized that 

values become important for influencing behavior only when 

they are consistent with the individual's primary value 

orientation. Ordinarily, this additional constraint (or 

complication) should be expected to confuse (or confound) 

the value-behavior relationship. The results reported 

above, contrary to this expectation, provide strong 

evidence for the validity of the England et al. (1974) 

theoretical framework for value-behavior relations. 

For job incident 3, the dependent variable (i.e., 

intended behavior) has 10 response gradations and is 

considered to be continuous. Multiple regression analysis 

was determined to be the most appropriate technique for 

examining values-behavior relationships for job incident 3. 

Nine significant variables entered the step-wise regression 
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equation that is characterized by a rather low (but 

significant) R-square (R-square=.048). Table 26 describes 

the results of the step-wise multiple regression on job 

incident 3 using the theoretically correct classification 

of operative versus non-operative values, as well as the 

results based on the raw data (i.e., "High Importance" 

versus "Average/Low Importance" as explained above). 

TABLE 26 

VALUES-BEHAVIOR RELATIONSHIPS FOR JOB INCIDENT 3 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF JOB INCIDENT 3 

ON THE 66 CONCEPTS 

Variable 

Risk 
Obedience 
Labor unions 
Property 
Dignity 
Trust 
Government 
Prestige 
Organ, efficiency 
Constant 
R-Square : 
* : p<.05 

Variable 

Risk 

.048 

Organ, efficiency 
Trust 
Success 
Craftsmen 
Liberalism 
Self 
Dignity 
Force 
Constant 
R-Square : 
* : p<.05 

.034 

THEORETICAL 

B 

.652 
-.617 
-.654 
-.464 
-.353 
-.360 
-.353 
-.379 
-.284 
10.226 

RAW 

B 

.459 
-.307 
-.434 
-.355 
-.267 
.240 

-.243 
-.278 
.279 

8.675 

DATA 

MODEL 

S.E. 

.214 

.171 

.251 

.159 

.137 

.138 

.161 

.177 

.137 

.662 

S.E. 

.130 

.125 

.140 

.146 

.111 

.113 

.110 

.127 

.142 

.617 

t* 

3.05 
3.62 
2.60 
2.91 
2.57 
2.62 
2.20 
2.14 
2.07 

15.44 

t* 

3.54 
2.46 
3.10 
2.42 
2.40 
2.12 
2.20 
2.19 
1.97 

14.06 
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Even though job incident 3 was the only incident that 

produced univariately correct predictions (3 out of 8 

significant predictions in the correct direction), the 

results of the step-wise regression analysis do not 

represent a substantial improvement. The step-wise 

regression based on the theoretically correct model also 

identified three of the theoretically determined values 

(the same ones as the variables identified by using 

univariate analysis), while the regression based on the raw 

data identified only two correct variables. Thus the 

results produced by using the England et al. (1974) 

theoretical model are, again, better than the results of 

using the raw data in terms of both the variables 

identified and the resultant R-square value. 

Given the failure of regression analysis to produce 

acceptable results, an alternative was to categorize the 

dependent variable (i.e., behavioral choice in job incident 

3) into 2 classes (0-5=less willing, and 6-10=more willing) 

and use discriminant analysis again. The results of this 

analysis, with a statistically significant level of 

equivalent F (p<.05), are presented in Table 27. 

Quite obviously, the discriminant analysis has 

improved the ability to predict the response group 

membership. Furthermore, it has identified two of the 
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TABLE 27 

VALUES-BEHAVIOR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

Variables Retained Standardized Canonical Discriminant 
in the analysis function coef f i c i ents 

Function 1* 

JOB INCIDENT 3 
Profit maximization 
Craftsmen 
Owners 
My company 
Obedience 
Trust 
Skill 
Dignity 
Autonomy 
Compromise 
Emotions 
Property 
Risk 

Cases correctly classified : 
prior»equal 
prior«size 

;23 
.25 
.21 
.30 

-.36 
-.37 
.24 

-.27 
.27 
.24 
.23 

-.27 
.38 

59.00% 
70.00% 

Approximate F value is 1.65 at p'.0002 

*Chi-squared wilks Lambda, p<.0S 

theoretically specified significant concepts (i.e.. Trust 

and Dignity) and two more concepts could be directly 

inferred from theory (i.e.. Craftsmen and Skill). Most of 

the remaining variables could be justified post facto. For 

example, the proposal described in job incident 3 is risky 

and is related to a concern for the Company and Profit 

Maximization; moreover, it involves compromises and raises 

emotional issues. 

An additional analysis was performed in an attempt to 

determine principal components for the values-behavior 

relationships for each job incident. The results of this 
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analysis are characterized by a low R-Square key regression 

equation. Even though, typically, the first component 

explains more than 60 percent of the total variance 

accounted for, these components cannot be conceptually 

explained on the basis of variables, primarily because 

almost equal weight is given to' all the variables (all 66 

values) entering the first component. Considering the 

nature of the data and the scope of the study (i.e., the 

behavioral data do not reflect the actual incident but 

rather an anticipation of response), these results are not 

surprising, and it may be concluded that second order 

models are not suitable. 

Overall, it is believed that the results reported in 

this section support the proposition that values are 

related to managerial behavior in some meaningful way. The 

results, though weak, nevertheless account for a 

significant proportion (much better than that attributed to 

chance alone) of the total variance in managerial 

self-reported, intended behavior. When one considers the 

constraints of behavioral and cross-cultural research, it 

is very encouraging that even weak relationships surfaced. 

Additionally, the results reported offer further evidence 

of the appropriateness of the England et al. (1974) 

theoretical model both for defining and measuring value 

systems and for establishing values-behavior relationships. 



CHAPTER VIII 

PERSONAL VALUES AND SUCCESS AS A MANAGER 

In this section the potential relationship between 

value systems and managerial success is addressed. The 

chapter reports the results of various analyses of the data 

in relation to the expectations specified in Hypothesis 3, 

i.e., that pragmatic managers will have a significantly 

higher probability for objectively measured success. The 

theoretical considerations for defining success and 

developing a personal success index for the Greek managers 

have been explained in the "Data Analysis" section. 

To determine the extent of success differences in the 

sample based on the managers' success index, the average 

monthly income and the average monthly income per year of 

age for both the ten percent of managers with the highest 

index of success and the ten percent of managers with the 

lowest index of success (i.e., comparison of the top and 

bottom ten percent of managers in terms of their personal 

success) have been calculated. Table 28 shows that, both 

with respect to average monthly income and average monthly 

income per year of age, the top ten percent managers in the 

sample earn more than four times as much as the bottom ten 
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Drachmas 

4,060 
1,007 
1,866 

Dollars 

51 
13 
23 

TABLE 28 

SALARY COMPARISONS OF MOST AND 
LEAST SUCCESSFUL MANAGERS 

Monthly Income Monthly Income pe r Year of Age 

P o s i t i o n on Drachmas D o l l a r s 
S u c c e s s Index 

Top 10% of managers 155,810 1,948 
Bottom 10% of managers 37 ,684 471 
A l l managers 72 ,194 902 

R a t i o of h igh t o low 4 .14 4 .03 
r 

percent managers. It can be concluded then that the 

personal success index reflects meaningful differences in 

the sample of Greek managers. 

Because of the large sample size for the present 

study, it is considered appropriate to deviate from the 

standard England et al. (1974) application of the double 

cross-validation method (Katzell, 1951; England, 1976). 

Instead, the success score for all managers has been 

correlated with their value scores (4 for operative values, 

3 for intended values, 2 for adopted values, and 1 for weak 

values) on each of the 66 concepts. Such a value key 

(termed summed value key) which is actually related to 

personal success (and not a function of chance differences) 

has been developed (England et. al, 1974). 

From this analysis, (Table 29) 16 of the 66 concepts 
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TABLE 29 

PVQ CONCEPTS RELATED TO SUCCESS 
(THEORETICAL MODEL) 

Concepts Positively Pearson Concepts Negatively Pearson 
Related to Success Cor. Coef. Related to Success Cor. Coef 

*Employees 
Craftsmen 
*aoss 
Managers 
*My company 
*Self 
Labor unions 
•Ability 
•Aggressiveness 
•Compassion 
•Compromise 

.06 

.06 

.08 

.08 

.07 

.10 

.06 

.09 

.08 

.08 

.10 

Employee welfare 
Wh. col. workers 
•Autonomy 
Prestige 
•Property 

-.06 
-.06 
-.09 
-.06 
-.06 

Note: An asterisk (*) indicates concepts retained in 
a subsequent step-wise multiple regression of the selected 
variables on success. 

were found to be significantly related to personal success 

(p<.05). Table 29 presents these concepts according to 

their positive or negative relation to success. The most 

successful managers tend to emphasize (i.e., have as 

operative) the values that are positively related to 

success and to de-emphasize the values that are inversely 

related to success, and vice-versa for the least successful 

managers. From the contents of Table 29, it could 

generally be concluded that the most successful managers 

appear to have a higher organizational and personal 

competence orientation; they also seem to emphasize "team 

play" and organizational harmony, both internal and 
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external (e.g.. Boss, Managers, Employees, and Labor 

Unions). From the concepts inversely associated with 

success. Autonomy (as an approximation to Individuality) 

stands out: least successful managers, having autonomy as 

an operative value, are not very effective in organizations 

that generally require cooperation and team play. 

Table 30 shows the percentages of Pragmatic, 

Moralistic, and Affect oriented managers that have been 

classified in the top ten percent, the middle 80 percent, 

and the bottom ten percent in terms of success. Of the top 

managers, more than half were pragmatic. Hypothesis 3, 

i.e., that Greek managers with a pragmatic primary value 

orientation have a significantly higher probability for 

objectively measured success, could then be tentatively 

accepted. 

TABLE 30 

SUCCESS DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO PRIMARY 
MANAGERIAL ORIENTATION 

Success Category Pragmatic Moralistic Affective 
% % % 

Too 10% 
Middle 
Bottom 

10% 
10% 

51, 
53. 
37. 

.2 

.6 

.5 

42. 
31, 
33, 

.5 

.1 

.8 

6. 
15, 
28, 

.3 

.3 

.7 

In addition to the above described univariate 

analysis, various forms of multivariate analysis for the 
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values-success relationship have been attempted. 

A step-wise multiple regression (Table 31) of the 16 

variables identified above on the success index has 

retained 10 of them (as indicated with an "*" in Table 29), 

and has produced a highly significant R-square value of 

.12. Again, the rather low R-square value should be 

considered in light of the difficulties and constraints 

involved in behavioral research: the primary interest is in 

identifying general directional tendencies rather than in 

fully accounting for and explaining all of the variance in 

behavior and success. 

TABLE 31 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR 
CONCEPTS LISTED IN TABLE 30 

Variable 

Self 
Compromise 
Ability 
Aggressiveness 
Compassion 
Boss 
Autonomy 
My company 
Property 
Employees 
Constant 

R-Square : .12 

• : p<.05 

B 

.209 

.264 

.156 

.656 

.181 

.180 
-.160 
.136 

-.148 
.129 

-1.893 

S.E. 

.069 

.080 

.055 

.232 

.065 

.067 

.065 

.557 

.067 

.060 

.346 

t* 

3.05 
3.31 
2.82 
2.82 
2.77 
2.67 
2.45 
2.44 
2.22 
2.14 
5.47 
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The raw data, i.e., the managers' rankings of the 

concepts as being of High Importance as opposed to 

Average/Low Importance, were also used in an attempt to 

identify the concepts that are significantly related to 

success. The England et al. (1974) theoretical model 

specifying operative values as being more relevant for 

behavior and success relationships than intended, adopted, 

or weak values, was bypassed. The rationale for this 

investigatory deviation from the theoretical model, as 

explained earlier, is that values that are of High 

Importance might be significant in influencing behavior or 

in determining probabilities of success, regardless of 

their being in agreement or disagreement with the 

individual manager's primary value orientation. It has 

been explained earlier that this assertion did not hold for 

the values-behavior relationships. Results of this design 

show that 32 of the 66 concepts were significantly (p<.05) 

related to the success index. Table 32 presents these 

values according to their positive or negative relationship 

with the success index (i.e., direct or inverse). 
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TABLE 32 

PVQ CONCEPTS RELATED TO SUCCESS 
(RAW DATA) 

Concepts Positively Pearson Concepts Negatively Pearson 
Related to Success Cor. Coef. Related to Success Cor. Coef 

Orga. efficiency 
Boss 
Managers 
•Subordinates 
•My self 
Labor unions 
Ability 
•Aggressiveness 
•Compassion 
•Cooperation 
•Leisure 
Individuality 
•Security 
•Authority 
Change 
•Compromise 

.05 

.06 

.07 

.09 

.13 

.10 

.05 

.11 

.11 

.08 

.11 

.05 

.08 

.08 

.07 

.12 

•Industry leadership 
•Employee welfare 
•Profit .'naximization 
•Laborers 
My Company 
•Tech. employees 
Obedience 
Loyalty 
Tolerance 
•Autonomy 
•Influence 
•Power 
Competition 
•Conservatism 
•Property 
Risk 

-.18 
-.07 
-.10 
-.12 
-.06 
-.09 
-.09 
-.06 
-.11 
-.08 
-.08 
-.07 
-.08 
-.05 
-.11 
-.07 

Note: The asterisk (*) indicates concepts retained in 
a subsequent step-wise multiple regression of the selected 
variables on success. 

Subsequently, a step-wise regression analysis retained 

20 values in the equation (indicated with an "*" in Table 

32), and resulted in a statistically significant R-square 

value of .13 (Table 33). Even though this regression 

represents a slight improvement over the regression results 

from the theoretical model, unfortunately it would be very 

difficult to justify the sign of the correlation 

coefficient for quite a few of these 20 values (e.g.. My 

Company and Risk being inversely related to success, and 

Leisure being positively related to success). Thus, it 

could again be argued that the England et al. (1974) 
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TABLE 33 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTS 
LISTED IN TABLE 32 

Variable 

Industry leadership 
Laborers 
Aggressiveness 
Tolerance 
My self 
Compromise 
Property 
Autonomy 
Compassion 
Cooperation 
Leisure 
Subordinates 
Profit maximization 
Technical employees 
Employee welfare 
Conservatism 
Influence 
Power 
Authority 
Security 
Constant 

R-Square : .13 

* : p<.05 
*• : p>.05 

B 

-.236 
-.143 
.373 

-.167 
.126 
.121 

-.141 
-.147 
.124 
.233 
.127 
.173 

-.122 
-.100 
-.151 
-.130 
-.102 
-.965 
.966 
.891 
.161 

S.E. 

.048 

.042 

.125 

.052 

.045 

.047 

.043 

.044 

.044 

.067 

.047 

.068 

.050 

.044 

.059 

.059 

.045 

.045 

.048 

.044 

.371 

t^ 

4.95 
3.22 
2.97 
3.19 
2-79 
2.55 
3.26 
3.38 
2.80 
3.46 
2.72 
2.57 
2.45 
2.30 
2.59 
2.21 
2.28 
2.14 
2.05 
2.04 
.42** 

theoretical model appears to be more appropriate for the 

purposes of defining and measuring managerial values, and 

for studying values-behavior and values-success 

relationships. 

A third regression equation variation included, in 

addition to the 66 values, the type of manager (i.e., 

pragmatic, moralistic, or affect oriented). Results 

presented in Table 34 show that with the pragmatic type 

manager as a comparison standard, the moralist type 
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TABLE 34 

REGRESSION OF SUCCESS INDEX ON 66 CONCEPTS 
AND TYPE OF MANAGER 

Variable 

VTYPl** 
VTYP2^^^ 
My Self 
Compassion 
Compromise 
Property 
Security 
Aggressiveness 
Autonomy 
Competition 
My company 
Ability 
Laborers 
Constant 

R-Square : .09 

• : f statistic, 
•* : VTYP1 = 
••* : VTYP2= 

= 1 for 
= 1 for 

p<. 

B 

-.419 
.198 
.229 
.205 
.234 

-.172 
.173 
.536 

-.136 
-.141 
.122 
.125 

-.121 
-.156 

05 
affective, 
moralistic, 

0 othe 
0 oth 

S.E. 

.090 

.064 

.067 

.064 

.078 

.065 

.067 

.229 

.064 

.063 

.055 

.059 

.060 

.075 

rwise 
erwise 

t* 

21.45 
9.37 
11.42 
10.02 
8.87 
6.87 
6.61 
5.44 
4.48 
4.95 
4.81 
4.41 
4.01 
4.27 

contributes more to success, while the affect-oriented type 

contributes negatively to success. In addition to the type 

of manager, this equation identifies 11 significant 

variables (presented in Table 34), and yields an R-square 

value of .09. 

In addition, the concepts that are univariately 

significantly related to success, and also the type of 

manager, have been regressed on the success index. From 

this analysis, 13 of the previous 16 concepts have been 

retained in the equation, as was the type of manager; the 

R-square is .12. These results are reported in Table 35. 
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TABLE 35 

REGRESSION OF SUCCESS INDEX ON UNIVARIATELY 
SELECTED CONCEPTS AND TYPE OF MANAGER 

Variable 

Industry leade 
Compassion 
VTYPl** 
VTYP2**^ 
Competition 
Property 
Laborers 
Security 
My self 
Autonomy 
Change 
Ability 
Cooperation 
Compromise 
Subordinates 
Constant 

R-Square : . 

• : p<.05 
** : VTYP1= 
*** : VTYP2= 

12 

=1 
=1 

rshi 

for 
for 

B 

p -.712 
.825 

-.332 
.236 

-.763 
-.721 
-.669 
.612 
.566 

-.603 
.598 
.106 
.728 
.521 
.634 

-.706 

affective, 
moralistic. 

S.E. 

.252 

.236 

.521 

.412 

.238 

.229 

.234 

.236 

.236 

.232 

.241 

.437 

.322 

.248 

.312 

.282 

-1 for pragmat 
-1 for pragma 

ic 
tic 

F* 

7.97 
12.20 
40.59 
32.94 
10.28 
9.87 
8.16 
6.72 
5.72 
6.73 
6.14 
5.95 
5.10 
4.38 
4.11 
6.27 

Results of the regression presented in Table 35 are in 

line with the findings previously reported, and contain few 

cases whose sign (i.e., positive or negative association 

with success) would be difficult to explain (e.g.. Industry 

Leadership and Competition, which appear to negatively 

affect managerial success). 

Subsequently, discriminant analysis was used for the 

purpose of classifying managers into the low- and 

high-success groups. The ten percent highest and ten 

percent lowest success groups are considered; on the basis 
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of eleven discriminant concepts identified (Table 36), 66 

percent of the cases have been correctly classified; this 

is significantly better than classification by chance 

alone. 

TABLE 36 

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS FOR THE SUCCESS INDEX 
WITH THE HIGH AND LOW SUCCESS GROUPS 

V a r i a b l e s Re ta ined S t a n d a r d i z e d Canonica l D i s c r i m i n a n t 
in t h e a n a l y s i s f u n c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s 

Func t ion 1^ 

Industry leadership .507 
Employee welfare .636 
Boss -.463 
My self -.542 
Ability -.913 
Compassion -.636 
Tolerance .345 
Power .319 • 
Success .590 
Competition .593 
Emotions -.360 

Cases correctly classified : 

prior=equal 66.00% 

Approximate F value is 2.38 at p=.00 

•Chi-squared Wilks Lambda, p<.05 

The above-reported results involving univariate and 

multivariate analyses (the latter including both Regression 

and Discriminant analyses), even though they are rather 

weak, could be considered as representing solid evidence 

that a relationship between value systems and objectively 

measured managerial success does indeed exist. 



CHAPTER IX 

PERCEPTION DIFFERENCES OF "UNIT 
WORK EFFECTIVENESS" BETWEEN THE 
MOST AND LEAST SUCCESSFUL MANAGERS 

This study used two additional instruments to examine 

the Greek managers' perceptions of unit work effectiveness 

from two aspects, i.e., what constitutes an effective work 

unit, and how effective is a manager's own work unit. In 

this part, the question whether a relationship exists 

between managerial success and a manager's perceptions of 

unit work effectiveness is addressed. The responses in the 

two unit work effectiveness measures are compared for the 

top ten percent and the bottom ten percent success groups, 

and these are contrasted with the responses of the middle 

80 percent managerial success group, and the total sample. 

Table 37 shows how Greek managers view the fifteen measures 

of unit work effectiveness. 

Table 37 clearly shows that there are significant 

differences in how the most and least successful managers 

evaluate the effectiveness of a work unit. The most 

successful managers seem to emphasize the following 

elements: 

1. Full and freely flowing information (# 2). 

2. Supervisory knowledge and control of operations (# 3). 

3. Unit's obligations to other units (i.e., unit's goal 

attainment) (# 7) . 

148 
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TABLE 37 

MANAGERIAL SUCCESS AND PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF 
FIFTEEN UirXT WORK EFFECTIVxSNESS MEASURES 

•Ji l t - c i " Ct'mcZLvm'\mmn .'iea»a»'«» »er=«i 
HLqh 

'.:^r>mramftcm 

Efflcienry ot pericrmartce 
wicJim unit la •>tcjh 
Hiqn St.ccaas Grouo 
ledtjn iuccevs Oroup 
Low Succeaa 'iroup 
Total Saaoie 

i J . S 
S 2 . 3 
S 5 . 7 

t l . a 

] 7 . S 
2C.< 
2 1 . 2 
2 7 . 0 

3 . i 
; i . 3 
1 3 . 1 
i l . 2 

2. ^ r < L^formacion ^imoae 
«i.wav3 flows fceely trouqn-
oue cn« aniL 
Hiqh Success ^roup 
*ledLufli Success .Scoup 
low Success Group 
Tocal Saaipie 

3. The supervisor is ainost. 
always aware at everychinq 
Hiqh Success (jcoup 
*4ediajB Success Group 
Low Succeaa Group 
Tocai Saamie 

4. Reauits oDcained are emonaaized 
facner than procedures 
HLqn Success Group 
"^•diuii Succeaa Group 
Low Success Group-
Total SaapLa 

5. .lemoers at tne jnic almose 
liweya acand behind and support 
cneir suoerviscr 
Hiqn Sucijsss Group 
'^adiun Success Group 
Low Succeaa Group 
Total Samoie 

i . Inadequate piannmq rarely 
:lLsrupci opera tLona 
Hian Succeaa Group 
"•diuffl Succeaa Group 
'.,3w Succeaa Grouo 
Tocai Saaipie 

7. 'Jnit rareiy causes prooiees 
toe ocfter units 3v nor 
achievinq its qoais 
HLqti Succtaa Group 
<«e4it.-m Success Group 
Low Succeaa Jrouo 
'ocai Saapie 

a. .•4any suqqeecions Cor impro-
vemenc? are auOmitted by 
i.ne unit 
rtiqn " j c c e s a Group 
"nciLum Success Grcup 
. jw Success Group 
TocaL Sanp ie 

9 . r^iara is .nucn d e i e q a t i o n co 
.^moiovses t n r o u i n o u t tne y n t c 
H.'^n aacce^a Group 
'^eaium S j c c e a s iJcrur 
'..3W Success Group 
T o c a i 5 a « p i e 

LO. S u o e r v i i o r aimosc aj-ways LOOKA 
ouc tor - feooera of "ine u n i t 
d i j n S' icceas Grouo 
"lediuM Success Group 
low Suecean Group 
Toca i Sawoie 

6 2 . 9 
5 « . i 
4 7 . 3 
5 4 . 3 

7 « . 2 
i 7 . « 
• i i . l 
6 a . 2 

! 7 . 9 
5 « . 4 
3 8 . 1 
=,6.7 

1 7 . 1 
<3 .4 
S2.S 
« 3 . 7 

2 1 . 1 
32 .2 
31 .9 
31 .9 

3 ) . 6 
• 1 . ; 
16 .9 
4 0 . « 

0 .0 
0-3 
3.0 
0 .0 

3 . 0 
3 .3 
3 .0 
0 .3 

l . f 
2 .6 
5 . 1 
2 .9 

4 1 . 1 
5 3 . 3 
« S . 2 
5 1 . 7 

2 9 . 9 
3 5 . 9 
1 9 . 7 
2 5 . S 

5 S . 3 
• I . S 
1 2 . 3 
4 2 . 1 

- ;9 .» 
6 6 . 7 
*6 . i 
6 7 . 0 

2 . 5 
4 . 6 
2 . S 
1 . 2 

"* . 4 
: .5 
" . 4 

5 1 . 3 
1 6 . 0 
2 - ' . 3 
3 6 . 7 

4 5 . 7 
6 1 . 3 
6 9 . 2 
6 0 . 5 

1 .3 
2 . 5 
3 . 5 
1.1 

7 4 . 7 
6 9 . 8 

5 4 . 2 
6 ' .6 
5 3 . 9 

6 3 . 5 
• 4 . 9 
8 0 . 3 
- 4 . 5 

27 1 
25 .3 
28 .0 

• 0 . 6 
1 2 . 3 
2 1 . 7 
1 2 . 1 

14 .0 
23.S 
1 6 . 2 
2 3 . 9 

2 . 5 
2 . 5 
1.3 
2 . 3 

3 . 5 
1 . 5 
1.5 
1 . 6 

79W eoopL .Lncs o r i q i n a c . 
. i c n v n '.n, un4L 
iLan 3 U C C . . . Group 

- • . d L J . S l i c e s * Group 
'.cw Succ .as Grcup 
Toe A. i « . o . . . 

roM 

11 .0 
24. J 
2 3 . -
25 .4 

5 6 . 3 
6 4 . > 
6 3 . 2 
6 3 . 8 

. 3 . 5 

. 3 . 3 

Th.r. IS i i c t l . .ronflici: *<ith 
3th.r ^nizs ov.r r . soon . io t l i t i e s 
4nd Autnoritiss 
rfiqn Success Group 
^ . O i ' j . a u c c . s s Group 
Lev 3UCCH.S Group 
Total S A . O I . 

J i m .s v . r v v L l l i n q t o t . c l c l . 
j n u s u . l 'oQs Q u c s i d . n o r m . ! 
c p u r s t i o n . 
4Lqn i i u c c . . . Group 
'i.diufit Succ.Bs Group 
Low Succ .ss Group 
T o t s l 3 s . p i . 

H.9b.rs ot tn. unit oft.n 
3srtLCLP4t. in voluntsry 
-rsinLnq proqrs.. 
rliqn Succ.ss Gcoup 
'•.dluai Succ.ss Group 
'.ow iucc.ss Group 
Totsl Suiol. 

Jnit a.rq.ins witn acn.r units 
'or favors ind coop.rstLon 
^nn iucc.ss Group 
^.OLJ. S'iCc.ss Group 
Low Succ... Group 
T^rsl i..pi. 

4 6 . 2 
37 .2 
10 .3 
I T . 4 

13.3 
42 .3 
44. 4 
12 .0 

20 .8 
. 3 . 3 
25 .3 
20 .6 

17 , 
10. 
25 
11 

.6 

. 9 

. 3 

. 3 

5 1 , 
19 
10 . 
IB 

.9 

.2 

.) .6 

17 . 1 
2 6 . 3 
1 3 . 7 
2 6 . 1 

1 2 . 5 
2 9 . 2 
2 0 . -
2 7 . 9 

S I . 3 
• 8 . 9 
• i 6 . " 
5 8 . 8 

1 8 . 6 
5 1 . 1 
5 6 . . 
5 0 . 1 

.1. ' 
LS . 2 
• . - . -

1 5 . 1 

;s.9 
'.Z . ' 
: i . 2 
; i . i 

•Jotai » >-' ..Tdicstea no aiffaranceii * 
i 1. . ;•) M 1 'en oarcenc njie for iiliefncm* 
• ••' r atari to --•• caauiti at • Cr. i-aouara 
lapendance, 3<.J^), 

I*' .-•tar'i ".o •-"• tnqiaod ac 
' • iiqnii-.rsnc dl ( fsrancea i ; 
•••t •• • statistical 
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4. Emphasis on intragroup agreement and minimization of 

complaints (i.e., well specified group goals and 

responsibilities) (#11). 

5. Minimization of intergroup conflict (# 12). 

6. Unit's willingness to handle unusual jobs (# 13). 

7. Participation in voluntary training programs (# 14). 

8. Interunit cooperation (# 15). 

On the contrary, the least successful managers place 

more emphasis on the following: 

1. Unit member support for the supervisor (# 5). 

2. Improvement suggestions submitted by the unit (# 8). 

3. Delegation within the unit (# 9). 

4. Supervisor protecting (covering for?) members of the 

unit (#10). 

From the above outlined differences it could be 

concluded that successful managers are better "organization 

men" in that they have a greater concern for interunit 

relations and interactions (cooperation among subsystems, 

and other General Systems Theory concerns). In contrast, 

the least successful managers appear to have a higher need 

for unit member support (maybe to compensate for feelings 

of insecurity, uncertainty, and inadequacy); they seem to 

attach more importance to suggestions originating from 

group members (possibly from insecurity and uncertainty 
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again, and possibly from a need to co-opt the workers); 

perhaps, with the same rationale, they attach more 

importance to delegation within the unit. In the latter 

case, improper and careless delegation could be a 

significant contributor to low success. 
« 

Many of the elements of effectiveness that the most 

succesful managers in this study believe to be important 

seem to correspond to some of the eight attributes that 

characterize the management of "excellent organizations" 

described in In Search of Excellence (Peters and Waterman 

Jr., 1982). According to Peters and Waterman Jr. (1982), 

the "bias toward action" characteristic involves (a) 

soliciting ideas regularly, (b) appointing a central figure 

("czar") with key responsibilities, and (c) staffing task 

forces with volunteers whenever possible. Three 

characteristics emphasized by successful managers in this 

study appear to correspond broadly to these elements of 

"bias toward action." They are respectively, (a) full and 

freely flowing information, (b) supervisory knowledge and 

control of operations, (c) the unit's willingness to handle 

unusual jobs (task forces) and voluntary participation in 

training programs (not appointed or ordered participation). 

With respect to the "evaluation of work effectiveness 

of own unit" measure, again, significant differences do 
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exist between the ten percent most and the ten percent 

least successful managers in the Greek sample. It appears 

that the most successful managers rate their own work unit 

as less effective more often than the least successful 

managers (Table 38). Similar results are reported by 

England et al. (1974) for the Indian managerial sample. 

England et al. (1974) suggest 

. . . [this ] need not necessarily imply that units 
employing the most successful managers are in fact 
less effective than the ones employing the least 
successful managers. The above data relate only to 
managerial perceptions of work effectiveness. One may 
argue that the differences found here may be the 
result of different standards applied by managers in 
the two groups. It may not be too unrealistic to 
assume that the most successful managers would tend to 
be stricter in their standards than their counterparts 
in the least successful group. (p. 58) 

In conclusion, even though the results reported in 

this and the previous sections are rather weak, they are 

generally supportive of the assertion that values are 

related to managerial success in some meaningful way. 

Also, there appear to be strong differences in the way 

successful and unsuccessful managers perceive the 

importance of certain characteristics for the effectiveness 

of a work unit, and the effectiveness of their own work 

units. Of course, due to the nature of the present study, 

causality could not be inferred, and organizations should 

exercise care in using value systems as predictors of 

success or for purposes of personnel selection. 
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TABLE 38 

EVALUATION OF WORK EFFECTIVENESS OF 
THEIR OWN UNITS BY MANAGERS IN 

THE THREE SUCCESS GROUPS 

Managers' perception of unit Dependence 
work effectiveness 

Group of Managers 

High Success Group 
Medium Success Group 
Low Success Group 
Total Sample 

Most 
Effective 

% 
10.2 
18.4 
19.2 
17.6 

Effective 

% 
56.3 
57.4 
62.6 
57.8 

Least 
Effective 

% 
33.5 
24.2 
18.2 
24.6 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* * 

* * 
* • 

Note: An (-) indicates no differences; an (*) refers to the England et 
al. (1974) ten percent rule for differences (* = significant differences); 
an (**) refers to the results of a Chi-square test (** = statistical 
dependence, p<.05). 

Success and Personal and 
Organizational Characteristics 

In this section an attempt is made to determine the 

relationships between success groups and selected personal 

and organizational characteristics. Eighteen personal and 

organizational characteristics, on which data have been 

collected, were used. These characteristics and their 

categories, cross-tabulated with success (i.e., top ten 

percent, medium 80 percent, and bottom ten percent), are 

presented in Table 39. 
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TABLE 39 
PERSONAL-ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND SUCCESS 

1 . 

] . 

] . 

4 . 

5 . 

«. 

7 . 

1 . 

». 

LO. 

1 1 . 

1 2 . 

, ._ 

14 . 

1 5 . 

1 6 . 

1 7 . 

1 8 . 

C h . r . c c . r t i t l e s 
TOP 1 0 » 

S U B o r COMMNT 
3 a . l l 
l . d L u a 
C r q . 

GCOCRAPHICAL UXIATIOH 
C . n c r . l C r . . c . 
M . c d o n L . - T T i r a c . 
P . l o p o n n . . . 
E l s . w n . r . 

NATURE OP B U S I N E S S 
A q r i c u l e u r . 
B . n k i n q 
M l n L n q 
C o n . c r u c c l o n 
H . n u f . c c u c i n q 
T r . n . p o r c . c l o n 
H n o l . . . l . 4 a . c a l l 
P l n . n c . 
S « r Y l c . « 

TYPE OP ORGANIZATION 
O n . P r o d u c e 
r . v S l o i l . r P r o d u c e s 
f . w O t f f e r . n c P r o d u c t . 
HMny 0 1 £ f . r . n t P r o d u c t s 
M o n . ot t h . A b o . . 

t r v E L OP R E S P O N 9 I 8 I L I T T 
T o p 
M l d d l . 
a o c t a « 

LEVEL OP ORCANIZATIOH 
C o r p o c . t . 
R . q i o n . 1 
a c a n c n 

NATURE OP OOTirRSHIP 
P r o p r t . t o r s n i p 
P . r t n . r . h i p 
P u b l i c C o c p o r . e i o n 
P r i v . t . C o r T o r a t i o n 
P o r . l q a C o r p o r a t i o n 

TTPE o r POSITIOH 
L t . l . 
s e a e c 
C o « o i n . d 

0 . 0 
3 . 9 

1 7 . 0 

1 . 7 
K . 8 
1 0 . 8 
1 7 . 9 

3 . t 
3 2 . 5 

5 . « 
2 8 . 9 

4 . 3 
1 J . 7 
1 3 . 8 
1 1 . 5 
1 3 . 1 

8 . 4 
1 9 . 4 

9 . 0 
7 . 1 

1 8 . 3 

7 . 3 
1 6 . 8 

7 . J 

1 0 . 4 
7 . 7 

2 5 . 0 

5 . 9 
1 « . 7 
2 9 . 9 

7 . 7 
1 5 . 9 

9 . 4 
1 8 . 5 

7 . 7 

TEARS IN PRESENT POSITION 
a- I 
2 - 3 

«- ! 
< - 1 0 

1 1 - 1 5 

PUNCTION 
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As Table 39 shows, managers from large companies have 

over twice the percentage of success than managers from 

small companies have. In view of the widely held belief 

that large companies provide more and better opportunities 

for a successful managerial career, these results are as 

expected, and perhaps point to a self-selection effect, 

i.e., the managers with a higher potential for success are 

attracted to large companies which offer more and better 

opportunities for success. 

Differences in success of managers from different 

geographical locations are neither overwhelming nor easy to 

explain. The nature of business seems to be more clearly 

associated with opportunities for managerial success (or, 

conversely, the managers with the higher potential for 

success are attracted to certain types of business). 

Agriculture and mining are associated with the lowest 

percentage of managers in the top success category, while 

banking and construction are associated with the highest 

percentage of managers in the top success category. 

There is a higher percentage of middle level managers 

(i.e., branch or unit directors) at the top success class; 

similarly, there are more in the "branch" organizational 

level as opposed to the corporate and the regional; also. 
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staff managers appear to have a higher probability for 

success than do line managers. Explanations for these 

results could only be speculative. Possibly due to the 

traditional and predominant family control of businesses in 

Greece, top managers are not truly running the companies 

and are not considered successful. Similarly, corporate 

managers (directly related to the controlling families) 

usually stay at the central locations, while regional 

managers are the true professionals. Finally, in a service 

oriented economy like the one in Greece, staff managers 

(i.e., the technocrats) could be more readily associated 

with success than line managers. 

In the Greek business reality, two public corporations 

(the Public Power Corporation, DEH, and the Hellenic 

Telecommunications Corporation, OTE) are well organized and 

highly successful by any standards. This could help 

explain the result which indicates that public corporations 

in Greece have the highest percentage of successful 

managers. 

Interestingly enough, the managers with the least time 

in their present managerial positions had the highest 

success rate. It could be that businesses are over-anxious 

to attract new, well-educated, and capable managers, and 

are willing to over-reward them at the beginning; this 
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effect, of course, wears off with time (until these 

managers are either promoted out of their present 

positions, or until they become stagnant and unsuccessful). 

A similar effect is manifested with respect to Total Work 

Experience, and Managerial Experience, and, to a lesser 

extent with respect to Age in Years. 

With respect to Amount of Formal Education, a college 

degree seems to be more clearly associated with success, 

while a high school education only is associated with the 

lowest chances for managerial success. Moreover, a 

graduate degree appears to have diminishing marginal 

returns. The Field of Study variable indicates that Law 

and Social Sciences are more heavily associated with 

success. A plausible explanation for the success of 

managers that studied these fields and for the moderate 

success associated with Business Administration majors, 

involves the following: (a) the Greek business environment 

is very legalistic, thus attorneys are a necessity in any 

business venture, and (b) Economics, which occupies a 

prominent place in the Greek interpretation of Social 

Sciences, is preferred over Business Administration as a 

more prestigious preparation for a business career. 

Because the admissions standards of the Greek Collegiate 

Schools of Business are low, the Business Administration 
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ma jor tends to attract the least qualified candidates. 

No significant differences in success were found among 

the remaining personal and organizational characteristics. 

The above discussed results are even stronger and more 

suggestive of relationships between success, and personal 

and organizational characteristics when four categories of 

success are considered, each containing 25 percent of the 

sample. These results are presented in Appendix M. 

Discriminant analysis was also used with the 

previously discussed personal and organizational 

characteristics, as well as the primary value orientation 

of the managers as the discriminant variables. Since the 

variables Age and Monthly Income directly enter the 

calculation for the success index, they have been excluded 

from this analysis so as to avoid autocorrelations and 

biased results. Generally, the personal and organizational 

characteristics were rather effective in correctly 

classifying managers in the various success categories. 

With Size of Company, Geographical Location, Field of 

Study, Level of Responsibility, Formal Education, and the 

Managerial Value Orientation as the selected (i.e., 

retained) variables in the discriminant function, and three 

success categories (i.e., ten percent top, ten percent 

bottom, and the remaining 80 percent of the managers), 79 
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percent of the managers were correctly classified (prior 

probabilities adjusted for subsample size). These results 

are presented in Table 40. Approximately similar results 

TABLE 40 

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS: TOP, MIDDLE, 
BOTTOM SUCCESS GROUPS AND PERSONAL 
AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

V a r i a b l e s Re t a ined S t a n d a r d i z e d Canonica l D i s c r i m i n a n t 
in t h e a n a l y s i s f u n c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s 

Funct ion 1* 

Size of Company .89 
Geographical Loca'tion .21 
Field of Study .21 
Background .02 

Variance of the function: 89.47% 
Cases correctly classified: 

prior=equal 22.00% 
prior=size 79.00% 

Approximate F value is 5.87 at p=.00 

*Chi-squared Wilks Lambda, p<.05 

(Table 41) were obtained when three equal success 

categories were used (i.e., each category with 33.3 percent 

of the managers in the sample), and approximately the same 

variables as above were retained in the discriminant 

function. 
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TABLE 4 1 

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS: THREE 
LEVELS OF SUCCESS AND PERSONAL 

AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Variables Retained Standardized Canonical Discriminant 
in the analysis function coefficients 

Function 1* 

Size of Company .60 
Geographical Location .20 
Nature of Business -.24 
Years in Present Position -.14 
Formal Education .27 
Field of Study .33 

Variance of the function: 92.17% 

Cases correctly classified: 
prior=equal 49.00% 
prior=size 49.00% 

Approximate F value is 11.89 at p=.00 

*Chi-squared Wilks Lambda, p<.05 

These results are considered to constitute significant 

evidence for the existence of a relationship between 

personal and organizational characteristics and success. 



CHAPTER X 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this concluding chapter, three issues, which have 

been adapted from England et al. (1974, p. 83), are 

addressed: 

1. What have we learned about managerial value 

measurement? 

2. What have we learned about the value systems of 

Greek managers? 

3. What are the implications of these findings to the 

problems and practices of Greek management? 

It has become evident from this study that the England 

et al. (1974) theoretical and measurement model is 

appropriate for the study of managerial value systems. The 

use of the model in this study has produced both 

significant and interpretable results that, mostly, 

supported the hypotheses. Also, for purposes of 

experimentation, some deviations from the theoretical model 

were tested by examining the raw data. The results of 

these attempted analyses were either disappointing, or 

clearly inferior to the results obtained by adhering to the 

model. 

161 
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In this study, the attitudes and values literature has 

been thoroughly reviewed, and the existence of a mild and 

subsiding conceptual and definitional controversy about 

values has been discussed. This study has, in effect, 

replicated a well established scientific effort (England et 

al., 1974), and has accepted and clarified the theoretical 

framework first proposed by England (1967). It could, 

however, be claimed that with its generally significant and 

interpretable results the present study has assisted a 

position in the values controversy by providing additional 

evidence for the validity and significance of the England 

(1967) theoretical model and measurement approach for value 

systems. 

In regards to the experimental hypotheses set, this 

study has revealed overwhelming and significant differences 

between the value patterns of Greek managers and managers 

in other countries for whom data are available from studies 

based on the England (1967) model. These findings lead to 

the acceptance of hypothesis 1 (HI), and have been 

rationalized as the result of the idiosyncrasis of the 

Greek managers (based on generalities concerning the Greek 

national character). It has been argued that the 

differences identified could be largely attributed to both 

cultural factors and the state of economic development, and 

these findings are in agreement with numerous previous 
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studies that have been cited earlier. 

Greece has produced the largest number of differences 

in the value systems of managers primarily because it 

represents a unique society: it has elements of both 

western and eastern culture, and it is in the process of 

economic development (i.e., currently, Greece is neither 

underdeveloped nor developed). 

Concerning hypothesis 2 (H2), small but significant 

relationships between the value systems of Greek managers 

and their intended behavior were determined; it has been 

argued that these results are rational and interpretable, 

and they also provide support for the England (1967) 

theoretical and measurement model. 

A peculiarity of the Greek managerial sample was 

reflected in the fact that slightly more than one third of 

the sample had a. mixed value orientation; this could 

account for the small observed relationships between value 

systems and behavior, and it probably indicates that most 

Greek managers do not have well established ideologies and 

philosophies that might guide their behavior through a wide 

range of activities; rather, their behavior might be more 

intuitive and situationally determined, not necessarily 

conforming to a deeply rooted value system. Holden (1972), 

describing the Greek national character stated that 
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no sooner have we defined one aspect than its reverse 
is automatically conjured forth, and so on for ever 
(sic), each pole inert without the other, but between 
them generating the leaping spark of tension that is 
the only certain characteristic of Greekness. 
Tension, movement, change, process; these are the 
essence of Greek life. (p. 33) 

Similarly, Croiset (in Cooper, 1952) states that 

"carelessness and gaiety are at the foundation of the 

Hellenic character" (p. 96). This quote supports the 

proposition that Greeks might have a tendency to act 

quickly and without deeply analyzing issues, and that their 

resulting behavior is typically inconsistent with their 

value systems. A quotation from the work of Holden (1972) 

further clarifies this interesting proposition: 

Greece, in short, might be defined as not so much a 
place, as a happening . . . the point about happenings 
is that they are indefinable. They defy measurement 
of the orthodox kind that depends on the acceptance of 
certain fixed points or values because it is their 
nature not to be fixed at all. They move - and that 
is just about the most precise thing that can be said 
about them. Greece is like that, too; a maddeningly 
mobile, elusive, paradoxical world, where there seems 
nothing solid enough to grasp save splinters, yet 
where no part is less than the mystical whole and 
where past and present, body and soul, ideal and 
reality blend and struggle and blend again with each 
other so that the most delicate scalpel can scarcely 
dissect them. (p. 89) 

Small but significant relationships between value 

systems and. objectively measured success show that, as 

expected, pragmatic managers have a higher probability for 

objectively defined and measured success (Hypothesis 3). 
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Differences in personal value patterns among the 

different subgroups of Greek managers based on personal, 

history and organizational data subgroupings have also been 

identified (Hypothesis 4). The differences among 

subgroups, as discussed earlier, were generally as 

expected, and were in line with behavioral and 

organizational science theories. 

The evidence with respect to the applicability of 

American management practices to Greek business 

organizations tentatively suggests that management 

"know-how," for the case of Greece, is only minimally 

culture-specific. 

Additionally, and with respect to item 3 above, Greek 

managers appear to have only minimal organizational 

competence and to have significantly different value 

systems from their American counterparts. This could be 

attributed to both cultural differences and to the 

disparate levels of economic development of the two 

countries. 

The differences in value systems between Greek and 

American managers (i.e., the low level of organizational 

competence of the Greek managers) could explain, in part, 

the low level of economic development of Greece. Also, 

from a personality and organization point of view (Argyris, 
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1973), it appears that Greek organizations mostly inhibit 

and do not promote managerial values. This could create 

organizational conflict which, in turn, could result in low 

productivity. The policy implication would be to 

restructure the organizations and/or expand the use of 

participative management techniques. Such efforts might 

also help decrease the wide variation in value patterns at 

the individual manager level that characterizes the Greek 

managerial sample. Even though variability could be 

contributing to organizational vitality, it is reasonable 

to assume that the negative elements outweigh the positive, 

i.e., disagreement on goals and approaches and the 

resultant conflict could seriously compromise the stability 

of the organization and its ability to be effective and 

efficient. 

Limitations 

The main limitations of this research effort derive 

from the fact that this is a cross-cultural study which has 

utilized instruments developed in one culture, in another. 

Further, those instruments have been translated from 

English to Greek, which increases the potential dangers as 

explained earlier. Another possible limitation might be 

the behavior self-report technique: it could be argued that 

self-reported measures of intended behavior are not 
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accurate approximations of actual behavior. These issues 

have been addressed in greater detail in earlier chapters. 

The definitional and operationalization difficulties, and 

the controversies concerning the issue of values, also 

addressed earlier, represent only minor limitations. 

Implications for Future Research 

In this final section, some of the constraints and 

obstacles associated with values research, as well as the 

need and opportunities for further research in the area are 

briefly addressed. 

Given the fact that since the early 1970's the 

overwhelming majority of research in the area of value 

systems has produced evidence of significant but weak 

relationships between value systems and behavior, it seems 

appropriate to concentrate our efforts toward improving the 

behavioral measures used. More specifically, the 

relationship between value systems and " . . . actual 

behavior and performance data would seem a fruitful line of 

investigation" (England, 1976, p. 126). The effort to 

develop suitable actual behavior measures should involve 

such things as superior evaluation, peer evaluation, 

subordinate evaluation and self-evaluation of behavior and 

performance. This direction would represent a major 
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departure from the paper-and-pencil self-reported behavior 

measures that have been widely, and almost exclusively, 

used in this area. The use of actual behavior 

measures,however, would, by definition, preclude large 

scale studies like the present one, where the value systems 

of an entire society are addressed. The use of actual 

behavior measures in small scale studies is strongly 

recommended for the purpose of more accurately ascertaining 

the observed weak relationships between values and 

behavior. 

Related to the above would be a needed affort to 

synthesize the behavioral and behavioristic approaches to 

the study of value systems (Becker, 1984). The behavioral 

approach, which has been the most popular, attempts to 

identify and measure values via questionnaires (i.e., 

values are treated as "mentalistic" concepts). While "much 

research has been done relating personal values to the 

outcomes of the decision process, . . . there has been 

little research on personal values and the decision-making 

process" (Becker, 1984, p.l). Churchman's (1961) 

"behavioristic" approach, where values are inferred from 

the individual's behavior in choice situations, would be an 

appropriate and interesting methodology for the study of 

value systems, decision-making processes and the outcomes 

of the process. Additionally, this calls for further 
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research into the manner in which the decision process 

operates. Whitely (1979) points the need for such an 

endeavor when he reports that 

Alkers et al., (1972) found that personal values 
related to decision behavior only when a rational 
process of making choices was used, not when the 

^ process was irrational. Not only is this a 
provocative result needing further study, but it 
points out the need for other process-oriented 
research on the way value systems are translated into 
behavior and under what conditions. (p. 45) 

The importance of the corporate culture and its 

relationship to organizational productivity and individual 

vitality is one area that has been stressed recently. 

Peters and Waterman (1982), in their best-selling book In 

Search of Excellence, claim that one piece of advice could 

be distilled from their research on excellent companies: 

"figure out your value system; decide what your company 

stands for" (Posner and Schmidt, 1984, p. 2). It should be 

noted that, in this context, a "value system" refers to the 

organizational culture, which in turn is affected by the 

degree of compatibility of the individual managers' value 

systems, i.e., adopted values as explained earlier. 

Even though values research tends to be disregarded by 

some business executives and academicians alike as too 

"soft," abstract, qualitative and non-empirical, there is 

ample research evidence clearly indicating that " . . . 

efforts to clarify and merge personal and corporate values 
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can have a significant payoff for both managers and their 

organizations" (Posner and Scmidt, 1984, p. 4). Posner and 

Schmidt (1984) have concluded that it is critically 

important, both from the organization's and the 

individual's perspective, that corporate and personal 

values are aligned. Posner and Schmidt's (1984, p. 11) 

calls for further research are well taken: 

More research into the impact of values compatibility 
is warranted. O'Reilly's (1983) investigations about 
how strong corporate culture organizations achieve 
better "bottom line" results than weak culture firms 
is a step in the right direction. Greater insights 
into how corporate value systems are created, shaped, 
and maintained would also be worthwhile. The need for 
developing standardized measures of culture is great, 
as is longitudinal research which examines how 
corporate cultures might be changed (Pettigrew, 1979; 
Louis, 1983). 

To complement the above described need for research, 

inquiry into the development and stability of personal and 

corporate value systems and orientations is warranted 

(Whitely, 1979; Becker, 1984). Despite the overwhelming 

difficulties of within-subjects, repeated measures designs 

tracing individuals and organizations through important 

changes, such research efforts are clearly needed if our 

objectives include prediction with value systems and 

understanding of how value systems influence behavior. 

Whitely (1979, p. 45) also points out the need ". . .to 

draw a distinction between the structural stability of 

value systems and the relational stability between value 
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systems and the decision process." 

Other areas that are fertile for future investigation 

about managerial values include the following: 

a. Individual value differences as a function of 

organizational size, organizational technology, 

organizational environment, type of industry, and personal 

occupation (Becker, 1984). 

b. Causes and consequences of values conflicts in 

organizations (England, 1975; Becker, 1984; Posner and 

Schmidt, 1984), and effects of values conflict on overall 

organizational conflict. Related to this would be an 

attempt to determine if there is a value mix within an 

organization which optimizes organizational effectiveness 

and efficiency. England (1975) has suspected 

organizational size, task structure, and environment as 

moderating variables in this area. 

c. Value systems and propensity to adopt a particular 

leadership style (England, 1975). 

d. Value systems and perceptual processes: the 

relationship between personal value systems and the type of 

information that will influence an individual's decision 

making processes, i.e., "the type of stimulus material that 

one will be sensitive to and/or influenced by" (England, 

1975, p. 127). 
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It is appropriate to conclude this study by adapting 

the conclusion offered by England et al. in an earlier 

study (1974, p. 94): 

. . . we believe that the implications of our study 
suggest the need for a great deal of experimentation 
within individual (Greek) organizations. A variety of 
conclusions and suggestions have been made about the 
values, behavior, and behavior outcomes of (Greek) 
managers in general. Adapting and testing these 
notions at the level of individual organizations, the 
role of values in selecting and training managers, the 
impact of values on management, and enterprise 
effectiveness can most clearly be answered within 
organizations. 

It is believed that the study of managerial value 

systems is an important and rewarding endeavor. More 

studies utilizing the existing theoretical and measurement 

models for value systems should be encouraged to establish 

what is known about the significance of values for 

organizational life. Furthermore, only through such 

efforts can theoretical and measurement approaches be 

improved and reliable and valid instruments be developed. 

It would be interesting, and appropriate, to replicate the 

existing studies in the countries where they have already 

been performed. Given that value systems are considered to 

be fairly stable, the same results as reported before 

should be expected, thus establishing at least the 

reliability of our measurement techniques (the reliability 

of the instruments is a necessary but not sufficient 

condition for establishing their validity). This call for 
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replication does not negate the need for further inquiry 

into the topic of values along the areas outlined earlier 

in this section. 

Lastly, cross-cultural research in managerial value 

systems appears to be an indispensible requirement for the 

efficient functioning of the world economy: the 

internationalization of business demands a clear and 

comprehensive understanding of cross-cultural constraints. 

Clearly the study of managerial values and value 

systems holds great potential for enabling us to better 

understand the complex functioning of organizational life 

and processes. Furthermore, in the study of values, "we 

are not likely to run out of fascinating questions needing 

inquiry and the need to pose fascinating questions for a 

long time" (Whitely, 1979, p. 45). 
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Personal V;ilucs 0ua.4Cl-jnnai r^ 

This qu«9CionQair« La part o< i reasarch atudf of p«r3onal •.zlms. 
Th» a la of tha scudy la to f l n i ouc ho« l-^dtrvdaaL-i look ac i wi.d«i rar.^a 
of : o o l c a . Thcaa copies ac« abouc paople , gv.-^ups ot paople , psTJonai 
j o a l a , o r j a n l z a c i o n a l goala sod genera l I d s t s . 

Tou w i l l b« aakafi co juciE;* ch» degr?* to wl^icri aach Copic l a : (1 ) l a -
p c t t i n c , (2 ) p ieaaanc , (.") T:'.j;hc, aod (4) s a c c e a a f u i . la coraplf.ring -hla 
qut i sc ionaalra , pleaaa aaue / c u r jucgtMcica oa ch« baaia of whac CTiSae coplca 
aaian Co 70U aa an lad i7 ldu&l . 

Undar ao drcuiMCa'acaa w i l l 70U; l o d l v l d u a l reapociaaa b« made 
a v a i l a b l e co aayoae exccpc che re^aarcn 'worlurs. The daca w« are 
a c c e a p d n g Co gather are for use 0U.L7 l a our reaearch projecc oa peraoaal 
v a l u e s . 

la advance we wiah co chaok 70U for /our p a r c i e i p a d o c la chla acudy. 
Ic la chrough cooperacloa l a acudiea auch aa chls chac we a l l advance our 
Linderacandlng of human behavior . 

INSTRIICTIONS 

Race how Importanc a coplc la Co you by p lacing an 'X' In Che 
approprlaca apace: che l e f c apace s i g n i f i e s high Iaportance; :he a l d d l e 
apace, average Iaportance; and Che rlghc apace, low Iaportance . 

Then a p e d f y which of che chreee deacr lpc lora ( s u c c e a a f u l , p ieaaanc, 
r i g h t ) best Indlcacea che oeanlng of che coplc Co jau; l a d l c a c s four choice 
b7 p lac ing che nuaber ' l " on che l i n e next co 1 : . T.iea Ind ica te which 
deacr lpc lon l e a s t l a d l c a t e s che cop lc 'a owanlng co you by v r l c l n g che 
auBber "3" In che space provided. F l n a l l / , wrlce che nuaber "2" next Co 
che reaalnlng d e a c r l p c l o n . Cooplece a l l copies In chla ntianer ard check: co 
aee chat che chree d e s c r i p t i o n s for eacn top ic have been ranJcad I.1 ch't 
aanner I n s t r u c t e d . 

Hxaisples 

A3 an exaople , cake che ccpic '.».7r.T.0TI.̂ :'i„ If you t.^ii z':..\c i c la sr 
average taportancca. /ou Jould aavK ir. "X" in :he auddlsi ipacs as 
i i id icacad. If vou f a i t chac ;if che -.TrEe descr ipc iot i s ( ' j ieaaaac, r lghc , 
ana s u c c e s s f u l ) "rlghc" besc i n d i c a t e a what che coplc anaiis cc >'ou, ycu 
would wvlce che muaoer "1" next :o 'r;..5ht.* If :he descr tpc ion 
' j u c c a s a f u l " l e a s t l^i i icacas jrtiac che c o s i c aeans co jtm, ihen /ou would 
wri.-a che auaber "3" Aext co "sux'.cassf'.il, ' aa shown ta che sasioLi below. 
V.'.tn you would place che aumCec '2" next co che retsainlng d e s c r i p t i o n , in 
:hi.3 case "pleasant ." 

"or aooie copies you aay fa«»l chac .lone of r.he d e s c r i s c i o n s apply, ".jr 
•sxAstple, you aay f e e l chac for che coplc OISUONESTT, 'laicher 'pieaaanc, " 
"r: ignt , ' aor "success fu l" Indl.-acus che taeanlng cj you. l i you have chia 
croubla , you may begin by dec id ing vnich dascr lpc lan l e a s t inc i cacas cha 
c o y l c ' s oaanlng Co you. i'cir axaapLe, for ihe copic DISHCNEST' i f you -a i c 
chac "right" l e a s t indlcucrs che c o p l c ' s neaning co you, you would wrice 
cr.e nuaber "3" aexc co "ri-^nc," and ao on for che reaalnlag deacr l iC loas as 
a novo l a che aaaple . 

l i g h :-ia(ilua Lew 
Iaportance Iaportance laoortance i Pieaaanc ^ i h c Succiasi-, Concept 

?acrlotlaa 
Olshonesty 

X 
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- co<\L5 OF 5asi>rF:5.s ^^^^^sLZ^':^:yl^ 

Conceoc Issoccance l3;covr.^nc« laonc-i.:,'.:« •• ^li^iiaac 3i.?:hc Succeaaful 
aign 
Produccivlcy 
Induacry 

Laadarshlp 
£aploy«« 

Welfare 
O r g a n l x a d o n a l 

S c a b i n cy 
P r o f i t 

M a x l a l z a d o n 
O r g a n l x a d o n a l 

E f f l d e n c y 
S o d a l 

Ve l fara 
Orgamlzadonal 

Croirth 

G3L00PS OK P20PLZ 

Concent 
alga .^ienlua Low 
Isoorcance Lanorrance Laoortance I Pleasant 31;ht Successf*. 

Eaployeea 
Cuatoaara 
Jty Co-«oritars 
Cra i t saen 
»7 3aaa 
ilanagara 
Owners 
Jty Subordin

a t e s 
Laborers 
Hj Covpaoy 
31ue c o l l a r 

Vorkera 
Stockholders 
Technical 
Eaployaee 

Me 
Labor Uniona 
Vhlca Co l lar 

Csployeea 

IZZAS ASSOCIATSD '^TH ?»0PL2 

Conceoc 

Ambition 
A b i l i t y 
Obedience 
Truec 
Aggraeaive— 

aeas 
Loyal ty 
Pre jud ice 
Compaaaion 
S k i l l 
Cooperat ion 
Tolerance 
Conformity 
Honor 

il^n ."̂ jscLlua 
Lrsortance 'JaocrtsacB 

U 3 W { 

l a o o r t a n c e I Pleasant -liznc Socceas fu i 
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PE&20N4L GOALS OF INOIVIOaALS 

Concapc 
rLlgU ^tedium Low 
Iaportance Iaportance Iaportance Pieaaanc ?J.ghc Succes s fu l 

Leisure 
Dlgtaey 
Aehleveaeac 
Auconotiy 
Monay 
IndivldtiaUcy 
Job 

S a d a f a e d o n 
Influence 
Security 
Pow«r 
Creativity 
Succeaa 
Prestige 

IDEAS ABOCT GZOTRAL TOPICS 

Concept 
High 
laoortance 

Madlua 
laoortance 

Low 
laoortance Pleasant Right Successful 

Authority 
Caution 
Change 
Competition 
Compromise 
Conflict 
Conaervadsm 
laotlona 
Equality 
Force 
Govemmmnc 
Liberalism 
Property 
Rational 
Religion 
Risk 

Se l f - in teres t 
Parley 
Equity 
S o d a l 

lesponaibl l icy 
Individual 
Raaponaibility 
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BEHAVIORAL MEASUR£: 

Instructions 

Following are a aet of five job tnddenta --mich a bualneas 
aanager oay encounter In che dally perforxance of hla duties. Below 
each laddenc are a nuaoer of statements of action chat '.:• could cake 
to solve the problem presented In the Inddeat. Read each laddenc 
carefully, then decide which statement of action you would Cake co 
solve che problem. 

Job Inddene I 

Aasxuae chac you are che owner-director of a small aanufacturlng company. 
lacencly your employees have been complaidng about the cafeteria and rest room 
f a d l i c l e s at the faccory. These f a c i l i t i e s were remodelled 25 years ago, and 
since then they have had only routine oalntenance. Knowing chat che anticipated 
prof i ts for che year are 6,000,000 DRS (about average for che company), which of che 
following actions would you take? 

I n s t a l l a d o n of aew equipment, complete repainting and c leadng - expected 
cost 1,300,000 DRS. 

^Partial Inacallaclon of new equipment, complete repaiatlag and cleaning -
expected cost 720,000 ORS. 

Jlajor repairs, repaiating and c l eadng - expected cost 130,300 ORS. 

Leave che f a d l i c l e s as chey are. 

Job laddent 2 

Assume chat you are che manager of che Research and Ilevelopmenc 3epartaenc. 
la your section are can engineers who specia l ize In a phaae ot engineering ir. 
wnlch chere have been great breakthrougns In '<nowledge. As a result , It is 
only che engineers who have graduated tn che Last few years -who are cralaed 
with respect to che aew knowledge. 

Tou, as che aanager of chls sect ion, have been asked Co aatce a recommen-
dation about re tra ldng che "obsolete" engineers or le t t ing chem go and hiring 
recent graduates. Tou have found chat re tra ldng -would cake abouc aix months of 
fu l l clae study on che part of che "obsolete" engineers, and Ic Is not certain 
chat a l l would auccssafully complete crianing. Tou '<now c^ac chese cen engi-
aeers have made signif icant contributions co che company la che past and have an 
average tenure of aeven years. 

'•^Ich of che following -<«ould you recommend? 

Retrain a l l che engineers and have che company pay a l l recraini.ig coses. 

_Racraln a l l the engineers and have che coeta of retraldng shared equally 
"by che company and che Individual. 

_Ratrain only choee engineers who are judged co be "Crdaaoie^ and have che 
"company pay a l l retraldng coats . 

_Recrain only choee engineers who are "trainable" and have che cose of 
retraining shared equally by c'-.e company and che lodlvldual. 

_No recra idng . Retain only choee engineers who can conti.-.ue co make i l g n i -
fleant contributions :o -.-.e company. 
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Job Inc ident 3 

Assume chat you are che general manager of a manufaccurlng coraoany. Tour 
Research and Development Staf f have been working on a projecc aimed ac che deve
lopment of an automated plant which w i l l r e s u l t in j u b s c a n t l a i reduct ion in che 
labor c o s t s of product ion. It la expecced chat chia plant can be made oppera-
t l o n a l i n f ive years i f necessary funds are a v a i l a o l e for R & 3 . 

The problem Is secur ing che necessary funds for R S 0. One a l c e m a t l v e 
which would represent the lowest coat co che company, i s as f o l l o w s . The pro
d u c t i o n ««9rkers are union members. The union has been pusdng for a r e t i r i n g 
pens ion plan for Ics members and Ic la w i l l i n g co accepc a plan in which che 
b e n e f l t a become a v a i l a b l e only a f t e r an employee haa put In 20 yeara s e r v i c e 
wi th the company. The company has been opposed co che plan In che pasc because 
Ic f e l c that che p o t e n t i a l coats of such a plan could not be accurate ly 
e s t i m a t e d . 

Megociatlons for a new i n d u s t r i a l agreement or award are coming •j.p In a few 
months. In view of che projected automated p lant , che company -vl l l r.a longer 
need most of the current •jot'e. force afcar f i v e years , and cherecore che cose of 
a c c e p t i n g the pension plan would be r e l a t i v e l y smal l . Tou have a l s o a s cer ta ined 
chac che union w i l l accept a wage Increase of about tan drachmas per hour l a s s 
t.han what would be che case If che r e t i r i n g pension plan Is not adopted. Assume 
chac che c o t a l nximber of production houra per year are auch chac che required 
funds for R & 0 can be obtained chrough reduct ion In production coses In chls 
way. 

Ind icace your w i l l i n g n e s s co obcain che R S D f-jnds by pucclng an I ac che 
appropriate p lace . 

>rot Wi l l ing 
at a l l 

Completely 
w i l l i n g 

LO 

Job l a d d e n c ^ 

Assume you are che adminiscracive .manager in a company and you are eva-
l a a c i a g TJO s e d o r c l erks for a newly craaced pos ic -on of a s s i s canc -canager n̂ 
your l eparcaenc . 3och have 'woriced for you for the past f ive years and are 
aqual ly compecant. Siowever, che TJO men d i f f e r in che fo l lowing way: 

Coacas Conscantinou la' a '/ery c r e a t i v e man who has- been conscant ly making 
s u g g e s t i o n s for iaprovemenc in o f f i c e procedures . .-Vichough a l l h is ideas are noc 
p r a c c i c a l ones , you have, in che pase, adopced 3ome of h i s j u g g e s c i o n s . Conscancmou 
i s s i n c e r e and hard -woriciag and he can be he lpfu l co o t h e r s , If he ia askec for -iis 
h e l p . He i s , however, not a very popular man in che departaenc, because ocher 
amplyees do noc l ike procedural caanges and extra pressures which chey zr.ir.x. are 
unnecessary at t imes . 

George Georgiou, equal ly a f f i c i a n c as Coscas Conscanclnou, i s r.oc a "man of 
i d e a s . " !ie, on che ocher hand, i s a very congenia l and wel l l i k e c person. ':ie goes 
ouc of h i s 'way :o help ochers -whenever chey have problems. He i s d e f i n i c a i y c o n c r i -
buelng CO che good morale of your deparcaent . He snjoys che rapucacion zz a <.i.-.d 
man. 

P lease i n d i c a t e : 

Whom -would you recommend: 

Coscas Caascancinou ^ George jeorglou 
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Job Inddene 5 

Assume chac you are appointed as the manager of a recently reorganized per
sonnel dlvslon of a middle sized manufacturing company. Tou have a personnel 
assistant In your dlvlson who drectly reporcs co you and Is of roughly siailar 
background as yours. Tou are responsible for che cocal operation of your livl-
alon. Given chac you have co hire cwo cechnical employees for che Quallcy 
Control section of che company, which of che following funccions would you dele
gate CO your assiscanc? 

Please note that che following functions are arranged In seouential order 
so chat each subsequent function Indudes all che preceding funccions. 

Calling a placement office and placing orders. 

Calliag newspapers for placing advertisements, and composing 3ame. (In 
addition co che preceding) 

Scraedng che applications and selecting a list of candidates co be called 
for interviews. (In addition co cne preceding^ 

Intar/lawlng che candidates and, after selecting rwo persons, sending :hea 
CO che supervisor of Quallcy Control for final approval. '! Ia addition :o 
che preceding) 

Making an offer co chose finally chosen. (In addicior. co :ha preceding; 

Megociacing -wlch che candidacas, If che firse offer is noc accepcabla, and 

malting t.-̂e :iaax or car. 
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EVALUATION OF WORK EFFECTIVENESS OF YOUR OWN WORK UNIT 

Please evaluate your own work unlc by placing a check mark in che appropriate 
position. 

Host effective: If It needs no or extremely few Improvements 

______ Effective: If It needs very few or few Improvements 

Least effective; if It needs qdte a few or many Improvements 
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OISTRiaUTtOH OP THE ZHttK .1ANAGERS 
ACCOROING -TO THEIR OEMOGRAPHIC AND 
ORGANIZATIONAC CHARACTERISTICS 

PART L: SIZE OP COMPANY 

0-
20-
50-
100-
250-
500-
1000-
5000-

10000-
15000-
20000 

19 
49 
99 
249 
499 
999 
4999 
9999 
14999 
19999 
and aoov* 

Siza at Compa.ny (Nuabar at Eoployaaa) ?arcancaqa 

13.4 
33.« 
il.S 
3.1 
9.6 
12.1 
S.2 
3.7 
4.3 
0.0 
0.0 

PART 2: GEOGRAPHICAL COCATlOM 

Coeatlan Pareancaqa 

Caneral Graaca 73.9 
.lacadonia-Tttraca 14.4 
Paioponnaaa 3.3 
ran;.an Islands 0.0 
Oodacanaaa 0.0 
Cycladaa 0.3 
Craea 2.5 
Slsawnara 3.5 

PART J: MATURE OP 303INESS 

Sacura at Susinasa Pareantaqa 

Aqriculcura 3.3 
aanicinq S.l 
Mlnmq 1.9 
Conscruccion 2.4 
Manufaccunnq 35. S 
Transportacion and Public (Jtili£iaa '..1.2 
Wholasala and î acAi,! Trada 14.9 
?inanca 10.3 
Sarvicss 9.1 
Otnar 3.0 

Part 4: TYPE OP ORGANIZATION 

Type at Organization Pareancaqa 

Ona Product 31.7 
Faw Similar Products 11.3 
Faw Oiffaranc Products 14.5 
Many Oi££arant Products 32.4 
Ot.lar '-0-3 

PART 5: LSVEI. OP SESPONSIBILITTf 

:.«•/«! ot Raaponsiaility Parcentaqa 

Prasident ot '.tim Soard 24.3 
3oard .laoio«r 28.9 
3ranc.i Oiractor H-S 
Unit Manaqar 20.4 
Assistant .Manaqar 1* 
Supervisor 
Otnar 

3.3 
3.3 

PART 5: LZVth OP ORGANIZATION 

:.aval of Orqanizacion 

Corpocaca 
Raqional 
Scanen 

Parcantaqa 

93.7 
5.5 
3.3 

PART •• : MATURE OP OWNERSHIP 

Natura of Ownacsni? Parcantaqa 

Propriacory 20.3 
Partnarsnip 4.7 
Puol.c Corporation 13.2 
Privata Corporation 39.5 
Foraiqn Corporation 4.5 
Ot^uc 3.3 
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PART 3: TYPE OP POSITION 

Type of Position 

Line 
Staff 
Combined 

PART 9: TIME IN PRESENT POSITION 

Time in PreaanC Position 

Pareancaqa 

72.7 
13.1 
14.2 

(YEARS) 

Parcentaqa 

0- 1 15.0 
2- 3 19.7 
«- 5 15.1 
S-IO 29.7 

U-15 20.4 
16 or over o.O 

PART 10: TOTAL WORK EXPERIENCE (YEARS) 

Total Woric Experience Parcentaqa 

Under 1 2.5 
1- 3 10.7 
•- S 11.1 
7- 9 13.3 
10-14 3S.5 
15-20 S.4 
21-30 15.7 
More than 30 3.5 

PART 11: MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE (YEARS) 

Manaqerial Experience Percentaqe 

Under 1 5.7 
2- 3 6.3 
4- 5 7.3 
6-10 23.4 

11-15 29.S 
16-20 11.9 
21-30 12.7 
Mora than 30 2.2 

PART 12: AGE (YEARS) 

Aqe Percentaqe 

20-29 11.5 
30-34 14.9 
35-39 21.2 
40-44 14.5 
45-49 13.2 
50-54 12.1 
55-59 5.3 
60 and above 1.6 

PART 13: EDUCATION 

Education Percentaqe 

Some Hiqh School 0.0 
Hiqh School Graduate 16.2 
Some Colleqe 6.3 
Colleqe Deqree (3.A.) 46.0 
Some Graduate Studies 13.5 
Graduate Oeqree (M.A.,Ph.D.) 13.1 
Other 3.0 

PART 14: FIELD OP STUDY 

Field of Study ?-rcentaqe 

Old not Attend Colleqe 12.5 
Humanities 19.3 
Fine Arts 0.7 
Enqineerinq 17.2 
Law 11.3 
Business Adniniscration 27.2 
Physical Sciences 3.3 
Social Sciences 11.3 
Other 3.0 
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PART 15: MONTHLY INCOME (DRACHMAS) 

Monthly IncooM Percentaqe 

leas Chan 10 
10,000- 14, 
15,000- 19, 
20,000- 24, 
23,000- 29, 
30,000- 34, 
35,000- 39, 
40,000- 44, 
45,000- 49, 
50,000- 54, 
55,000- 59, 
60,000- 64, 
55,000- 69, 
70,000- 74, 
75,000- 79, 
30,000 
35,000 
90,000 
95,000 
100,000-119, 
120,000-139, 
140,000-159, 
160,000-179, 
130,000-199, 
200,000 and 

34, 
89, 
94 
99, 

,000 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
above 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.5 
4.7 
10.3 
11.9 
13.3 
9.6 
7.1 
6.6 
2.0 
1.3 
2.7 
.3 

3.0 
2.4 
5.5 
4.3 
2.3 
.6 
.6 

2.0 

PART 16: BACKGROUND 

Saclcqround 

Rural 
Urban 

Percentaqe 

42.4 
57.6 

PART 17: FATHER'S OCCUPATION 

Father's Occupation Percentaqe 

Famer 
Civil Servanc 
Businessman 
Manaqer 
Teacher 
Professional 
OCher 

19.3 
23.3 
13. 
15. 

3 
10 

Reliqion 

Greek Orthodox 
Other 

PART 13: RELIGION 

Percentaqe 

38.3 
11.2 
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PUSONAL AMO OICAMIZATIONAL SLANK 

Please r«*9an4 es eha fs i lawtaf quasclana by plaelof « check sark u Eha 
*ppcaprlaea paste laa . 

1. Slsa of Coaaaar (IHiaber of Eaaioyaas) 

^0-l» 
ZO-49 
50-99 
100-2*9 

"~~2JO-*99 
500-999 . 
100O-*999 
3000-9999 
1000O-U999 
15000-19999 
ZOOOO and (bava 

2 . Defloaai Loeadon at Caaaany 

Caacral 
Jtocarteata-fhraca 
Paioaoaeae 
Ctaca 
tealaa Iaiaa4a 
Oedaeaaeae 

3. Type ot Caaaaay (Maeur* a( Suslnass) 

Airictticara 
ianklBt 
M.nln« 
i^nsCCTiccioa 
Manufacturing 
Tranaaertaelon *ad PukUe (Ic l l le l** 
Wholasala uid tacaxl Trida 
Flaanea. Cnauranca, and ^aai Eseict 
S a m CIS ( « . ( . , Iwcais, raacauraaci, Iwapieala, t t c . ) 
Qthar. Plaaae (xp la ia 

^. Type at Orfaatzadan 
Coepany produeas ana produce or parfaraa on» sarvlca 
CoMpany producos * ! •« s i a i l a r produces ar parfaraa a ftw i t a l l a r sar-
vtcaa 
Caapany products a !«w ^Iffaranc produces ar parfacaa a Suit dlffarone 
larvlcss 
Caapany prodaieas «any dlffaraae produces ar parfaraa aany dlffaranc 
sarvlcos 
^ona af c(ia above 

S. Orfsaixaelanai lavni ( l e v e l af responstbUlcy) 
Olreetar 
President (ca ie f Executive Officer) 
£«acuci»a / l e e Preetdene 
vice Preeldent 
Jlanager af aa tndapendent Sraach 
Heed af Olvts isa 
Heed af Saetlon 
Ocbar. Please l o a d f T 

6. (.aval af arfanlzacloa 
Corporite/Beed Office 
iaglonaX 
araneh 

7, Mature af oMiarslitp 
Preprleto ry 
Partnersaip 
Public corporation 
Private corporation 
foreign eerporatiaa 
Other. Please i p a d f r 

3 . Type af poaleiaa 
(.iae llanagaBant (pradoetloa capacity) 
Staff ManagaBeat ( e . g . c i s «xpert. Legal caunsai, s d e n t l f i c persooael, t tc ) 
Coablaed 

9. Tlae la Preeent Peelt lon (Tears) 
0-t 
2-3 

>-tO 
a - i j 
1.6 ar aver 

10. Puaedoa 
Productlan/Oparatlona 
Sales /Olstr lbut loa 

_ _ _ I n g i n e e r t a g 
rinanee/ Aecouadag 

____?ersonnel / ladustr la l ^leiatlans 
_ _ _ 3 « n e r a l Admnlstrst lao 

Other. Pleaao i p a d f r 
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U . Total Work Experience (Tears) 
Ondar I 
1-3 

~ ~ " 4 - 4 
7-9 
10-U 
13-20 
21-30 
Over 30 

12. ^ a a g e r l a l txparleoce (Tears) 
Jadar 1 

~ ~ 2 - 3 

6-10 
U-15 

""~~16-20 
""""21-30 

Over 30 

1*. Foraal Edueatlan 
Saae Ugh School 
High School Oegrea 
Soaa College 
College Oegrea 
Soae Poet Oraduate «ork 
Poet Graduate Oegree 
Other. Please spadfy 

15. Field af Study 
Old not ateend co l lege 

"" auaanieles 
Pine *res 
Eaglaearlag 
U» 
3uslaese Adalnljcration 
Physical Sdanees 
S o d a l Sciences 
^Othar. Pleaao j p a d f y 

16. .^nth i / lacoaa (Orsehaae) 
Jndar 10,000 
10.300-14,999 
15.300-19.999 
20,000-24,999 
23,000-29,999 
30,000-34,999 
33,000-39,999 
40,000-44,999 
4 5,300-49,999 
50,000-54,999 
33,000-59,999 
50,000-64,999 
53,000-69,999 
70.000-74,999 
73,000-;9,999 

J ^30.000-34.999 
35.000-39,999 
90.000-94,999 
95.300-99.999 
Over 100.000 

17. Saekgrouad 
Sural 
ilrban 

L3. Pather'i Oceupaclan 
_^__4grleuleura 
. .^__(iivani«ant (Public »eetor) 

iuslnesa/Trade 
iuslneee Zzecudve 
Teechlne 

____?rofass tonal ( e . g . l ad lea l doctor, attorney, ate) 
Other. Pleaae t p a d f y 

tellglon 
Oreet Orthodox 
Other. Please i p e d f y 

20. Job Sat i s fact ion 
How « a l l ia ^ou Uka jwit J a b . . . 

t liaee le 
I d t l l k e te 
I don't Uka It 
' *• Indifferent ;a i t 
I Uka te 
^ »• •nehuelaseic about le 
I lave l e . 
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EPOTHMATC^nO llRJlJlillKIlJ ASI^W 

1*6 tociJnuccToXxSnfi-o (3UT6 tx.si 6i,aDKeuaoQf1 (fini T 6 

4cMrTnjccroAi5Yi.o TOO GEORGE W. ENGLAND yi-d NJd xpnoLuo-
notnOf^ at mla ueA^irri u i TCTAO 

0 EMHNAL .MANATZEP: 

UROIUIILKEZ AHIZC KAI ZYMTEPITOPA 

*EiDe^JvnT1ic 

(7T6 "lo^C^o 
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'EcuimuizoXdyiQ rTootrcjrtixtljj Az^.i^ 

T6 £ajTP,uaTcA6f LO airzd tZ\ai -a^oo^ •sic:^ ^Larnu:vi.x.fls 'ocuvcc T£V . 
noootijiLi^jv/ 'ASLIIW. ET6XOC fflc ueA^TTie EL'XIL -jci iceuvrcn ntj; OLOUOoeTLxd 
4TOU2 4wTi.u£TcjtuCouv fi\a. eOou ccrioin Seucrcjv. AOxci Td S^jxra dococOv 
^ft'iScurDcx;, 6u35ec (ivOotjTjv, ncoccjxLxoGg <Tr6xcuC/ ^uxEicnoLoaicuQ orixouC/ 

91 otSc CnTT>&fl \ d MOLvexE c^ natd Gcahji MOSE Stio, eTvciu: 1 . - omxrvrixxi 
2 . - EuxjiOLOTo, 3 . - oijJTd, vau 4 . - ^ L T U X ^ C Yi-d tc^jz TDCcuTuxd. ruunAj",0LM3VTac 
00^x6 "Di tajzr(\sxzok6riOt nnoaxoAw vd xdvexE xCg dS'.oAjovTtaEus aac wi Seen x6 rC 
ornjotvouv xd d^iQxa auxd'(rt at5c cdv (STIDUS. 

S^ xnuid nEoCrczuOT) o t nooounux^c ooc drcvn'jCELC S ^ 3d KOLVcnoi.r>3oOv c t 
(Sroin 6JCX(6C Aroi xoOc tociAirix^c- I d axoLXE^a noO TtocornaSoOue \ d CJUYKEVXCSJSDUUS 
^ XPTOtucTTDLndcOv \jdrjo <Tc\\f tociMx I«TC nriiMiii (jxilc noooLJXLK ŝ (i£',!ec. 

"Ex zCfj nccrctcLfj ^LSUUDOUE vd oac cvxcoi-uu')uuuu£ Yud rrVv <3UUU£TOX'̂  OCC 
a'aCrxT^ XTVW ucA^xn. *H nciofioc <5Aiiw ing ox6 x o u ^ xflg xaxavdnonc xilc (ivdamLvric 
ouunEotccQDoc £f^cu. dncrctXEova ouuicxoxiic o t UEA^XEC cdv (suxr^. 

'Agto^OTEuaxe raiao ornxn/xuxd ET-V̂ XL X6 xdSc 3tixi yid CSJZ onuELoM^vxac S'Ja. 
"X" (jxrtw McndAAjiAri Ston. *H cSoLoxeori S6jn 6nAiJweL uevdXn ontx)6aL<6xnxa, A ueocLua 
\jtcp\.a OTTDufiautiuua, xcul l̂  6e£ui :<pajriAii onoo6aui6xrixQ. 

MExd n)Doo6tooCoETe rooui (ira5 xuc xceCs TTEOUYOCKÔ C (̂ TCLXUXT^C/ cirjuioiam, 
OLJoxri) (ScCxv^et vcXuxcoa XTW onuaoLa xoO Stusxoc Ytd taSjz. AnAusxs TT^ txAori^ 
ooc luiujQe-aivxac xdv dotaub " 1 " OXTYV; Yoauui vdxu (ind xrW TtecuYciSBxi cajxii. ."^roi 
SnA ĵoxe HDud nEouYcash nDOo6i.ooCC£t. 6Adxi.axa xrU' onusJta xoO Stuixoc Yi-d taSc 
ruin>Xuivxac 'fciv dotfluS "3" ox6 xfirdAAnAo >tev(6. TtAiOC, xcntsSsTEuoxE xciv ciDi.3u5 
"2" xtirru (ta6 xrtv rcEotYcaaji ™sw dnriufiLve. EuurtAnoiDXE u'oOidv xdw xcxirio 5Aa xd 
a^iccra >ioul Scftaujaeuxe irxu ot xccCc Ttzoiypaxiz yid xdiSe -dtua £xcw dSi-QXorndfl 
(TXjBZtKa u^ xdrj Tru.iuiduj xoino. 

PAPAAEZTMAIA: 
r u i roodfiCLYlxi rrioxE x6 0€ui nAi'ViiaTiCCT. 'Sdw aili^tiveoQc <5xu clvai 'j£-

'-"litg oraou6au.6xrrxQC, xonoOgxeCoxE £\a "X" axrtw usaiLa diary imjc ox6 nnodSei-YUi 
mp-njfJTT.i- 'Bdv oioftiveoQe dxu î  rceotYCCsul "auTzdz" SnAijveL xaA-uxecn XTYW onuajLa 
TTDO fixeu xo ©tin Ytd ofiC/ xc3no3eTECaxE xdv (iot-dui " 1 " HATU <±n6 xti "oiiTXci";". '2±u 
1̂  TTEouYoaah "tnuxuxT'ic" 5nA<jveL tAiixtcxa xrrv ornxsaCa TTDU SXEL X6 3tixa Yi-d cciC/ 
xonoQcxELOXS x6v (ioudud " 3 " xdxcj (iro6 x6 "iTcixux'^c'' 4rujc nnasxdxu. .'̂ Exd "UIIOOEXELOXE 
x&j dotdub "2" wdiu dud xrW rceouYPCxori noO (firtDUjivet, noO a'aira^ xrty nEoCrTxajori =:r\iaL 
"E<;xSioi.aToc". 

Pui uEotxd 36j3rrcL unnociT \ d ailcedvcoee iSxi, Houuui (irai TCQ TEOLYcauic £ ^ 
xototcSCEi.. Tud TcodSeLYUi, uncoeC xd o t c ^ d v e c ^ <5XL y td x?5 d t m ATDIIA, <3CXE xd 
"e^jxdotoxrt", oOxs x6 " a o m i " , OOXE xd "^LXUXTIC" SnAxJveL XTVJ ornsujia xou yud cGc. 
' l l iy SoeSflxE o t oOxrt xrVw TtEOLrrnjcn, unxxcCxE v'doxL<rEXE xotvovrcc noud -xoLYOcucrt 
£rv\<jveu ^Adxtoia xr̂ y onuaoLa xoO d tur rbc n-d <35c. Tid "ncsiSeLYia, tdw aioeidveoeE 
flrcL Ytd xd 3 tua A H M I A T*| TIEOLYO=KJ1 "aajxri" 6nAtjv€u fiAdxtcrca xrV̂  onua^ta xoO Stirxxoc 
Yui oSc, xuiujOtibCcrcE xdv doLdui "3" xdtu dnd xd "OJCTTTI", nail u^ -z&j CSLO xcxiriD 
ĉ JUrtAnoLJDTE xuc OmiAoLnEc rTEOLYCOirtc iSntoc dnxvcxcu. (jxd rnoixdrcu iSnti«5eLYTXi. 

©tio MEYdAn Mtxota Mtxcfi SOxdotfJXo Ecjjxd 'Enixuxic 

onc«jfiatdxTixu oncudatdrnxa onDuSaLdxrixu 

OxxDUiiTLOudc X 2 1 3 

'Axuuta V T 1 , 

file:///jdrjo
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I:TD?OI opr.vJii>m 

®^^J°' .MExdAn PSxoLO .MLXI^I EOxdcIaxo Luxrzd 'zr^iT^xiZ 
orcoudQtdxnxcL cncucciLdxnxa orxucaLdxriTQ, 

'̂ iUriAĵ  rpoccYcJY txdxi i la 
rtoJTortoDLa oxdv 3t.&-

un'wivuxd xouta 
E(xru£oCa OnnAArUiijj 
LToScodxrixa xfl^ 6TCL-

XELononc 
.MeY'-OXDnoLOori xoO 

xto6ouc 
• AnofioTLxdxrixa zfiz 

trauxiaz 
RoL\xj\;uxii gCrrugQca 
'COYOwtoujia^ dcwinxugn 

CMAAEi ANepam 

©tin MEYdAji Mtxpia ML:<CIT^ EOxdouoxo Euoxd "Er.iTvx^Z 
uiumfaLdrnxa (jnujfiatdiiim <jnpu5cxi.6LH'.iji 

'YrtiA;knAoL 
IlEAdTEC 
Ot ouvdfieAjtooL ucw 
Tcxvixec 
Td (fiBEVXLxd VCK) 
.̂ «i\ccrCeoc 
'ISuoKXflTec 
Ot CwuOXdUEVOU UDU 
'SOYdltc __^^____^_^ _^___^_^^ __________ 
*H t aa t ceda ucu 
XeucovcDiXuxoC tcrdxEc 
.^itTDXOU 
Texvtxoil OnaAAriAoL 
••SYti 
"Eoroxi'nd rtiXtxtzZa _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ 
'YmXAnAot YP3PELOU 

TAPTT SXLTiyilJ .ME AWt'̂ ilUYX 

©tuo .MsxdAn Mtxoui MLXcri EOxdoLCXo Sojcxd 'Erj.T-jxec 

^tAoSogua _________^ 
' Ixaudmxa ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ 
'Ynnxori 
'SutuoxooOvn 
'aiudrxLxdxTjxa . 
ntaxdxTna 
•o3<aidAnari _____^___^ 
KcctccudnoT) ________^^^ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ ^ ^ ^__—. 
•EnL(5e£Ldxrixa 
Z\jvecrraaia ___________ 
'Avoxr^ 
SXAttirVmjJn 
Tuui^ 
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np^rmiygi rTcxoi 

(j'Puoai.dTTixn, crjcuoaidxriTa arcjcai.cT'xn. 

ANttinucn 

'EitCxEUYua 
A0xo\JOUtGl 
."toftin ~ ~ -
*Axaj,L}<dxrixa 
'IxcpjonDunon <ind xr̂ v ~~ 

taraaCa 
"EFILOXA 
'ArTcdXeua-aT.YOVo<.d 'lavjz ~ i];̂ ^̂ ;̂ ^̂  '^~~ zmmiii 
(inuLouTYnndxinxci 
'SiiTUxCa ~ I I ~ I ~ Z ~ ~ ~ '' 
nfnxoo 

TAFTT riA r^IIKA SEJVMA 

etin. MEYdAn Mtxoua .MLxori EOxdoKJXo Euord 'EnuruxSC 
cncoSaudxri tu. (3nDi)cai.drvra cmyjSciir^Ta 

'SSouota 
rioowJAagn 
'AAAorr^ IZIZIZ 
'AvxaryoA/LCudc 
ZTJU&iSa£j\j6z _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ 
Au<3ijdxn 
EuvTTcnxuxdrxnxa 
AkuOrHxiiu _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^__^_^^_^__^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^_______ _ ^ _ ^ .^___^___ 
' lobxr ixa 
aCa 
K\j&ia^jnan 
«i.A£A£u3Eoda ___^_______ 
* IStCXXTIOUl 
AOYUXrt 
aoncuteda 
iiLC3XUV«60v€UOn 

'AxcuLxd tvocceotoov 
'lODTLUta 
iiUXOLOCOvn 
KoLvuvoo^ i:nEo3uvdxnxa 
'AxcuLxrt OrtEuSrjvdxrixa 
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EXTVJ ouvtxEia 6C6cmL u id CEuod rrtvxE n£ci.cT=XLVijv TCO tjaq •JCT.CLX^CC -jncce: 
Nxi oiAccvxTtaci (jnV^ VCLSTTUEOLNM ^x^Axon XLJV wiiSrixdvxcjv xcu. :<dTcj drj6 xd£^ -xcLijia-
3^**^^**^°<J^ UJEoi-K̂ C 4\nAAaxxLxtc t^jioyzicz TOU ed ur-=exCcE ^xi •,<dveL Yid .̂d \UCEI. 
xd̂ TTxaddAjuxi noO moouJudamKe oxd n£ci.(3TaxLHd. dtcicoxE noocEXTuxd MO^E oEoioxaxi-Kd 
vuu. uexd dncxoaoiloTE nDud tAcntia M )«ivaxE tcziz Yud ĵd AGCEXE xd TDdeXnua. 

im»irrAn:<D i 

'YnoatoxE fixL ETOXE 6 tStOKxr^xnc w a SLCoQuvrrtc ivdcJOiZco) UL(5C ui-xoflc Siounxo,-
vux^C fexauoeuc- TcAfuxaCa, ot CXTOAAĴ AOI. (TT; Si.<3ij3DxuDOvxaL oxexuxd ut TTVJ xooJCEC^oCa 
ytai Td dnoxtuxixr'icLa (Tcd toxooxdoto. ALTCOU OL HOLvdxpnoxot xwoot EJXCW d\o<aLvnoefl 
noilv 25 xoti\'La icu dnd xdxe xoOc xCvexat udvo ouvxT*,oncn oouxCxoc- njuou^cvrtic "JXL 
•ni noofiAenducva xtodn x ^ xpovt(5c E^NCU. 6.000.000 5cx. (oxE£dv utxoto Htc«5oc Yi-d xrtv 
^xatocua) , t ^ noud drd xCc fevtoYEUEs d i noofiauvaxE; 

__^_^__, Tono&txriori vtuv frYvctxaoxdcEtJv, YEVCVÔ  Sour̂  xcul xaSdoioua — nDoOrooAoYi-Ouf)̂  
fiandvnc 1.700.000 Sox. 

_____ MEOLxr̂  TcnoOt i'i)UTi vtuv trovncavdofu^, YEvtxrt 3ato6 xiC xoadotoua — nooOno-
Aanruouic Sardvnc 720.000 Sox. 
CnucwTLxtc ^I.<5LOOSU3ELC/ ScKcri KIL xcsadoLCUi — ncoOnnAoYtouSc Scracvnc 
180.000 ficfX. 

______ Raoiui ucTc^oArt (JXLC ^YvmuJidut-tc 

UK^llTATiro 2 

*YrcD3toTE (STU £r<JTE 6 6t£u3uvxT^c foG xurturxoc 'acEuvOw i^xt 'A\d:rru5nc (E xai! A) . 
Cxd xuflud coc <br«ioxojv 6t>ci unxowuxoil rosu Et6LX£\jovxuL c t t'ja x o u ^ umecwLxfIc ;TC(iv 
(inDCo tx.cfM raacxxjouDOTEL XEodoxuEC 4Tttxcu5Ei.c. Edv dsTOxdAecui, udvov ot UTIXPWLXOL 
raoO rtftoav TTTUXECO oxd xcAcuxaua xpdvta £XO<JV EC6i.xEu3fl a'ojix^c xus vtEC VMoeiZ' 

'Aird tofiC/ odv 5i.exj8uvTrtc oaCrroO xoC xui^urxoC/ txti CnxndH Nd CncBdAAxxE. uxa 
imdcumi oxcxixd \ut xitw trtryexntulSeuon TUW "drctoxo.uaj^^-wv" urnpiv«.>uiw, î  XT^ irdAuon 
(iCmlw xoL xdv 6taDLCu5 dAÂ iW iiLnit.imiuy^ TxruxucOxaw unxiccvtxtZw. "ZXEXE noorotooCtjEL 
(STU Î  fiTEwejcTaiScuon xuw "'^nT:'^^' ^•lu^^-'"" unxPW'.xwv ''<a3.xd£L rtEotmou £5n uftvcc onouajv 
TtAjioouc dmuxdAnonc )4au ixt, 5 ^ cZ\xu. Stflato ixu iAot dd XEAELUCCUV XTH* ^xncxSeusri 
u^ t r a x u x t a . P^ACUCEXE ixu (IIJXOL ot Stxa unxcwuxcil Sxo ĵv ncoocDtoeu rooAAd OXTVV ixau-
OEta OT6 nnoEAASv xoil 5x1. î  ^<axd utocrw (5DOV rsaaauovri xcuc OX-TV txaucEua tZ\xii. i n id 
xpdvux (SnA,. xcxtd utcov 6 » v OrntoSov OndAArtAoc xflc ixuLOCis fid trrrd xpivi-aJ . 
Houd (futd xd tnriucva d l TTDOXECNJOXE 6CELC; 

^^____ *EnccvexrinuIScTJon (5Aww xiw unxccvi.>«IJv xot •.<crcnSoArt 5Â jw "CuS; i^^fuv dnS XTVJ 
fexoxoeila. 
'EnnvExnaiScuon fiA^jw TLS; unxPWLxdiw xaC Ccn StatoEon -nSw tgdiStjy ii£rxa5'J x?^ 
^xoLcei^ xat xdSs dxduou. 
'ErnvExnntScuon udvo "ajw unxowtxaiw ntx) ffxouv xaaaxxnout^fl "txnai.Scuai.uoi.'' 
veai rtAnooji^ dAfaju TLJW 6&6&JW <ftrod x i^ fexaLoeCa. 
'ErnyexnatScusn udvo Ttjw unxjivtxtjw ncO 4xouv x30CHxnot.<^fl ''fc<nai.(5eu7Luoi." 
xau Con SuatoEon "ajw 65d&jv uExogu xflc fexutoeLoc ^<a.i M6Qt dxduou. 

^______ 'Ercevexnn^fiiruon (toDKAEilExau. i^&JO (SODL unxcwtxoL 'jnoooOv vd cuvEuocctocwv 
ornjQwxuxd OTt'iv frraLOEta Sd nnaaueuvouv. 

file:///ucei
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nEPITTATT^r 3 

'Yrodiart 4xL ETOXE 6 YC'uxdc 5iz\jd^j\m\z ULdc StcunxccvuKr'^ -txaLceCa^, Td 
noccLJiLxd ooc "TOU XLu'njDrToc 'SOEUVWV XQL 'A\d:xxu^ns (- •'<QL .•̂ l icydCcxai. l i u j a'tja 
axt6\.o TOU *XEL oxdxo "rtv dvdrrnj£n u.i.(ai; (2ijxduix-ic tcYCCxoCLaxr^s -jrvdEac ~oO M 
ouvxEA,tori (3t St6aui uEiliixm xoO ECYaxixoO xdcrrcoc "TrraYtJY^.s. 'Avcs-^-'ExaL ixi atlxr^ 
1̂  uovdfia ad unoorl sd AeLTOUDY'*icri at otvxE xp iv ta ĉcv xd draaLXoOuE"ja xE(a3Aai.a Soa-
XESOOV Ytd E xail A. 

Td TxodSAnua tl\xxL A tSsaadAnon xtjv dnnoaLxfixaw xEcaaAauuv Y>.d E xau A. .Mila 
fruaAAoxxLxr^ X.\jar\, f\ <irtota Qd (̂ vxinDOCLTcrue xd xcunAjtixEoo xdoxoc Yi-d xr̂ v txaucEia, 
EC\«I . Î  (ixdAoo8n. Ot tonrdxEC nnooYtJYT ĉ zZvai utAn xou tcYaxuxou OUJOTECOU. Td 
OiixxrczZo'djvb nntv TXLECE Yud frja oxt6i.o ouvxaSi.o6dTrionc ffjv ucAiiv xou xail ELXCLL 
TiodQujo Nd Scxdfl Sva axt&io oOucuva a t xd dnoCo "cd (^uvxasuodoxixd iutXn xt̂ DnYoOvraL 
udNJOv £a)'5oDv 6 OndAAnAoc frXEu 4OYCI^EU an^ fexaLOEia trzi 20 xpi^^a. 'H fexauocia 
dvxixdxanne oxd (Dctfito oxd rnocAuSdv yicxzi SECIDOOE dxi. xd xdoxoc tvdc X^XOLOU OXEOLOU 
6tv lancooOcE u i tffioAoYto©fl vt (iMoCSeua. 

Euv6taAAaYtc Ytd u td v t a SLCurrxjx.'Lxr̂  ouuoJVLa fl nnooxT^ ncdxEixai. vd YCVOUVI ct 
AIIYOOC uftvec. 'Ev &1JE1. xflc (TXEfit-aCcu^^Tic aaOxoxxiTonotruu^^c uc^dficc» A SxauoEia S^J 
ad xpcudiExau uExd dnd n±wz xpdvta xd UCYOAUXEOO Toccoxd x îc OTTUECLVT̂ C icYaxLxflc 
SOusunC/ Hot 4raouji\*JC xd xdoxoc drtodoxflc xou OXE6I1CU ouvxa^Cfjc 3d iZ\x3.i <jxEXixd 
XOBjnAd. 'ExETE fenConc 6£axo<.&joEi. (5xu xd ctanxECo 3d 6€x3fl oaJinon drrxcxuw •'<axd 
10 SoQROUfcC xiYw " m AuYdxEon dnd dxu Sd (Sexixcw (3v xd cuvxa5io6oxi,xd OX^SLO 5^J 
feYJ<oi.vdrtav. 'YnDStaxE dru xd (30voAo rloTw rcaiYtJYflc ''<d&z xpd^o ETUH. xtxoto 'Icxs 
i d <ixcu,xoOuE\oi xEodAoLa yid E xaC A unnooOv vd duixEaoOv dnd UELCJOT XOO xdoxou^ 
rcooYuyfte \it aCrcdv xdv xodno. 

înAijjTE xiVw nDoQwiui (Xic ' ^ <iiTCKXT*iccTE xd xeodAaua Y<.a E xau A \it aiixdv xdv 
Todno cuujOgTUNrroc £\ci "X" oxd xorcdAAriAo u^ooc. 

R3iaa I • MExdAn 
Itooduita : : nooauuila 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10 

'YriodtoTC (5x1. Efoxs 6 dtOLxnxLxdc SLEUSMVXT^C c t uua t x a i c c t a vou ix i 
dStoAcnfECxE Suo AALXUJU^VOJC 'JjrnAAĵ Aouc Yi-d uLd v t a 3ton ScndoO SuEuarjvxri oxd 
xiiftuo cac . Sail ot 50o fixocw ta'rJJOs.Z x td a5c t d XEAEuxaia n tv r s •xpdKn.a XQL 
ETNOL tgCoou t>«xuot. 'Ouuz ot SOo dLocotoouv wccid xdv 4Si^c xodno: 

*0 K. ?iioTac KciAWUivxLVCTJ E^vot n)oAu Srruuc»JCYi.xdc OndAAjTAoc ''«it cuvtxEua 
tnc6diAA£u nDoxdcEuc Ytd 3EA.XUJCELC OXLC dLOOuxoaiEC xflc 6OUA£L(3JC. rbod xd Y £ -
Yovdc firu uEOLxtc dnd xtlc tfi^Ec xou 5tv ETVCU, nrnxxuxtC/ SXEXE utoSExrV^eu UEOI.-
x t c d n i (JuCiiti (jxd nnocAadv. "0 x. KCJWTTOVXUVC Ĵ ECVCU. EIIALXOUVT^ >CLL TOA.U i c r a -
XLxdc vfiul ECVQL TxoiewjD^ \ d tSvTTDtJtL-j'icri xouc dAAouc 4v Cnxnafl î  SorVSEid xcu. 
•'OuuC/ i S ^ sC'̂ aL TTn\»i dyuiuixdc oxdv xcuta xou tnsLdT^ (TTOUC; OnoAoLnDuc OnnAArtAom; 
S ^ dctosuv ot 6ta6i,>a3Ti,xtc dAAirrtc xau ot nodtsdcxEs rtutcELC "̂ î S dnoCES tvCoxE 
deUDCOv TTEOUTXtc. 

' 0 X. retionrioc rtLXTficKt, xd C5LO djiuSucuxdc <5OD xat d x . PiioTcc I^JVOTCCV-
xivou, (5tv ETvot d (SySojTDc'ut xuc nnAAic t6tEC. 'AvxiSExa, Sfvat nnAu 5i,a\Anxxi-
xfSc ><a«: d£i.a?rdnnxoc dveoj ioc. 'AaVeu x ic d i x t c xou doxcAxuEC Yud >jd Scnerten 
dAAcuc TTcO (±vxi,uextatiCcuv TiDodAj'iirna. 'AvauDucer^xnxa ouvELODeoEi. (jnVv 5Ld3eon 
Yui 5c«jA£ud (JTd xui^ua aac . *EXEU XT Ĵ cprtun ivdc KOAOU (±vfioujTou. 

HacnMoA^ i>iC36nA£joxE: 

Itotdv 3d ncoxEiNccxs; 

Tttv X. 7(jjva .'^jvTtovxivou -jdv x. riucrro TELCYLOU 
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nEPTTTATiyO 5 

'YnoStoxE i x t SxEXE 6LOCLC?3EU 6ie\)S\NTAz u i a ^ ' 'irdooaxa ±\jadi.(DOYcrjtai^vns 
uovdfioc noocLTtLxou ULGC StcunxcTJLxfic txauoEilcac 'LIEXOLOU jEY^aoug. I^cxE - .ccLrrd-
UEVoc tvdC' 3cn3ou triL xoC neoaiTCixou 6 tinoCoQ SCVEL dvoaxxd xax'EOcELOv ct c c c 
xo t ffxEu TEOtnou naoduoi.EC dvxuAAl;Ei,c u t xils duxt^ cm; . 'ECELI; CCOXE 'jrx-JSuvoc 
Yt.d XTtw OUVOALXI^ AELXoucnrCa x^c uovdfcc c o c . *Exovx(3C cdv dEccuj^x) dxi -^-trrsi 
vd rqoooAdSexE 50o XEXVLXOOC unaAMAouc Yi-d xd xuflua rtoi-oxLxoO iA^xxou xfls txai .^ 
OEuaC/ n a i d dnd xuc trrduEvec dousotdxrixEC 3d (dvaStxaxE ard^j Sondd (33c; 

nncnxQAfj (xruetwoxE (5xu o t fenduEVEc dDUDdi-dxrixEC fixcuv xaxaYoaioEU at x^xcca 
ocuod dxJXE x i 3 e (iouo6i.dxrna vd rcEOLAau^dvEu 5A£c xilc "TOonYouu^vEC• 

Mi xnA£tajvtV3ri at £va YcrscEto rtooaAALcoM WLL vd dcion ddnxCEc. 

N i xnAEcojvtVm <3ttc tgrgiEotdec Y -̂d 4YYEALEC nDcoArVieiiNi xail vd cuvx(iSn 
(iCrctc XLC dxYEAuEC (MaCu u t XTIV nDcnYoOuEvn) . 

N i feSsxdori XLC aix7*)CELC ĈL"̂  ^ dnuLOUOYrVsri £va MOTUAOYO OnnxuncoCcjv TOU 

a d xAnaoOv Ytd ouvtvxEuSn (MaCt u t XLC TocriYo<Aiev£c) . 

Ni rdon <xrwtvxEu€n <iiTd xoOc Orointotouc XCIL duxsO duaAtSsL 5uo dxcrua, vd 
xd (JXECAJI (Tcdv ini!;iuii notoxuxou SAtYXOu YLd TEA.Lxrt t-v*oiar) (MaCC u t XLC 

mjuiiYoOugvec) • 

Nd xdvn "[^'^T'-'i-'^ ntxMAjVljefJC o ' a j x o u g nou XEAuxd iriLA^XTTMav (Mail u t XLC 
TTDOrTYCMJCVECJ . 

' a iw l̂  TiDtJxri rrr '- 'P'T'^ 6 ^ YLVEU dcxxi^, vd SLanamxixExjan a£OL(33ixEoo 'jt 
xoOc OnalrwCouc '^o.C \ d xdvn XT*[V XEXUXT^ rujooiiiool (MOCL u t xuc noonYOuaf^-^c) 

TOY "TMiMAroS SAZ 

aaasKoA^ txxuuftrcE xrVw dnoxEAixrurcLxdxrixa xoO xiirtuaxdc a a c xurioOEXuvxac 
fiva "X" oxd vcndAJjiAo i i tooc-

HoAij (iimcEAgouxxLxd: 'Av 5 t v :<peLd££xaL fl xccLdCsxaL SAdxLOXEC 

3eA.xujoELC' 

' 'AnpxsA^oirrxLxd; 'Av xpctdCexau TOXU ALYEC fl ALYEC SEAXLOCJELC. 

'SVAxLcrni dnaxEAEOixrXLxdt *Av xpci-dCexaL ianertz fl noAAic SEA-XLUOELC. 

http://naoduoi.EC
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riaoa5<aAJi dmvxfxrre OTLJ rncaxdxcj ^OUIXTVTELC Tcr.odEX(jvxa^ txi "X" ord xoxdA.-
^Jv\c u t o o j . 

1. >5^eaoc ^caucELOc ('ADuauds unnAAjiAxjv) 
0-19 
20-49 
50-99 
100-249 
250-499 
500-999 
1000-4999 
5000-9999 
10000-14999 
15000-19999 
20000 VOL (Sud 

2. rzuipaaiya^ Stcn xflc tTaiccus 
KevTptxi^ 'EAAd&i 
ItD*£dovta-8pdwi 
ncAondvnoDC 
'IdVLOt NHODL 

_^^_^__ fVilftfT<dW)UCL 

KuxAdSec 
_ _ _ ^ ^ KorVtT) 

'AAACO. TJacana^ TTooooiooCarz 

ErSoc feraLoetoc (<ftjc(n xflc ^rtuxetcnonc) 
fewDY'.xî  
Tpajv^QiyaS 
MrcaAAootscruxi^ 
OtxofiouLKii 
Bi.(3unx!=wi.Kr̂  

_ _ _ _ _ EUYXouvwvu3J«î  xau xotvflc CIXOEAELGC 
XovooLxd xoL XuovLxd ^undouo 
Xpnurro-oilxcivc:\ju.xd (Otxovcutxn, 'AacDaALOTixî  xoi! KxTTuxrcueoi,xi.xT )̂ 
'YnnoeoCec (n.x. ScvodoxcCa, Saxiaxdoua, vocaaxoueCa, XAJX) 
*AAAo efSoc. naDOJtfjA^ t^yi^p-zz 

4. SrSOC 'CDYOWtOLOO 
*H feTTiusEua roaodrYEL 5\a rcooudv fl ncoaatcEL £\CL e^Soc urmceoCQ;. 
'H feTcuoeua TTncrfeYC nooduaca Tic)OL(ivTrL fl tooootocu ueotxd nccduoua 
eCfin OnnoEaT,aJy. 

_ ^ ^ _ _ *H t'oa.x.ocia raaaiYeL u£oi.xd SuoxtJOoeTuxd nooudivxa A ^icoactoeL ueotxd 
SuaQScextxd eCi5n OrnvJtULtJv. 

__^___ *H ^rauoeta nnodYCt, nnAAd SLiaaoccTixd •:rx:L(fjvxa ;1 nrxxrcotocL rtcAAd 
Suaicooexuxi cCSn Onncectajv. 
Ko^^tva dnd vd nnoiniuo. 

5. aoSutfia crdv (icpfavi-oud (BcsSutf<c 'irtnjauvdxriTcc) 
IjbdeiSooc ALOLxrrn,xcO IXUSCUA-LCTJ 

' M̂AAOC ALOtXTTTLXOO 2XnjiflouA.LCO 
AueXJauvrn^C dvegaOTrVxoU "rrprtpm^ mrrnr 
nOOtOXdUEVOS UDvdfiOiC 
Tumrrrdoxnc 

_^^____ Emeu LI )C 
'AAAO. rtcaxfoAij ncxo5i,(3odc7X£ 

6. Auotxrrci.xJ^ SctauCaa, xoO (ioxavLiJijoG 
KEvxoLxi YpaujEua/ALOuxnon 
riEOLioEoctaxji 
rttodoxTTua 
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Ef5oc ôiOon) L6i.(rxxTXJ(;cic Tne r̂tuxE'-CTXTQ 
'IdLOKXTioCa tvoc 
Euvexaustouic 
AmjdoLa "ErxLXELcncn 
'IScUXLXr̂  'AVIJVUUOC 'EXC.Li2€La 
S^vn 'AvcJWAJOC 'ExaLOEua 
'AAAO. rhmxoLMJj nDoc6t.oDL(Tre 

8. ECISOC atcECtJS OTT̂ v inuxEtenon 
' ALeuSuvon (•nnociYUJYLxtc toYooLEc) 

SuufiouAcuTuxi^ (rc-x. EC6LXOC caoooAoYLxiIiv acuixuv, VCULXOC crOufiouAoL, 
trtUOTTIUDVUXd TTCXXXiTCLxd, XAJI) 

_^____ Eu\A6uaoudc xtDv 60o nnoarodvtj xaxnYOOLdjv 

9. Xodvta oTt^ onu£otvri aton 
0-1 
2-3 
4-5 
6-10 
11-15 

^______ 16 xaC nA ĉfv 

10. AeuxouyyCa (eTdoc tayaaia^) 
QOOYrTOaCTLOUdc/IVlCrTffJYii 

Otxovouj.xd/AoYi.cTTtxd 
rfoOginuxd/ 'EOYaTLK^S (JX^CELC 
revux:^ Auotxnon 
'AAAn. rSaoccHaA ĵ OPOODLOOCOTE 

11. EuvoA-uKî  Tteua orrVv (SouAetd at xpdvua 
AtrdTcon dnd 1 
1-3 
4-^ 
7-9 
10-14 
15-20 
21-30 
HeoLODdTEon (ind 30 

12. Ato«.xnTi.KT^ TiELca at xpdvta 
AtydTEcn dnd 1 
2-3 
4-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-30 
neouoodxEon ind 30 

13. 'HXtKua 
20-29 
3D-34 
35-39 
40-44 
45-49 
50-54 
55-59 
60 xaC (fbui) 

14. 'DtnauScusn 
MEOLK^C xdgELC Puivaodou (TTnAauoG XTIXIOO) 
' AnnAxrn*OLO rouvooCou (mAaLoO xOnou) 
IfcocEHOuAoCjdnoc uaSt^uroa 'Avuxtojv/'Avrjtdxcjv; ZXOXLT^ 

AdnAtoxi 'AvuxEcnc/'Avuxumc SXOAĴ C 
Mt LEJUlLUXtODî C T^TVKJ&tz 
Korr^EL TTOJxilo METajTTvxLOxtJv Ertoudcjv 
' A A A J I . rhCTPCLAu rccOOdLODLOXE 
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15. KAdcoc r r p u g j v 

Atv (3<ci\ooancE nxuxLOxtc rT'r)u6tc 
'AvdoJiLOTLX^C trcucrrriuEC 
itoA^C TtxvEC 
.^XPcvoAoY Ca 
NOUUHt̂  

Auouxnon 'SnuxEi-ciTVrEaA; 

*AAJ\OC. nacnxoAili ncxxaSutxiLOTe 16. J^rjtaxo Etoddnua (^toixuic) 
ALxdTEOo dnd 10.000 
10.000 - 14.999 
15.000 - 19.999 
20.000 - 24,999 
25.000 - 29.999 
30.000 - 34.999 
35.000 - 39.999 
40.000 - 44.999 
45.000 - 49.999 
50.000 - 54.999 
55.000 - 59.999 
60.000 - 64.999 
65.000 - 69.999 
70.000 - 74.999 
75.000 - 79.999 
30.000 - 34.999 
35.000 - 89.999 
90.000 - 94.999 
95.000 - 99.999 
100.000 - 119.999 
120.000 - 139.999 
140.000 - 159.999 
160.000 - 179.999 
130.000 - 199.999 
n±Wij dnd 200.000 

17. RsrccnJT^ 
'Emoxuaxi^ 

18. 'BilYYgAua QsTtoa 
_____ rexosYdc 

<inuia\.oc "YndA-̂ nAjog 
'Em.xeucrajaxiac'"iJunDooc 

^_____ ALOtxTTTuxdc 'Enuxetoncnc (MivccrCso) 
<idDxaAooT?C6arnmTT^C-
'EnsnrcAajocrCac (rt .x. LorcdC/ dLxnYdcxsQ, 'xA.n) 

______ 'AAAJO. rboanoAtL TooodtooLcjxe 

19 . eorVsKETJux-
XoLCTtcwdc 'CDa66c£os 
'AAAo. naoaMaAiJ ncoooLCDotaTE 

20 . 'I>civonD(!non <find XTVJ toxaoLa. lifoo noAu odg dotczx. A tcrtaaia o o c ; 
TrV* ULCDi 
Ti*iv dnsxaducijai. 
A ^ uoO dctoEi, 

______ Mt duorH'Eu d&idxoooo 
MaO dotczi 
Ti^ dtnito 

______ ECUOX fevaouovooutvoc 
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IJCYAAICTHTA ^FXATErZ l-'ETP^l THI 

onnz THN .A:7n.̂ wi.MEA:5ZTE 

HaoaxoAij dricrjxfloTe OTLQ n n a x d m tourrrV^ELQ inuc tcECc dvxLAoxigdvecTaE, xcno-
acTtjvtnc fr^ "X" (jxT̂ v dxdAjOYn orfiAn. 

t«TPHZEIZ ArDrEAEI^JATIKCrIHl:A^ TOY TJ-WMATOT LAT niJir^iAiaTwiA on!:a: "raN AimAAyzAiJEz^ 

Y?HAH ML'iVIA XAMiAH 

1. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 

13, 

14. 

15. 

*H dnDfioTLxdTnxa xflc 6ouA£i,(5Lc crxd xufitja 
EC\xxt. uinAj^. 
IPJVcnooCtz ncju dircooOv TTYW douAetd 6ux-
HtvcOvTE axt£&j ndvxoTE tAgOatrca oxd xuflija. 
' 0 nooLaTdue\«C tZ\KLL a%.z66\f ndvxa ivriueooc 
YLd fiAa. 
"TXKUTlTn SllvCTOLl GXd djUJ CCA.̂OULLlUL TOOd OTIC 
ueaddouc. 
M̂ An ToG Turtuoxo? <5XEddv Tiivxa ajjuxmrnrrtt-
xovxcu. Moi iroooTnoCCouv xdv ncxsLOTduevd XOUQ. 
'Avernoxi^C ^<a:xdaxai3on oxEduiX* (snivux 
TcceufldAAcTOj, onty SouAsui. 
Id Tuftja orriwui SnuLOUSYEL npc6Aj^uaia crt 
(5AAa xifl^ucna &5atTtIac Û i noorurccnourVrEiJC 
xiSv cTcdx!tĴ ^ TCu. 
DoAÂ C npoTdoeuc yui 0eA.TuJoeLS uiuo6dAAovxai. 
liiui) xd Tu^ucL. 
'YrrSoxEL uexdAn fexxwDon 4£ouaiac axaC^z 

*0 rootcjrduEvoc casovxCCet oxEddv ndwxa yi-d 
xd udXji xoO xiirturnog. 
AtYCi rocdnova gsKLvdve (fend xd xufluct-
Ot nocoToiOtQ u£ (SAAct TuiUrixa tSu-xilac OneTjarj-
VOTTVCWV MOJI (iouDOLcrn'ntjv efvot XLYES. 
Td xuflia SeCxvct ucxdAri nooavjuxa oxd vd (ijujxo-
Aeuxcu. £5u dnd xd (cdoui xflc xowovcHflc Afiuxctjo-
YC(3C X C U . 
M̂ An xoO xmUgroc oux>d ouaiertxcw^' iacAxsvxu-
xd o'^xnoLoeuTLxd TcoYoiiaxxni nnO diaxoOv xrlv 
douAfui. 
Td xufKti mCaocTjei. UĴ  dAAa xuuUrxxa Yi-d 
5L£v»«oA.uvoei.c xail ouveoYoaui. 
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Value-Behavior Relationship 

Concepc Expected Behavior Direction for 
Operative Value Managers as Compared 
to Non-Operative Value Managers 

Job Incident 1 
Profit Maximi
zation 
Employee 
Welfare 
All Employees 

Spend Less 

Spend More 
Spend More 

Job Incident 2 
Technical 
Staff 

Employee 
Welfare 
Loyalty 
Profit 
Maximization 

Spend More on Retraining 

Spend More 
Spend More 

Spend Less 

Job Incident 3 
Employee 
Welfare 
Semi-skilled 
Workers 
Labor Unions 
Trust 
Loyalty 
Compassion 
Tolerance 
Dignity 

Job Incident 4 
Creativity 
Change 
Cooperation 
Job Satis
faction 

Less Willing 

Less Willing 
Less Willing 
Less Willing 
Less Willing 
Less Willing 
Less Willing 
Less Willing 

Costas Constantinou 
C.C. Chosen More 
George Georgiou 

G,G, Chosen More 
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Job Incident S 
My Sub
ordinates Delegate More 

Trust Delegate More 
Influence Delegate Less 
Power Delegate Less 
Authority Delegate Less 
Caution Delegate Less 

Adopted from England et al. 1974 
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PERCEIVED IMPORTAKCE OF FIFTEEN UNIT WORK EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES 

Please respond Co the following questions concerning your perceptions of what 
constitutes an effective work unit by placing a check mark in the appropriate 
position. 

UNIT WORK EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE 
High Medium Low 

1. Efficiency of performance within unit is high 

2. Work iofomation almost always flows freely 
throughout the unit. 

3. The supervisor is almost always aware of everything. 

4. Results obtained are emphasized rather than 
procedures. 

5. Members of che unit almost always stand behind 
and support their supervisor. 

6. Inadequate planning rarely disrupts operations. 

7. Unit rarely causes problems for other units by not 
achieving its goals. 

3. Many suggestions for improvements are submitted 
by che unit. 

9. There is niuch delegation to employees throughout 
the unit. 

10. Supervisor almost always looks out for members 
of the unit. 

11. Few complaints originate from within the unit. 

12. There is little conflict with ocher unics over 
responsibllicies and auChoricies. 

13. Unit ts very willing to tackle unusual Jobs 
outside normal operations. 

14. Members of Che unic ofCen parcicipace In voluncary 
training programs. 

15. Unit bargains with other units for favors and 
cooperation. 
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TexcisTech University 
College ot Business A(jministration 

Dear S i r : 

Your company has been randomly selected from the ICAP Financial Directory 
for inclusion in a scientific study of the value systems of Greek managers. 

Obviously, participation in the study is totally voluntary. However, we 
would very much appreciate your willingness to participate: ic is through stu
dies of this mature that we can advance our knowledge and understanding of che 
functioning of business organizations. 

Participation tn the study would involve three (or fewer) of che aamagers 
of your company, including yourself, responding co a quescionnaire chat would 
require about 20 or 30 minutes of your time. We realize chac chis ts pocen-
cially a great demand on your time, but we are confident chac you would vane co 
help us wich chis sciencific projecc. Please be advised that Che questionnaires 
will be held in scricc confidence. No one but che research workers will have 
assess co che responses, and chat only for data processing purposes. Finally, ve 
promise to communicate to you the resulcs of chis scudy upon its completion. 

If chree or fewer of Che managers in your company are willing co respond to 
che quescionnaires chac ve will send you, please reporc below che following 
information, and mail chis form back co us in che provided self-addressed and 
poscage-paid envelope. 

1 2 3 
Manager's name (°for mail ing che 

(juescionnaire) 
Level of Manager 

a . Chairman of che board 
of d i r e c t o r s 

b . Board of Di rec to rs 
niember 

i 

c. Division Manager ! 
d. Deparcmenc Manager 
e. Head of a sec'cion j 
f. Head of a work group 

i 
1 
1 

1 
1 
i 
1 

1 

i 
; 1 1 

3ox 4320 / Lubbock. Texas 79409 / (806) 742-3186 
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Function handled by the 
manager 

a. Production/Operations 
b. Sales/Distribution 
c. Engineering 
d. Finance/Accounting 
e. Personnel/Industrial 

Relations 

1 2 

1 

f. General Administracionl 
Please explain | 

3 

We very much chank you for your kind consideracion co participate tn this 
s tudy. 

Sincerely, 

George E. Nomikos 
Associate Professor of Management, 
California State Univeristy and 
Doctoral Candidate, Texas Tech University 
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3 •"̂ •".1 *4 

Texas Tech Univef̂ ry 
CuH»)(« Ul Suiinex Admimiiraiion 

8oi 4i20 / Luoooc». Tnu 7»409 

CAUFOflMA rn-\TE L'XMRSrPr • .FRESNO 
fRESNO C.AL.TO.'^NiA -13740 

SCHOOL J f 3LSI.VUS ANO ACMIMSTRAriVH --C'^^ :»•—"«c 

'AYonnTi xOoie liteuSuvTd: 

aLoAiSouc fVw t t auoe ta occ TT-^ Tuxn ijai TOV OCxovcuLxi 6£rYc !CA? ^..^ f—,_-

3^ uila tnicrmuovi.j<i^ 'j£A.̂ Tn TJV ouorrojdTuv i£-.!jv TCV "iviyivuu '•JT.GTCEC;." 

E'JUufiTOxn 3t o i jn^ -rtv ueA^m Elxii frvreAij; -iS€.'iTJTLi<.!* :h i j : 5>d txT.-Crcv-E -*.-r-

vd 3eATi.(J3CvAj£ Tuc r«JSELC jcsc Yi-d TTVJ xaTtr^ncn T:>J AfiTcusYLiI-v TLZ-J ;-.. (.cc-xTSi--.. 
Cuutie-roxi^ CTTrtv UCA^TTI dniLTeC TSC.C '.fl XUYCSTEOCUCJ ' ^ X I T ^ S C ; r*^ tTri-.c^.i:; TIC-
"teoi.Aflajcawoui\«u TOO tco/rsO cc^/ '-d. (irnwrrtoouv; c t tjn tOLrr"jz.-z^.6y'.z " c - ja. — .̂-~ 
rtEDLncvj 20 uc 30 Xerrrd Tic i i i C - 'A'/TLAajsojcuEaa ITL zCrri 'cue ircTi.-j:r ^Cc .^-
YdXn dnajlmcn iin6 T6V icpdvo cos, dAJ^ •"uccre OCYOUOOI. 5T-. d i J^.'-ZC^T: -a j i ; 3c-
nOtS^TE o i ailrn'iv TIVJ 6TtLoi.i:ucMi.><î  usAirn. 9d!^uu£ 'jd /"•!•"''=•"" JTL rd =• -r •.—• r;—— 
AiiYLa eCN«.L ( iuivtui , v<at STL (SAXC OL (fcnvrr'cci.c 34 v<asTT>3oOj t'jr.LCTE-.T.xi;. revs:.;; 
txTdc Tivj 4ocuvnT!jvj 66wi S i ui'ixiil \jd lofl TCJ irasvTT'cELS. 'Axoijn '-tfiC :L tctoi. sC 
toewnT^C 3d tfioOw TLC teaurrtoELC u6vo xard Tr?j udcn TAC trx^^cYocCi; rJ,-v :€ic-_r.<--.. 
TEA.txd, oSc 'JncxDciucaa fire. Sd ofic OTELAOUUE t d doTOTEA-toisTa. r ' c iocvA«s JTCTJ otr:-
TEACLUOP. 

'Edv Toeilc "1 A.tY<iTEO0i. i r d TOVJC 'jdvorrCsoc T^C trauceilac ccc CVAXI-NOCV .d drrrj 
Old toJTnuTTOAdY'.o rnO fid aac <TrECAo<Jue, asc -Bajna^ \ d u i ; ikrcTS r l j .̂ crr-T 
ITAJTOOBCOCCC, l o i -.d Tic •rsx'-'Coom'im.'.L u^oo, ordv saitcAAo 'ji rrv CLE-Jivjc-' jc:;. 

'OJOVO TSO uAwrrCso (Yi-d TT^ 
Taxuooburon TCO icurnuxioAoYiou) 

BoSuL&i OTOv lioYovLoiib (6nA<2aî  

a . ncdEfigpc; iLOLxriTiMoO "UUDCU^LOU 
3 . .".̂ Aoc iLOuxnT'.HoO ;'jLiiotiA.Cco 
Y. .TccLcrni^^sruo; ii.rjfi'JvcEix: 
6. noo'LCTiaiE\ec ''trrveaiaz ^ 

C. •.•iCYLeCYdTTv; 
rx . 'Cuccccr^c 

1 2 3 

.\etTouDYi.a (6nAaort 
ECSOC 4maoi.ac) 

a . rVmvp-r •• r^Ti m lA - ,-TV.nrTVf.lvlS 
3. rLlAjVsCLC/iLOVOli.'i 
Y. ."*i-wr-oAoY Ca 
S. OCxo\cui.xd/AoYi.cTi)«i 
E. nDoajTLxd/'ZDY<rri.uic IY^CELC 

o r . fevLwl Aioilxnon 
C. ' ^ U n . rbccsoAw rcoooLCCLOTE 

' 2 •J 

sac eOKpotoroOus T îoa n13A.1l Yi.d T :^ nooSwita 'T'C Njd CUJUETCOXETE c t CJJT^'J Tr'.v 

U 

ELA.t«OI.\i)C 'JutTEOOC/ 

Eiiim.oc i . ^̂ ouL>«ic 

w i l IX - 1 — . . - ..3 ixrJCT-.LCTril;.OU TOO TiS^ic 

http://n13A.1l
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CAUFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY • FRESNO 
FRESNO. CALIFORNIA 93740 

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES 
Dcpartmeni oi Managnnent and Marketing 
>20>l 294-2831 

'A£L<5TLue Kuoi-e Aueuauvxd: 

Edc eOxpoLOTU Tttioa itoA.vi yid T I ^ ncx^&juia ooc vd ouuufiTdaxeTE arrtv triLcrcriU^vuHT^ 

RaToAofiatvu xuc oxextu^c TIL^OELS "cfic SouAfiudc ooc nrivoj o r iv iXeiSQepov xpivov 
cac xotii aCoQcivouii. STL a3c ^uSacOva) nnoaLT^pu. 'AAAd euoLOVtouiL OT6 TEA^uTaiTo 
ordSto ouYYPocfflc iflc UEA^TTIC MQL n Sor^QEud ooc uoO zZ\m dnacat-nrcn v-d TT̂ V 6AJO-

9 i ooc zZ\jcu\> urod'xpeoc dw SoncwiioETe dXiIva, XercTd xP<ivoo >*aî  ooTjrtAnocIoETE T4 ecrj-
HXELOTO l:ouxmu3xoAx5Y LO wail Td ertLoro^vleTE xaxd xdv ouvToudTepov 6uvaT6v xpdvov. 

M̂  TLC >03AAuTEO€C Eux^c uou fid EUTUx̂ C xail aCouo T6 Uio 'ETOC 1983, xau ev 
d^jauLuA TGX) ancwniotciw COQ, StaTeA^j. 

Jtexd TuuiiC/ 

rfeUDY'.OC E. NouLKdc 
'YccnYHTî C TOU MiuaTCuEVT, ITOA-LTE laxd nccuenuoTr^uLO xf̂ s KaA.Lcjx5ovt.a, Mai 
'Yrcoir^cptoc AufidKxojo xoO Texvo^YLOOtoG rfccucnLOxriuLOU xou T^goc 

SHMEIflSH; Tc5 ouunAnpcoiivo feocJxrruaxoAdY i-o cac 34 uou £C -̂aL xp'^^i-uo MIM̂W du 
ancwxrioExe at OAEZ XLC totiJXTV3ELC. 2ac nnoawoAu noXu vd dmnyxi'iOEXE o^ 5Xec 
XLC tOiiv^iz, £oxQ xot 4w vouL^exE (5xL KouLd and XLC (incwxTViELC Sd^i a5c t x -
cfCxiCeL drcdA-uxa. 2^ X^XOLEC rtEOLrnruOELC/ StoAdgEXE xr^ dndwxnori TXOU cnc ^ H -

coDdCsL TtEOLOodxepo. 

ruF LALIRIKMA r̂vTTiMVFR̂ i n 
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:tQ5^. 

Texas Tech University 
College ô  Susinets Administration 

rebruary 23, 1982 

Dr. George W. England, Director 
Canter for Economic and Management Research 
Collage of Business .\dainistration 
University of Oklahoma 
^Tonnan, OK 73019 

Dear Dr. England: 

I intend co use your copyrighced Personal Values Quescionnaire (PVQ) and 
ocher related instruments of your original 1967 study (Personal Value S>'S-
ceas of American Managers, Acadeav of Managemenc Journal, L967), for sy 
doctoral dissertation. The instruments vill be used to assess che value 
systems of Greek managers. I incend co use a cranslacad version of your 
instruments. 

I would appreciate it if you would grant me permission co use "he above 
described copyrighced inscrumencs. 

Sincerely, 

George Z, Momikos 
Doctoral Candidate and 
Lecturer of Management 

GE:i/sh 

3o» 4320 / Lubbock. Texas 79409 / (806i 742-3186 

file:///dainistration
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The 
'^niversity^ of Oklahoma at Xorman 

C«mer for Economic and Management flesearcn 
College of Business Administration 

.March 12, 1982 

George E. ̂ lomikos 
Lecturer of Management 
College of Business Administration 
Texas Tech University 
Box 4320 
Lubbock, Texas 79409 

Dear Mr. N'omikos: 

rnank you for your letcar of 23 February. I am happy co granc you permission 
CO use che PVQ and che related documencacion in your doccoral research. I do 
request that you send tne a copy of your dissertation when ic is compleca. 

I wish you good luck and productive research; if I can be of help, please lee 
me know. 

Sincerely, 

/ ^^ 

George w'. England 
Director, Canter for Economic 

and Managemenc Research; 
Professor of Management 

G;;E/wd 

307 West Brooks Street, floom 4, Norman. Oklanoma 73019 (405) 325-2931 
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ORGANIZATIONALLY INPLUBNCZD CHARACTERISTICS 

SIZE OP COMPANY 

SMALL 
NtOtOM 
LARCH 

SMALL 
MEDIUM 
LARGE 

SMALL 
MEDIUM 
LARGE 

SMALL 
MEDIUM 
LARGE 

SMALL 
MEDIUM 
LARGE 

SMALL 
MEDIUM 
LARGE 

1 
3 0 . 4 

«a.s 
5 2 . 9 

12 
2 « . 7 
2 5 . 8 
3 3 . 3 

23 
3 . 7 
3 . 3 

1 0 . 6 

34 
3 3 . 0 
4 6 . 3 
3 7 . 8 

45 
2 3 . 0 
1 2 . 3 
1 6 . 5 

56 
2 . 6 
4 . 4 
3 . 4 

2 
2 S . 7 
4 0 . 5 
2 9 . 1 

13 
2 3 . 6 
2 3 . a 
1 9 . 8 

24 
3 0 . 9 

9 . 9 
1 2 . 7 

35 
1 6 . 3 

3 . 5 
3 .3 

46 
2 6 . 2 
1 4 . 8 
2 3 . 3 

57 
4 . 7 
6 . 8 
3 . 3 

3 
4 6 . 6 
2 1 . 4 
3 5 . 8 

14 
2 5 . 7 
4 7 . 7 
4 4 . 4 

25 
2 0 . 4 
2 1 . 9 
1 9 . 9 

36 
2 5 . 1 

7 . 7 
1 4 . 7 

47 
2 2 . 0 
1 5 . 6 
1 4 . 4 

58 
1 6 . 2 
1 8 . 1 
1 3 . 2 

4 
3 4 . 0 
4 8 . 2 
3 4 . 8 

15 
1 6 . 8 
1 4 . 2 
1 4 . 3 

26 
2 4 . 1 
5 6 . 4 
5 1 . 5 

31 
3 4 . 0 
2 9 . 9 
3 5 . 5 

48 
3 8 . 2 
2 3 . 5 
3 3 . 0 

59 
1 5 . 7 
1 7 . 5 
1 9 . 2 

5 
9 . 9 

1 9 . 5 
3 . 9 

16 
2 9 . 8 
3 8 . 9 
3 9 . 7 

27 
1 5 . 2 
2 1 . 1 
1 7 . 5 

38 
2 4 . 1 

6 . 6 
9 . 9 

49 
4 4 . 5 
2 0 . 3 
3 1 . 8 

60 
6 . 3 

1 0 . 7 
3 . 5 

6 
3 4 . 6 
2 4 . 1 
4 4 . 4 

17 
3 6 . 6 
2 7 . 4 
2 7 . 2 

28 
2 3 . 6 
4 0 . 5 
3 9 . 3 

39 
3 9 . 3 
3 2 . 3 
3 8 . 5 

50 
2 3 . 6 
1 5 . 3 
1 5 . 6 

61 
1 3 . 6 
2 4 . 1 
2 2 . 3 

7 
4 6 . 6 
U . 5 
3 0 . 3 

18 
3 3 . 5 
4 9 . 9 
4 2 . 3 

29 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
2 . 3 

40 
3 4 . 0 
2 0 . 5 
2 9 . 6 

51 
7 .9 

2 0 . 5 
1 5 . 0 

62 
4 1 . i 
2 4 . : 
2 5 . 3 

8 
2 8 . 8 
1 0 . 7 
2 7 . 9 

19 
7 . 3 

2 3 . 6 
2 6 . 6 

30 
2 0 . 4 
3 3 . 2 
2 9 . 6 

41 
3 3 . 0 
2 9 . 3 
1 8 . 2 

52 
1 7 . 8 
15.L 
1 6 . 1 

63 
2 0 . J 
2 9 . 3 
1 3 . 4 

9 
2 3 . 0 
3 8 . 4 
3 9 . 0 

20 
1 8 . 3 
1 4 . 2 

9 . 8 

31 
2 6 . 2 

4 . 7 
5 . 5 

42 
2 5 . 1 
1 3 . 7 
1 1 . 9 

53 
2 2 . 5 
1 3 . 4 
1 4 . 0 

64 
3 7 . 2 
4 3 . 0 
4 6 . 0 

10 
3 9 . 3 
5 4 . 5 
4 1 . 9 

21 
2 2 . 0 
3 6 . 2 
2 1 . 5 

32 
2 5 . 7 
1 3 . 2 
2 8 . 0 

43 
4 . 2 
5 . 5 
S .9 

54 
1 9 . 4 
2 6 . 3 
3 1 . 0 

65 
2 5 . 1 
1 6 . 2 
1 1 . 5 

11 
4 2 . 4 
2 3 . 6 
2 8 . 3 

22 
1 2 . 6 
2 5 . 2 
2 0 . 5 

33 
3 3 . 0 
2 3 . 3 
2 6 . 7 

44 
4 2 . 4 
2 7 . 9 
2 9 . 4 

55 
9 . 9 

1 2 . 9 
1 5 . 3 

66 
1 8 . 3 
1 4 . 5 

6 . 6 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION 

CENTRAL 
MAC-THR 
?BL0PON 
ZLSVUH 

CENTRAL 
MAC-THR 
PSLOPON 
ELSEHH 

CENTRAL 
MAC-THR 
PELOPON 
ELSEWH 

CENTRAL 
MAC-THR 
PELOPON 
SLsewH 

CENTRAL 
MAC-THR 
PELOPON 
=:LSEWH 

CENTRAL 
MAC-THR 
PELOPON 
ELSENR 

1 
5 2 . 3 
5 3 . 3 
4 1 . 0 
4 8 . 5 

12 
3 0 . 4 
3 0 . 0 
30 .a 
JO.3 

23 
6 . 9 

1 0 . 6 
7 . 7 
5 . 1 

34 
4 0 . 2 
3 7 . 3 
4 0 . 2 
3 3 . 3 

45 
1 7 . 5 
10 . S 
1 8 . 3 

6 . 1 

56 
4 . 2 
0 . 6 
3 . 4 
3 .0 

2 
3 4 . 2 
2 8 . 3 
2 4 . 3 
1 3 . 2 

13 
2 0 . 2 
2 3 . 9 
2 9 . 1 
2 1 . 2 

24 
1 2 . 9 
U . 4 
2 6 . 5 
2 4 . 2 

35 
6 . 6 
9 . 4 
7 .7 
6 . 1 

46 
2 0 . 7 
2 0 . 0 
2 7 . 4 
3 3 . 3 

57 
3 . 3 
7 . 2 
4 . 3 
3 .0 

3 
3 2 . 3 
3 1 . 1 
3 9 . 3 
3 6 . 4 

14 
4 2 . 4 
« 4 . 4 
3 5 . 9 
5 7 . S 

25 
1 9 . 0 
2 5 . 6 
2 7 . 4 
1 5 . 2 

36 
1 2 . 9 
1 2 . 2 
2 5 . 6 
2 4 . 2 

47 
1 5 . 4 
1 5 . 6 
2 0 . 5 
1 5 . 2 

58 
1 4 . 9 
1 3 . 9 
14 .5 

3 . 0 

4 
3 7 . 7 
4 1 . 1 
4 1 . 0 
3 9 . 4 

15 
1 4 . 7 
1 1 . 7 
1 6 . 2 
2 4 . 2 

26 
5 0 . 6 
5 1 . 1 
3 5 . 0 
3 3 . 3 

37 
3 4 . 2 
2 1 . 1 
3 5 . 9 
2 4 . 2 

43 
3 1 . 9 
2 7 . 3 
4 3 . 6 
3 3 . 3 

59 
1 9 . 0 
1 6 . 7 
1 7 . 1 

9 . 1 

5 
1 3 . 6 

3 . 9 
6 .8 
6 . 1 

16 
39 .a 
3 6 . 7 
3 1 . 6 
3 9 . 4 

27 
2 0 . 2 
1 5 . 6 

9 . 4 
9 . 1 

38 
1 0 . 5 

5 .7 
1 7 . 9 
2 7 . 3 

49 
2 9 . 7 
2 6 . 1 
4 1 . 9 
3 3 . 3 

60 
1 0 . 0 

7 . 3 
2 .5 
3 . 0 

5 
3 8 . 0 
3 5 . 0 
3 1 . 6 
3 9 . 4 

17 
2 8 . 4 
2 8 . 3 
3 2 . 5 
2 4 . 2 

28 
3 8 . 2 
3 1 . 7 
3 8 . 3 
3 9 . 4 

39 
3 6 . 5 
4 1 . 1 
3 6 . 8 
2 4 . 2 

50 
1 6 . 4 
1 9 . 4 
1 4 . 5 
1 3 . 2 

61 
2 2 . 1 
2 1 . 7 
1 3 . 3 
1 5 . 2 

7 
2 5 . 0 
3 0 . 0 
4 2 . 7 
3 6 . 4 

13 
4 3 . 4 
4 7 . 2 
31 .6 
5 4 . 5 

29 
1.2 
0 . 6 
2 . 6 
9 . 1 

40 
27 . J 
2 1 . 7 
3 4 . 2 
3 0 . 3 

51 
1 4 . 3 
2 3 . 3 
1 2 . 3 
1 2 . 1 

52 
2 6 . 2 
2 8 . 3 
3 3 . 3 
3 9 . 4 

3 
2 2 . 6 
2 3 . 3 
2 6 . 3 
2 1 . 2 

19 
2 5 . 1 
1 9 . 4 
1 1 . 1 
1 8 . 2 

30 
3 0 . 9 
2 6 . 1 
2 2 . 2 
2 4 . 2 

41 
2 1 . 4 
2 5 . 0 
3 6 . 3 
3 3 . 3 

52 
1 5 . 7 
1 2 . 3 
1 4 . 3 
2 1 . 2 

53 
2 2 . 7 
1 8 . 9 
2 2 . 2 
I S . 2 

9 
3 7 . 3 
3 2 . 3 
3 1 . 6 
4 2 . 4 

20 
1 1 . 4 
1 5 . 6 
15 .4 
1 2 . 1 

31 
5 . 1 

1 1 . 1 
2 0 . 5 
1 3 . 2 

42 
1 3 . 2 
13 .9 
2 4 . 3 
1 5 . 2 

53 
1 4 . 4 
1 3 . 9 
2 3 . 1 
1 5 . 2 

64 
4 5 . 0 
4 0 . 6 
3 7 . 6 
4 3 . 5 

10 
4 5 . 1 
4 8 . 3 
4 1 . 9 
3 9 . 4 

21 
2 7 . 3 
2 1 . 7 
1 3 . 3 
3 0 . 3 

32 
2 2 . 7 
2 5 . 6 
2 0 . 5 
3 9 . 4 

43 
5 . 9 
5 . 1 
5 . 0 

1 2 . 1 

54 
2 9 . 0 
2 7 . 3 
2 0 . 3 
2 1 . 2 

55 
1 2 . 6 
1 9 . 3 
2 5 . 3 
2 1 . 2 

11 
2 8 . 5 
2 8 . 9 
3 3 . 3 
3 0 . 3 

22 
1 9 . 2 
2 3 . 3 
1 7 . 9 
3 0 . 3 

33 
2 5 . 0 
2 3 . 3 
3 7 . 6 
3 0 . 3 

44 
3 0 . 3 
3 1 . 1 
32 .5 
3 6 . 4 

35 
1 3 . 4 
1 6 . 1 
1 3 . 7 
2 4 . 2 

56 
1 0 . 3 
1 0 . 5 
1 3 . 7 

5 . 1 
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LEVEL OP RESPONSIBILITY 

TOP 
MIOOLC 
aOTTOM 

TOP 
MIDDLE 
BOTTOM 

TOP 
MIDDLE 
aOTTOM 

TOP 
MIDDLE 
.80TT0M 

TOP 
MIDDLE 
BOTTOM 

TOP 
MIDDLE 
BOTTOM 

1 
50.S 
54.7 
4».S 

12 
29.4 
31.9 
30. S 

23 
4.7 

12.2 
6.6 

34 
39.5 
43.6 
32.1 

45 
15.7 
17.3 
15.8 

56 
3.5 
2.4 
6.1 

2 
32.2 
31.6 
32.7 

13 
23.3 
21.4 
13.8 

24 
16.8 
12.4 
12.2 

35 
9.6 
4.1 
5.1 

46 
19.8 
24.1 
21.9 

57 
6.7 
9.2 
7.1 

3 
32.9 
33.6 
33.7 

14 
39.9 
47.2 
41.3 

25 
20.0 
23.1 
17.3 

36 
15.9 
12.7 
12.2 

47 
16.9 
15.1 
14.3 

58 
13.4 
12.7 
13.9 

4 
38.3 
38.7 
39.3 

IS 
IS.l 
15.3 
11.7 

26 
43.4 
53.8 
49.3 

37 
32.2 
37.2 
31.1 

48 
32.2 
32.8 
32.7 

59 
16.5 
21.9 
16.3 

5 
14.3 
9.2 
10.7 

1« 
33.1 
40.6 
42.3 

27 
18.0 
17.3 
20.9 

38 
12.3 
11.9 
5.1 

49 
31.4 
27.0 
34.2 

60 
3.5 
9.2 
3.7 

6 
31.1 
42.6 
43.4 

17 
29.0 
26.8 
31.6 

28 
36.4 
37.7 
39.3 

39 
33.8 
38.2 
44.4 

50 
17.8 
14.8 
16.3 

61 
20.6 
23.4 
20.9 

7 
27.4 
29.2 
23.0 

18 
43.4 
41.3 
44.9 

29 
0.9 
2.2 
1.3 

40 
26.7 
29.9 
26.0 

51 
14.3 
15.8 
18.9 

62 
28.7 
23.5 
28.1 

8 
19.8 
23.1 
29.6 

1» 
19.5 
22.6 
34.2 

30 
28.7 
30.9 
27.6 

41 
27.3 
18.2 
23.0 

52 
16.0 
16.3 
14.8 

63 
24.5 
19.5 
18.4 

9 
34.5 
37.7 
40.3 

20 
14.9 
9.5 
9.7 

31 
10.8 
6.6 
4.1 

42 
16.2 
12.2 
13.3 

53 
15.4 
13.8 
12.3 

64 
41.5 
46.7 
43.4 

10 
43.4 
43.6 
47.4 

21 
27.7 
24.1 
23.0 

32 
20.0 
30.7 
19.4 

43 
5.2 
8.3 
4.6 

54 
23.6 
30.7 
29.6 

63 
18.6 
10.0 
12.3 

11 
28.5 
30.4 
28.1 

22 
19.1 
26.3 
14.3 

33 
27.9 
27.7 
21.4 

44 
33.8 
28.3 
26.5 

55 
12.5 
16.8 
13.3 

66 
14.0 
6.6 
3.2 

MONTHLY INCOME 

LOW 
MEDIUM 
HIGH 

LOM 
MEDIUM 
HIGH 

LOW 
MEDIUM 
HIGH 

LOM 
MEDIUM 
HIGH 

LOW 
MEDIUM 
HIGH 

LOM 
MEDIUM 
HIGH 

1 
45.5 
53.7 
55.4 

12 
29.3 
28.4 
34.6 

23 
4.5 
7.7 
10.4 

34 
41.0 
36.1 
44.3 

45 
18.6 
16.4 
13.5 

56 
2.1 
4.3 
4.0 

2 
32.7 
33.2 
29.4 

13 
13.7 
23.3 
24.5 

24 
18.6 
13.4 
12.2 

35 
6.6 
3.0 
6.1 

46 
20.7 
20.9 
23.5 

57 
6.6 
9.5 
5.5 

3 
35.4 
34.6 
28.4 

14 
34.0 
43.9 
49.3 

23 
24.2 
16.3 
22.9 

36 
17.3 
13.0 
12.2 

47 
19.4 
15.0 
13.5 

58 
14.4 
16.2 
13.3 

4 
44.4 
35.4 
37.3 

15 
13.0 
15.4 
15.3 

26 
42.0 
50.0 
54.4 

37 
34.3 
30.5 
38.2 

48 
31.6 
33.6 
31.5 

59 
19.9 
17.1 
18.0 

5 
10.6 
14.5 
9.8 

16 
39.6 
36.6 
38.5 

27 
18.6 
19.8 
15.0 

38 
13.0 
9.6 

11.3 

49 
30.3 
32.7 
26.6 

50 
7.7 
9.6 
3.6 

5 
41.3 
36.6 
32.4 

17 
33.2 
27.3 
23.7 

28 
34.3 
38.4 
38.3 

39 
39.9 
36.1 
34.9 

50 
21.8 
15.2 
13.5 

61 
21.0 
19.3 
26.0 

7 
29.5 
26.2 
27.3 

18 
39.9 
42.1 
48.6 

29 
0.3 
1.4 
2.8 

40 
25.5 
30.0 
26.0 

51 
18.4 
12.3 
17.7 

52 
33.3 
24.3 
23.7 

3 
25.5 
21.2 
23.2 

19 
23.3 
21.3 
21.7 

30 
29.5 
23.0 
30.9 

41 
27.7 
24.3 
18.0 

52 
15.7 
16.1 
16.5 

63 
20.5 
24.3 
18.7 

9 
28.7 
38.2 
42.2 

20 
13.3 
11.6 
12.5 

31 
11.2 
7.0 
7.6 

42 
16.3 
13.0 
14.4 

S3 
14.9 
13.4 
13.3 

64 
41.3 
43.8 
46.2 

10 
44.4 
43.0 
46.2 

21 
22.9 
28.6 
24.5 

32 
18.9 
22.9 
29.4 

43 
5.1 
5.4 
3.5 

54 
25.3 
31.3 
23.1 

55 
17.0 
15.0 
12.2 

11 
28.5 
30.7 
26.9 

22 
14.9 
21.1 
26.6 

33 
27.1 
26.2 
27.5 

44 
32.4 
31.1 
29.1 

55 
11.4 
12.3 
20.2 

66 
10.9 
11.4 
9.2 
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MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE 

LITTLE 
SOME 
A LOT 

LITTtK 
SOME 
A LOT 

LITTLS 
30MI 
A LOT 

LITTLE 
BOMB 
A LOT 

LITTLE 
SOME 
A LOT 

UTTLE 
SOME 
A LOT 

1 
5«.8 
49.5 
52.0 

12 
29.6 
30.2 
31.4 

23 
9.7 
7.3 
6.1 

34 
43.2 
40.8 
34.9 

43 
13.2 
16.3 
18.6 

56 
3.9 
3.6 
3.2 

2 
28.8 
32.9 
33.8 

13 
16.7 
19.8 
2«.S 

24 
12.8 
13.7 
14.0 

33 
4.7 
7.1 
9.0 

4« 
21.4 
21.5 
21.8 

57 
6.2 
8.8 
6.4 

3 
30.4 
32.8 
3«.3 

14 
42.8 
3».0 
49.1 

23 
23.0 
20.2 
19.3 

3« 
12.8 
14.7 
14.3 

47 
13.2 
16.5 
16.9 

58 
13.6 
16.6 
11.6 

4 
32.7 
39.4 
41.3 

IS 
1«.0 
13.0 
13.1 

26 
52.1 
4«.4 
50.9 

37 
33.5 
34.4 
32.3 

48 
29.2 
34.9 
30.2 

59 
21.8 
18.4 
13.1 

5 
10.3 
13.3 
11.0 

16 
41.6 
38.2 
34.9 

27 
17.9 
19.2 
16.6 

38 
7.4 

11.6 
12.8 

49 
29.2 
32.3 
27.6 

60 
9.3 
9.2 
7.6 

6 
37.4 
36.6 
37.8 

17 
31.5 
30.2 
23.3 

28 
33.4 
37.6 
38.1 

39 
33.4 
40.5 
31.1 

50 
13.2 
18.6 
14.2 

61 
23.3 
20.7 
20.3 

7 
2«.3 
28.7 
26.2 

18 
47.3 
42.4 
41.3 

29 
1.9 
1.1 
1.7 

4 

40 
29.2 
26.3 
29.1 

51 
19.5 
13.9 
11.9 

62 
24.5 
28.5 
27.9 

8 
23.0 
21.9 
23.3 

19 
28.0 
21.6 
21.2 

30 
31.1 
28.4 
29.4 

41 
20.6 
23.9 
25.6 

52 
13.2 
17.7 
13.1 

63 
19.3 
22.2 
23.3 

9 
37.4 
33.2 
38.1 

20 
12.5 
11.8 
13.4 

31 
5.1 
8.6 

10.3 

42 
13.6 
13.3 
13.4 

53 
11.7 
14.7 
18.6 

64 
46.3 
43.8 
41.9 

10 
47.1 
44.0 
43.9 

21 
23.3 
27.3 
24.4 

32 
27.6 
21.3 
24.1 

43 
5.4 
6.8 
5.2 

54 
30.0 
26.9 
28.2 

65 
12.8 
13.4 
13.4 

11 
29.6 
29.6 
27.6 

22 
13.3 
21.3 
21.2 

33 
23.3 
28.4 
23.0 

44 
27.6 
32.6 
30.2 

53 
10.5 
13.0 
13.1 

66 
7.4 

12.1 
10.5 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS SUBJECT TO INDIVIDUAL DECISION CHOICES 

70RMAL EDUCATION 

HIGH SCH 
COLLEGE 
GRAD SCH 

HIGH SCH 
COLLEGE 
GRAO sea 

.HIGH SCH 
COLLEGE 
GRAO sea 

HIGH sea 
COLLEGE 
GRAO SCH 

HIGH SCH 
COLLECZ 
GRAO sca 

HIGH sea 
C0LLE6B 
GRAO sea 

1 
42.3 
52.7 
55.1 

12 
30.0 
30.1 
31.0 

23 
3.3 
9.1 
6.7 

34 
34.3 
40.0 
41.9 

45 
20.2 
13.3 
13.9 

56 
2.3 
3.7 
3.7 

2 
34.3 
30.3 
33.7 

13 
18.3 
23.5 
20.1 

24 
22.3 
12.8 
13.4 

33 
8.0 
7.6 
6.0 

46 
24.4 
22.4 
18.6 

57 
6.6 
7.6 
8.2 

3 
36.2 
32.0 
33.7 

14 
38.0 
42.8 
44.4 

23 
20.7 
21.0 
19.9 

36 
16.4 
14.2 
13.2 

47 
19.2 
14.5 
16.4 

58 
14.1 
15.0 
13.6 

4 
47.4 
37.9 
33.0 

IS 
9.9 
16.1 
14.9 

26 
41.3 
49.1 
51.9 

37 
34.7 
34.0 
32.5 

48 
33.2 
31.7 
32.3 

59 
19.7 
17.5 
18.6 

5 
13.6 
11.3 
12.7 

16 
37.1 
39.4 
36.2 

27 
22.1 
17.6 
17.1 

38 
14.6 
10.4 
10.4 

49 
33.2 
29.3 
28.8 

50 
7.0 
3.5 

10.2 

5 
37.5 
36.3 
38.0 

17 
42.3 
26.1 
23.6 

28 
30.5 
39.6 
37.2 

39 
35.7 
36.0 
39.0 

50 
19.7 
13.3 
16.6 

61 
18.8 
23.3 
20.1 

7 
28.2 
29.4 
24.6 

18 
44.1 
43.7 
41.7 

29 
0.0 
1.5 
2.0 

40 
26.8 
28.3 
27.0 

51 
11.3 
16.3 
13.6 

52 
33.7 
24.3 
28.5 

3 
26.3 
22.3 
22.6 

19 
20.7 
22.1 
23.1 

30 
28.2 
27.2 
33.0 

41 
29.1 
22.9 
22.1 

52 
13.0 
13.9 
16.9 

63 
23.0 
19.5 
23.3 

9 
36.6 
36.3 
33.7 

20 
14.6 
12.5 
10.9 

31 
14.6 
9.0 
4.2 

42 
18.3 
14.7 
11.9 

53 
15.5 
15.8 
13.9 

64 
39.9 
44.5 
44.7 

10 
42.3 
47.4 
42.3 

21 
29.1 
23.3 
28.0 

32 
17.4 
25.3 
22.5 

43 
2.3 
7.3 
5.2 

54 
27.2 
28.5 
27.a 

55 
19.2 
15.9 
10.9 

11 
23.3 
30.3 
28.0 

22 
15.0 
23.3 
13.9 

33 
30.0 
26.6 
23.6 

44 
33.3 
29.8 
31.3 

33 
3.0 
16.2 
13.9 

56 
11.7 
10.5 
10.4 
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PIBLO OP STUDY 

nUNAM 
SNGIN 
LAM 
SOS.AO. 
SOC.SC. 

HUMAN 
SNGIN 
LAM 
aus.AO. 
SOC.SC. 

HUMAN 
SNGIN 
LAM 
aus.AO. 
SOC.SC. 

HUMAN 
SNGIN 
LAW 
BUS.AO. 
SOC.SC. 

HUMAN 
SNGIN 
LAM 
aus.AO. 
SOC.SC. 

HUMAN 
SNGIN 
LAW 
BUS.AO. 
SOC.SC. 

1 
52.4 
57.0 
47.3 
52.4 
61.1 

12 
32.0 
36.2 
32.4 
30.9 
26.2 

23 
5.8 
7.2 

11.5 
4.4 

13.4 

34 
45.3 
36.6 
40.3 
41.5 
38.9 

45 
15.6 
13.2 
14.9 
16.5 
20.1 

56 
3.1 
3.3 
4.7 
4.4 
2.0 

2 
28.0 
31.9 
29.7 
36.2 
28.2 

13-
17.3 
23.8 
24.3 
24.7 
19.5 

24 
17.8 
10.6 
14.2 
13.5 
7.4 

33 
8.0 
4.3 
3.4 
3.5 
5.4 

46 
19.1 
22.6 
22.3 
19.4 
21.5 

57 
7.6 
3.5 
8.1 
7.9 
8.1 

3 
32.4 
34.5 
33.3 
30.6 
33.6 

14 
41.8 
43.4 
43.9 
42.1 
52.3 

25 
23.1 
20.4 
19.6 
21.8 
13.4 

36 
13.8 
12.3 
14.9 
14.4 
14.3 

47 
17.3 
19.6 
14.2 
15.6 
11.4 

58 
16.4 
11.9 
16.9 
15.0 
15.4 

4 
39.1 
36.2 
33.8 
39.7 
36.9 

13 
14.7 
16.6 
14.2 
14.1 
14.8 

26 
47.6 
57.9 
50.0 
47.4 
53.0 

37 
32.9 
32.3 
37.2 
33.2 
37.6 

48 
33.1 
31.5 
31.1 
30.6 
34.9 

59 
20.9 
14.5 
19.5 
18.2 
17.4 

5 
14.7 
11.5 
3.3 

12.9 
11.4 

16 
40.0 
33.7 
37.8 
39.4 
33.6 

27 
17.3 
23.8 
12.3 
18.8 
18.1 

38 
14.7 
6.0 
9.3 
10.0 
10.7 

49 
33.3 
31.5 
24.3 
27.4 
30.2 

60 
6.2 
9.4 
3.1 
11.5 
3.1 

6 
38.7 
41.7 
37.8 
33.2 
37.6 

17 
30.7 
26.8 
23.0 
26.2 
26.2 

28 
36.0 
44.3 
37.8 
33.5 
43.6 

39 
38.7 
31.9 
36.5 
38.5 
34.2 

50 
16.9 
16.2 
13.5 
16.2 
16.1 

61 
21.3 
22.6 
20.3 
21.5 
22.3 

7 
29.3 
27.2 
29.7 
24.7 
22.8 

18 
42.2 
43.1 
41.2 
47.6 
40.3 

29 
0.4 
1.7 
3.4 
1.2 
1.3 

40 
28.4 
28.1 
30.4 
26.8 
24.2 

51 
13.3 
14.9 
22.3 
14.1 
14.1 

52 
26.7 
24.3 
30.4 
24.7 
23.5 

8 
27.6 
23.8 
27.0 
18.5 
22.1 

19 
23.6 
28.9 
23.0 
22.6 
20.3 

30 
24.4 
29.4 
32.4 
32.9 
34.9 

41 
29.3 
19.1 
16.9 
24.1 
20.1 

52 
12.9 
19.1 
14.2 
17.4 
14.1 

63 
23.6 
16.6 
21.6 
26.2 
13.1 

9 
31.6 
38.7 
41.9 
33.9 
43.0 

20 
7.6 

11.5 
12.2 
12.9 
12.8 

31 
9.3 
4.7 
3.4 
9.7 
4.7 

42 
16.4 
11.9 
14.9 
14.7 
9.7 

53 
13.3 
13.5 
18.2 
16.5 
14.3 

64 
45.3 
44.7 
45.3 
42.4 
43.5 

10 
41.3 
49.4 
44.6 
46.8 
41.6 

21 
23.3 
27.7 
18.2 
29.7 
20.8 

32 
25.8 
21.3 
27.7 
22.1 
24.8 

43 
5.3 
3.0 

10.3 
5.9 
6.0 

54 
22.7 
39.1 
27.0 
27.1 
28.9 

63 
16.0 
10.6 
12.3 
13.5 
10.7 

11 
27.1 
23.5 
31.8 
31.2 
29.5 

22 
20.4 
15.3 
27.0 
22.1 
23.5 

33 
26.2 
24.7 
23.0 
27.1 
24.8 

44 
28.4 
28.5 
33.1 
27.4 
32.2 

55 
15.1 
10.6 
19.6 
12.9 
13.1 

66 
11.1 
3.9 
6.1 
3.5 

16.1 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS MINIMALLY SUBJECT TO INDIVIDUAL 3ECISI0N CHOICES 

AGE 

YOUNG 
.MID. 1 
MID. 2 
OLD 

YOUNG 
MID. 1 
MID. 2 
OLD 

YOUNG 
MID. 1 
MID. 2 
OLD 

YOUNG 
MID. 1 
MID. 2 
OLD 

YOUNG 
MID. 1 
MID. 2 

OLD 

YOUNG 
MID. 1 
MID. 2 

OLD 

1 
55.0 
50.7 
49.7 
52.6 

12 
36.0 
23.0 
30.1 
23.2 

23 
3.5 
5.2 
3.3 
4.2 

34 
40.4 
34.9 
43.9 
43.2 

45 
17.0 
16.7 
14.6 
13.9 

56 
2.9 
4.4 
3.7 
1.1 

2 
33.9 
34.0 
29.0 
28.4 

13 
23.1 
17.6 
21.8 
26.3 

24 
10.2 
14.4 
15.3 
23.2 

35 
5.6 
6.4 
3.5 

10.5 

46 
21.6 
19.3 
23.9 
22.1 

57 
'.0 
5.4 
9.3 
3.4 

3 
33.9 
34.0 
30.9 
36.8 

14 
46.2 
39.6 
42.6 
43.2 

25 
19.5 
22.7 
19.1 
20.0 

36 
17.0 
10.4 
15.4 
17.9 

47 
18.1 
13.3 
17.0 

15.3 

58 
13.5 
13.6 
14.4 
21.1 

4 
36.3 
39.3 
39.1 
38.3 

15 
14.9 
13.6 
14.3 
17.9 

26 
53.3 
46.7 
50.0 
36.3 

37 
33.3 
33.6 
34.5 
31.5 

43 
32.7 
27.6 
36.7 
37.9 

59 
19.3 
13.4 
19.1 
9.3 

3 
12.5 
14.2 
3.3 

12.6 

16 
36.3 
41.1 
36.4 
35.3 

27 
19.5 
13.2 
13.4 
12.5 

33 
11.4 
11.3 
10.9 
9.5 

49 
27.3 
30.2 
32.4 
33.7 

50 
12.0 
7.6 
7. 7 
7.4 

5 
38.9 
40.2 
33.3 
23.4 

17 
24.3 
31.3 
31.4 
21.1 

28 
34.3 
38.7 
38.6 
34.7 

39 
34.5 
40.0 
36.7 
31.6 

50 
13.3 
16.7 

16.3 
21.1 

51 
21.3 
24.7 
17.6 
21.1 

7 
27.3 
24.2 
27.4 
44.2 

13 
39.2 
46.2 
43.1 
43.2 

29 
2.0 
0.9 
1.5 
1.1 

40 
29.2 
24.0 
30.5 
27.4 

51 
16.1 
13.0 
13.3 
10.3 

52 
22.3 
29.3 
29.3 
28.4 

3 
24.3 
21.3 
23.4 

25.3 

19 
22.3 
25.3 
22.5 
11.6 

30 
28.4 
32.0 
27.1 
27.4 

41 
21.3 
25.1 
23.4 

24.2 

52 
15.3 
17.5 
15.7 

12.5 

53 
22.2 
21.3 
21.3 
24.2 

9 
40.4 
36.2 
36.4 
23.2 

20 
9.3 

12.4 
13.0 
17.9 

31 
5.6 
3.2 
9.3 

13.3 

42 
13.2 
15.1 
14.4 
13.3 

53 
15.2 
12.7 

17.0 
18.9 

54 
40.5 
44.4 
44.4 
49.5 

10 
44.7 

47.3 
42.3 
47.4 

21 
28.7 

24.2 
24.7 
27.4 

32 
22.5 
23.1 
24.2 
24.2 

43 
5.3 
7.3 
4.3 
3.4 

54 
27.2 
28.: 
28.3 
24.2 

55 
11.7 
15.3 
15.4 
22.1 

11 
27.5 
28.9 
30.1 
31.6 

22 
24.3 
13.4 
19.1 
24.2 

33 
20.3 
29.1 
30.1 
25.3 

44 
31.3 
30.3 
30.9 
30.3 

55 
13.7 
14. 4 
14.4 
12.6 

56 
3.5 

ia.2 
1* * ̂  
15.3 
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PATHER'S OCCUPATION 

rARMBX 
CIV. 3. 
SOS. TR. 
SOS. EX. 
TSACHER 
PROPBS. 

PAnmx 
CIV. 3. 
SOS. TR. 
BOS. EX. 
TEACHER 
PROFES. 

PARMER 
CIV. S. 
SOS. TR. 
BOS. EX. 
TEACHER 
PROPBS. 

PARMSX 
CIV. s. 
BUS. TR. 
BOS. SX. 
TEACHER 
PROPBS. 

PARMER 
CIV. S. 
BUS. TR. 
BOS. SX. 
TEACHER 
PROFES. 

FARMER 
CIV. s. 
BUS. TR. 
SOS. EX. 
TEACHER 
PROPBS. 

1 
49.8 
53.7 
48.3 
54.0 
4«.7 
34.8 
12 

33.3 
29.3 
32.8 
27.3 
2«.l 
32.6 
23 

9.0 
8.1. 
9.3 
4.0 
6.1 
6.7 
34 

34.3 
38.9 
41.4 
39.5 
41.8 
43.2 
43 

15.9 
13.1 
14.7 
18.0 
21.2 
14.1 
56 
2.6 
4.0 
2.2 
5.0 
2.4 
5.9 

2 
30.9 
37.6 
31.0 
32.5 
24.8 
31.9 
13 

20.6 
20.8 
21.6 
23.0 
23.0 
20.7 
24 

13.0 
11.7 
17,2 
9.3 
21.2 
13.6 
33 

8.6 
5.4 
6.5 
7.0 
9.1 
7.4 
46 

19.7 
23.2 
22.0 
13.5 
24.8 
23.7 
57 
3.6 
7.7 
7.8 
3.5 
4.3 
7.4 

3 
33.3 
3«.9 
31.9 
31.5 
28.5 
33.6 
14 

43.3 
43.0 
43.3 
40.3 
39.4 
42.2 
23 

24.9 
21.8 
18.3 
18.3 
23.0 
14.1 
36 

13.9 
14.1 
14.7 
12.5 
14.5 
13.3 
47 

16.3 
16.8 
13.8 
13.0 
18.2 
18.5 
58 

12.9 
11.7 
18.5 
16.5 
15.8 
17.0 

4 
39.1 
43.3 
41.8 
32.0 
30.3 
41.3 
13 

16.3 
12.1 
13.9 
14.3 
15.8 
14.1 
26 

49.8 
51.0 
54.3 
4«.3 
38.8 
48.1 
37 

36.3 
30.5 
34.1 
33.0 
37.6 
28.1 
48 

30.0 
32.6 
31.5 
33.0 
41.a 
23.9 
59 

17.6 
17.1 
19.3 
19.0 
18.3 
17.0 

5 
12.0 
13.8 
11.6 
12.0 
8.3 
14.1 
16 

39.9 
37.2 
38.4 
39.0 
32.1 
41.3 
27 

13.3 
20.3 
18.1 
20.0 
13.2 
19.3 
38 

14.2 
10.1 
9.1 
13.0 
11.3 
8.1 
49 

29.6 
28.3 
26.3 
38.5 
32.1 
28.9 
60 
9.4 
9.7 
7.3 
11.0 
7.3 
5.9 

6 
44.2 
39.3 
37.1 
32.0 
32.7 
32.6 
17 

32.6 
26.8 
23.3 
27.3 
30.3 
34.8 
28 

3«.l 
34.6 
42.7 
37.0 
33.8 
38.5 
39 

36.1 
37.6 
33.2 
37.5 
40.6 
37.8 
50 

IS.5 
17.1 
18.5 
17.0 
13.3 
18.5 
61 

19.3 
19.5 
20.7 
27.0 
22.4 
22.2 

7 
34.8 
23.8 
28.7 
23.5 
29.7 
23.9 
IS 

47.2 
43.3 
43.1 
38.0 
40.6 
46.7 
29 
1.3 
1.7 
0.9 
2.5 
1.8 
0.0 
40 

32.2 
26.5 
23.9 
24.0 
30.3 
29.6 
51 

12.9 
15.8 
13.1 
16.3 
16.4 
17.8 
62 

27.0 
23.2 
27.2 
29.5 
33.3 
28.9 

9 
16.7 
24.3 
23.3 
24.0 
27.3 
23.7 
19 

20.2 
22.3 
24.6 
26.0 
18.8 
23.2 
30 

21.9 
31.5 
34.3 
26.0 
30.3 
31.1 
41 

21.0 
22.5 
20.7 
23.5 
29.7 
28.9 
52 

16.7 
12.1 
16.8 
15.0 
17.6 
22.2 
63 

21.0 
23.8 
19.3 
19.0 
24.8 
23.7 

9 
33.0 
33.2 
38.6 
33.3 
41.2 
40.0 
20 

13.7 
7.7 

12.1 
17.0 
10.3 
16.3 
31 

12.0 
4.7 
6.5 
9.0 

11.5 
8.9 
42 

18.3 
14.1 
14.2 
11.5 
12.1 
13.6 
53 

21.0 
13.4 
13.8 
12.5 
17.6 
11.9 
64 

43.8 
39.6 
44.4 
51.0 
38.3 
47.4 

10 
47.6 
49.3 
38.8 
43.0 
38.2 
51.1' 
21 

27.9 
23.5 
26.3 
22.3 
26.7 
23.9 
32 

22.3 
23.2 
23.3 
23.0 
23.6 
21.3 
43 
8.6 
5.0 
4.7 
7.5 
7.3 
3.0 
54 

26.2 
27.5 
31.0 
26.0 
24.8 
32.6 
55 

14.6 
13.4 
13.8 
16.0 
18.3 
14.1 

11 
27.5 
29.9 
28.9 
32.0 
30.3 
24.4 
22 

23.2 
20.1 
17.7 
21.0 
20.0 
23.0 
33 

29.6 
26.3 
26.3 
26.3 
29.7 
20.7 
44 

24.9 
31.9 
33.2 
30.5 
37.0 
28.9 
53 

13.5 
13.3 
12.9 
14.5 
12.7 
11.1 
56 
3.6 

11.4 
9.9 
11.5 
10.3 
12.5 

RORAL 
URBAN 

RURAL 
'JRBAM 

RURAL 
URBAN 

RURAL 
URBAN 

RURAL 
JRBAM 

RURAL 
URBAN 

1 
51.0 
52.2 

12 
29.1 
31.4 

23 
7.5 
7.4 

34 
39.7 
39.6 

45 
13.5 
18.5 

56 
3.3 
3.4 

2 
31.3 
32.6 

13 
18.6 
23.3 

24 
16.6 
13.2 

33 
7.1 
7.1 

46 
23.5 
20.0 

57 
3.5 
5.9 

3 
36.2 
31.0 

14 
43.2 
42.0 

23 
21.9 
19.6 

36 
13.3 
13.4 

47 
13.7 
16.1 

58 
14.3 
13.3 

4 
37.9 
39.1 

15 
13.3 
15.7 

26 
49.4 
48.3 

37 
33.0 
34.2 

48 
33.2 
30.4 

59 
13.2 
18.2 

BACXGROONO 

5 
3.9 
14.6 

16 
38.4 
37.7 

27 
13.4 
18.1 

38 
10.9 
11.2 

49 
30.4 
30.4 

SO 
7.3 
9.9 

5 
38.3 
36.1 

17 
29.7 
27.3 

28 
40.1 
33.2 

39 
39.5 
34.3 

50 
15.7 
17.5 

61 
22.6 
20.7 

7 
32.4 
23.9 

18 
42.3 
43.8 

29 
1.3 
1.5 

40 
27.1 
28.0 

51 
13.8 
16.3 

62 
59.1 
26.3 

3 
23.3 
22.3 

19 
22.6 
23.0 

30 
29.7 
28.9 

41 
23.9 
22.0 

52 
16.6 
13.7 

53 
20.3 
22.3 

9 
33.5 
37.1 

20 
11.5 
13.0 

31 
10.2 
7.0 

42 
14.4 
14.4 

53 
13.7 
14.7 

54 
46.3 
41.9 

10 
43.4 
46.5 

21 
23.0 
26.5 

32 
22.2 
24.2 

43 
5.9 
5.5 

54 
27.3 
23.2 

53 
17.5 
12.9 

11 
27.5 
30.3 

22 
21.7 
20.3 

33 
27.0 
26.3 

44 
30.6 
31.2 

55 
13.3 
14.3 

56 
9.1 

11.3 
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ORTHODOX 
OTHER 

ORTHODOX 
OTHER 

ORTHODOX 
OTHER 

ORTHODOX 
OTHER 

ORTHODOX 
OTHBX 

ORTHODOX 
OTHER 

1 
51.7 
31.4 

12 
29.6 
36.5 

23 
7.4 
7.4 

34 
39.9 
37.8 

43 
16.3 
16.2 

56 
3.7 
2.7 

2 
33.2 
23.6 

13 
21.4 
22.3 

24 
13.2 
10.1 

33 
7.5 
4.1 

46 
20.8 
27.0 

57 
7.5 
3.1 

33. 
31. 

42. 
40. 

20. 
21. 

14' 
14 

16. 
13 

13.J 
14. 

3 
5 
1 

4 
8 
5 

3 
4 
6 

6 
2 
9 

17 
0 
5 

S8 

4 
38.2 
41.2 

13 
14.1 
18.9 

26 
48.0 
54.7 

37 
33.1 
37.8 

48 
32.0 
33.8 

59 
18.7 
14.2-

RBLIGIGM 

5 
12.7 
7.4 

16 
37.8 
39.9 

27 
18.3 
17.6 

38 
11.2 
10.1 

49 
30.7 
28.4 

60 
8.6 
10.1 

6 
36.0 
43.3 

17 
29.2 
24.3 

28 
36.3 
43.2 

39 
36.6 
39.2 

50 
16.3 
16.2 

61 
21.4 
22.3 

27.6 
27.7 

42.8 
43.9 

1.3 
2.7 

40 
27.4 
29.1 

13.7 
14.2 

62 
27.3 
23.7 

8 
23.0 
23.0 

19 
22.2 
27.0 

30 
30.1 
22.3 

41 
24.8 
13.5 

52 
16.9 
10.1 

63 
21.7 
23.6. 

38.7 
34.3 

20 
12.3 
12.8 

31 
8.5 
7.4 

42 
14.3 
14.9 

53 
14.9 
16.9 

64 
44.5 
38.5 

10 
43.6 
41.9 

21 
23.9 
23.0 

32 
23.0 
26.4 

43 
5.7 
9.5 

54 
28.4 
23.6 

65 
14.9 
14.9 

11 
28.7 
31.8 

22 
20.4 
22.3 

33 
26.6 
28.4 

44 
31.0 
30.4 

55 
13.3 
16.2 

66 
11.2 
6.3 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

SIZE OF COMPANY (SMALL-MEDIUM-LARGE) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
n 
* 
* 
-
* 
-
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

* 
* 
-
* 
-
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
-
* 
* 
* 
-
* 
-
* 
* 
* 
-
* 

45 .Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65 .Religion 
66.Risk 

* 
* 
* 
-
* 
* 
* 
-
* 
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
* 
* 
— 
* 
* 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

49 are dependent 
17 are independent 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION (CENTRAL-MACEDONIA & THRACE-PELOPONNESE-ELSEWHERE) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 

10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

-
* 
-
-
* 
-
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
* 
-
-
* 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

-
* 
* 
* 
* 
-
* 
-
* 
-
* 
-
-
* 
-
* 
-
-
* 
* 
-
-

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
. 52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63. Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

24 are dependent 
42 are independent 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

LEVEL OF RESPONSIBILITY (TOP-MIDDLE-BOTTOM) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

-
-
-
-
* 
* 
-
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
* 
-
* 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

* 
-
-
* 
-
-
-
-
* 
* 
-
* 
* 
-
-
* 
* 
-
* 
-
-
^ 

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

17 are dependent 
49 are independent 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

INCOME (LOW-MEDIUM-HIGH) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

* 
* 
* 
* 
-
-
* 
-
-
• 
-
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
-
-
-

45. Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53. Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

-
-
-
-
-
* 
* 
-
-
-
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
-
-
-
-

*; Dependent 
-: Independent 

19 are dependent 
47 are independent 



CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE (LITTLE-SOME-A LOT) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 
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l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Prof it Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 

- 26.Ability 
27.Obedience 

- 28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 

- 33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 

* 35.Tolerance 
* 36.Conformity 

37.Honor 
38.Leisure 

* 39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 

- 43.Individuality 
- 44.Job Satisfaction 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
-
-
-
— 
-

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

5 are dependent 
61 are independent 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

FORMAL EDUCATION (HIGH SCHOOL-COLLEGE-GRADUATE SCHOOL) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity * 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability * 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers ' 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

* 
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
-

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49. Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

12 are dependent 
54 are independent 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

FIELD OF STUDY (HUMANITIES-ENGINEERING-LAW-BUS. AD.-SOCIAL SCIENCES) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Prof it Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees ' 
22.Self 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

* 
* 
-
-
-
* 
-
-
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
-
-
* 
-
* 
-

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47. Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

11 are dependent 
55 are independent 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

AGE IN YEARS (YOUNG-MIDDLE AGE-SECOND MIDDLE AGE-OLD) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare < 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees ^ 

10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen < 
13.My Boss ' 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers ' 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers ' 
20.Stockholder3 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

-
* 
-
* 
-
-
-
-
* 
-
* 
-
-
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59 .Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

12 are dependent 
54 are independent 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

FATHER'S OCCUPATION (FARMER-CIVIL SERVANT-BUS.TRADE-BUS. EXECUTIVE-
TEACHER- PROFESSIONAL) 

WITH 
VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability * 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 

10.Customers * 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders * 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

-
* 
-
-
-
-
-
* 
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63. Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

7 are dependent 
59 are indeoendent 



CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

BACKGROUND (RURAL-URBAN) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 
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l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55.Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

6 are dependent 
60 are independent 



CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 
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RELIGION (GREEK ORTHODOX-OTHER) 
WITH 

VALUES (OPERATIVE-NONOPERATIVE) 

l.High Productivity 
2.Industry Leadership 
3.Employee Welfare 
4.Organ. Stability 
5.Profit Maximization 
6.Organ. Efficiency 
7.Social Welfare 
8.Organ. Growth 
9.Employees 
10.Customers 
11.Co-workers 
12.Craftsmen 
13.My Boss 
14.Managers 
15.Owners 
16.Subordinates 
17.Laborers 
18.My Company 
19.Blue-Collar Workers 
20.Stockholders 
21.Technical Employees 
22.Self 

23.Labor Unions 
24.White Collar Workers 
25.Ambition 
26.Ability 
27.Obedience 
28.Trust 
29.Aggressiveness 
30.Loyalty 
31.Prejudice 
32.Compassion 
33.Skill 
34.Cooperation 
35.Tolerance 
36.Conformity 
37.Honor 
38.Leisure 
39.Dignity 
40.Achievement 
41.Autonomy 
42.Money 
43.Individuality 
44.Job Satisfaction 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
* 
-
-
-

45.Influence 
46.Security 
47.Power 
48.Creativity 
49.Success 
50.Prestige 
51.Authority 
52.Caution 
53.Change 
54.Competition 
55 .Compromise 
56.Conflict 
57.Conservatism 
58.Emotions 
59.Equality 
60.Force 
61.Government 
62.Liberalism 
63.Property 
64.Rational 
65.Religion 
66.Risk 

*: Dependent 
-: Independent 

4 are dependent 
62 are independent 
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1. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

PERSONAL-ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND SUCCESS 

SUCCESS 
SIZE OF COMPANY 
Small 
Medium 
Large 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION 
Central Greece 
Macedonia-Thrace 
Peloponnese 
Elsewhere 

NATURE OF BUSINESS 
Agriculture 
Banking 
Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale & Retail 
Finance 
Services 

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 
One Product 
Few Similar Products 
Few Dif. Products 
Many Dif. Products 
None of the Above 

: TOP 

0.0 
16.4 
35.9 

22.2 
31.0 
22.8 
55.4 

14.9 
57.3 
19.4 
64.4 
17.1 
23.9 
31.4 
21.5 
24.3 

18.0 
46.3 
27.4 
18.6 
35.1 

LEVEL OF RESPONSIBILITY 
Top 
Middle 
Bottom 

LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION 
Corporate 
Regional 
Branch 

NATURE OF OWNERSHIP 
Proprietorship 
Partnership 
Public Corporation 
Private Corporation 
Foreign Corporation 

TYPE OF POSITION 
Line 
Staff 
Combined 

17.8 
39.0 
17.4 

24.4 
25.0 
37.5 

14.4 
30.0 
58.8 
20.8 
37.5 

23.5 
36.9 
18.1 

YEARS IN PRESENT POSITION 
0- 1 
2- 3 
4- 5 
6-10 
11-15 

44.1 
27.1 
20.1 
15.4 
24.2 

MED. I 

11.3 
23.3 
30.3 

27.5 
23.4 
14.4 
16.1 

47.0 
25.6 
27.8 
26.7 
35.9 
16.9 
13.8 
6.8 
12.1 

23.0 
29.2 
37.5 
25.0 
12.6 

22.8 
29.0 
27.0 

24.5 
39.4 
31.3 

13.1 
22.2 
22.2 
31.3 
15.9 

24.3 
29.3 
27.7 

26.6 
30.1 
20.8 
28.6 
18.8 

MED. II 

28.9 
33.6 
16.7 

25.2 
20.8 
22.8 
14.3 

21.4 
9.4 
19.4 
2.2 
23.6 
30.5 
25.4 
31.4 
26.6 

25.3 
15.3 
20.9 
27.1 
24.6 

26.8 
17.0 
29.2 

24.7 
14.4 
12.5 

29.2 
25.6 
12.4 
24.2 
22.7 

25.0 
16.1 
26.6 

15.7 
23.7 
30.2 
26.9 
21.9 

BOTTOM 

. 59.8 
26.7 
17.0 

25.1 ' 
24.8 
40.1 
14.3 

16.7 
7.7 
33.3 
6.7 
23.4 
28.6 
29.3 
40.3 
37.0 

33.6 
9.3 
14.1 
29.3 
27.7 

32.5 
15.0 
26.3 

26.4 
21.2 
18.8 

43.3 
22.2 
6.7 
23.8 
23.9 

27.2 
17.7 
27.7 

13.6 
19.1 
28.0 
29.2 
35.2 
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1 0 . FUNCTION 

11. 

12 , 

13, 

14 

15, 

1 6 . 

17, 

1 8 . 

Production-Operations 
Sales-Distribution 
Engineering 
Finance-Accounting 
Pers.-Ind. Relations 
General Administr. 

TOTAL WORK EXPERIENCE 
Under 1 
1- 3 
4- 6 
7- 9 
10-14 
15-20 
21-30 
More than 30 

MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE 
Little 
Some 
A Lot 

AGE IN YEARS 
Young 
Middle Age I 
Middle Age II 
Old 

FORMAL EDUCATION 
High School 
College 
Graduate School 

FIELD OF STUDY 
Humanities 
Engineering 
Law 
Bus. Administration 
Social Sciences 

BACKGROUND 
Rural 
Urban 

FATHER'S OCCUPATION 
Farmer 
Civil Servant 
Business Trade 
Business Executive 
Teacher 
Professional 

RELIGION 
Greek Orthodox 
Other 

20.1 
29.1 
8.3 
21.7 
35.2 
27.9 

42.6 
36.8 
19.4 
26.0 
17.3 
19.0 
32.8 
33.3 

29.8 
21.5 
26.4 

25.4 
22.9 
26.7 
20.1 

7.8 
28.2 
27.0 

19.9 
26.0 
36.3 
23.9 
37.8 

25.4 
23.9 

25.0 
26.6 
25.3 
23.5 
22.8 
21.0 

23.5 
32.2 

26.7 
22.9 
25.0 
21.7 
33.0 
26.4 

21.3 
29.9 
24.6 
30.5 
20.4 
26.4 
27.1 
39.4 

31.3 
23.3 
25.0 

24.7 
25.4 
24.4 
31.9 

16.2 
24.8 
31.1 

20.7 
34.6 
30.2 
26.6 
28.4 

21.4 
28.3 

22.8 
26.9 
28.1 
24.9 
22.0 
27.2 

25.7 
23.4 

24.2 
26.3 
29.2 
21.7 
20.9 
22.7 

17.0 
16.7 
25.6 
21.4 
29.8 
19.8 
21.4 
16.7 

19.7 
25.9 
23.7 

26.4 
28.3 
17.3 
22.2 

27.6 
25.5 
19.8 

26.7 
22.6 
17.2 
25.2 
20.4 

24.8 
23.5 

24.7 
22.1 
23.3 
23.2 
26.8 
26.2 

24.1 
23.8 

29.0 
21.7 
37.5 
34.8 
11.0 
23.0 

19.1 
16.7 
30.3 
22.1 
32.5 
34.7 
18.7 
10.6 

19.2 
29.3 
24.9 

23.5 
23.3 
31.5 
25.7 

48.4 
21.5 
22.1 

32.7 
16.8 
16.3 
24.3 
13.3 

28.4 
24.3 

27.4 
24.4 
23.3 
28.3 
28.3 
25.6 

26.7 
20.6 
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EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES AND 
A PRIORI EXPECTATIONS 

HI: There is a significant ciifference between the 

value patterns of Greek managers and those of 

American managers. 

On the basis of what is known from previous empirical 

and descriptive research of the Greek culture (e.g. Mead, 

1953; Cummings et. al., 1971; Triandis and Vassiliou, 1972; 

Hines, 1973; Hofstede, 1980), it is expected that the 

majority of the Greek managers would be pragmatic in 

primary value orientation, and therefore it is expected 

that this hypothesis will be rejected. For the case of the 

United States, England et. al. (1974) report that 58 

percent of the American managers have a pragmatic primary 

value orientation; a similar percentage for the Greek 

managers is expected as well. 

H2: The value systems of Greek managers are not 

significantly related to their self-reported 

(intended) behavior. 

On the basis of the rationalizations concerning 

expected behavior given certain values advanced by England 
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et. al. (1974), and also their previous research findings, 

the following are expected: 

1. Managers who have the concepts of Employee Welfare 

and All Employees as operative values would be expected to 

spend more money on renovating the cafeteria and rest-room 

facilities of the plant as described in Job Incident 1 of 

the self-reported behavior instrument; managers who have 

Profit Maximization as an operative value would be expected 

to spend less money for the same purpose. 

2. Managers who have the concepts of Technical Staff, 

Employee Welfare, and Loyalty as operative values would be 

expected to spend more money on retraining obsolete 

engineers as described in Job Incident 2; managers who have 

Profit Maximization as an operative value would be expected 

to spend less money for the same purpose. 

3. Managers who have the concepts of Employee 

Welfare, Semi-skilled Workers, Labor Unions, Trust, 

Loyalty, Compassion, Tolerance, and Dignity as operative 

values would be less willing to obtain R & D funds by 

withholding raises to and benefits from the workers, as 

described in Job Incident 3. 

4. Managers who have the concepts of Creativity, and 

Change as operative values would have a tendency to 

promote, from among two equally qualified employees, a 

creative but not very popular and congenial worker over a 

less creative but well liked by his colleages worker, as 
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described in Job Incident 4; the opposite would be expected 

to be true for managers who have the concepts of 

Cooperation, and Job Satisfaction as operative values. 

5. Managers who have the concepts of My Subordinates, 

and Trust as operative values would have a tendency to 

delegate more authority as described in Job Incident 5; 

conversely, managers who have the concepts of Influence, 

Power, Authority, and Caution as operative values would 

have a tendency to delegate less authority. 

H3: Greek managers with a pragmatic primary value 

orientation do not have a significantly higher 

probability for objectively measured success 

(objectively measured success is broadly defined 

as relative income for the manager's age bracket) 

On the basis of previous findings by England et. al. 

(1974), and also from what can be inferred from other 

studies (e.g. Hines, 1973), it is expected that this 

hypothesis will be rejected. 

H4: There are no significant differences in personal 

value patterns among different subgroups of Greek 

managers based on personal, history, and 

organizational data subgroupings. 

Despite the very high homogeneity of the Greek 

society, it is expected that most of the elements of this 
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hypothesis will be rejected. The following represent more 

specific (albeit still general) predictions based on 

England's et. al. work (1974) and others as indicated. 

The relevant variables with respect to this hypothesis 

are organized in three categories (England et. al., 1974). 

The variables, together with haphazard predictions about 

the number of differences expected in operative values are 

listed below. 

1. Personal characteristics minimally subject to 

individual decision choices, including: 

a. Age: Moderate differences in operative values are 

expected. 

b. Father's Occupation: Moderate differences in 

operative values are expected. 

c. Rural versus Urban Background: Very few 

differences in operative values are expected. 

d. Religion: Given the structure of the Greek society 

with respect to religion, not enough variation in responses 

for statistical differences are expected (i.e. mostly 

everybody is Greek Orthodox). 

e. Sex: Moderate differences (e.g. Cook et. al., 
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1974) would have been expected, but not enough variation in 

responses is anticipated (i.e. not enough women managers) 

for statistical differences. 

2. Personal characteristics subject to individual 

decision choices, including: 

a. Amount of Formal Education: Moderate to strong 

differences in operative values are expected. 

b. Field of Study (e.g. Humanities versus Business or 

Engineering): Moderate to strong differences in operative 

values are expected. 

c. Job Satisfaction: For high job satisfaction one 

would expect few intended and adopted values (Argyris, 

1973). 

3. Organizational characteristics 

a. Size of company: Moderate to strong differences in 

operative values are expected. 

b. Regional Location of the Company: Despite the fact 
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that England has reported strong differences across this 

variable for Indian managers (England et. al., 1974), 

differences for Greek managers are not expected. This is 

due to the high homogeneity of the Greek population. 

c. Level of Responsibility (Organizational Level): 

Moderate to strong fifferences in operative values are 

expected. 

d. Income: Moderate differences in operative values 

are expected. 

e. Managerial Experience: Differences due to age are 

expected to be compounded, producing even greater 

differences in operative values due to managerial 

experience. 

f. Total Work Experience: As above, moderate to 

strong differences in operative values are expected. 

g. Type of Position (i.e. staff versus line): 

Moderate differences in operative values are expected. 

h. Nature of Ownership (i.e. public and different 

forms of private): Moderate differences in operative values 

are expected. 

i. With respect to the variables of Nature of 

Business, Type of Organization, Time in Present Position, 

and Function, no specific predictions are advanced, even 

though differences in operative values could be reasonably 

expected. 




